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1 Introduction

Thecontents ofthisbook maybeseen asan extension of thosesimulationsdescribed bydeWitand van Keulen intheirbook 'Simulation
oftransportprocessesinsoils'(Pudoc,1972).Theydealtwithtransport
ofheat,salts,ionsandwaterintheunsaturated phaseinageneralway.
Inthisbook,besidestransport,adsorption anddesorption phenomena
playanimportant role.
Most of the simulations could beapplied to thefieldor to laboratory
experiments. Comparisons between results obtained with the simulationsand experimental resultsform animportant part ofthis book.
IncontrasttotheworkofdeWitandvanKeulenthewatermovement
in soils is considered to be known from other sources, either actual
measurements or other simulation programs. This different approach
is based on the enormous amount of computer time necessary for a
detailed simulation of water movement in soils over a long period,
say 10 years. In addition, the small time-intervals required for the
integration for simulating water movement are unnecessary for the
simulation of other processes. Often the effort and computer time
invested in a detailed simulation of water movement, hardly improve
the model, as the determining part may beformed by the adsorption
and desorption phenomena and not by water movement.
For writing the simulation programs use was made of the modern
simulation language C S M P - I I I . With this choice the authors do
notinanywaydenytheadvantages ofanalytical methods or methods
in which certain parts of the calculations are done by a numerical
method. Analytical approaches, if they can be realised, areexact; the
calculation can be done with tables or a simple desk calculator. The
only problem is that an analytical method can only be applied in
simple situations. For somewhat more complex systems it is worthwhile to consider a numerical method for integrating the differential
equations that describe the system. A computer is usually required,
with a program written in FORTRAN, ALGOL or another programming language, although sometimes monograms can be used.
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The method mentioned above may fail when the problem is more
complex.Aheterogeneous soilprofile isalready a difficult problem to
handle, but when bacteriological processes, mixing by worms or
yearlyploughinghaveto beintroduced, theproblem maybecome too
difficult to beefficiently programmed in,for instance, FORTRAN by
a soil scientist or ecologist. On the contrary with modern simulation
languages such as CSMP such problems can be handled relatively
easilyand mayinthiswayprovide 'quantitative insight' into complex
problems. The term quantitative insight is used here intentionally
becauseoften part oftheparameters required todescribesuchsystems
can hardly bedetermined independently. Consequently the parameter
values have to be evaluated from a comparison between data which
areavailableand trial-and-errorcalculations.After suchan evaluation
the model may eventually be used for predictions. The mathematical
accuracy of such calculations may, in simplified cases, approach the
accuracy of analytical solutions of the appropriate equations but itis
generallyless.Formulticompartment models,whichareusedthroughout thisbook, thepseudodispersion and apparent negative concentrations must be mentioned as sources of inaccuracy.
Both subjects will be discussed in Chapter 2.
Some alternatives for such models are included.
In Chapter 3 the transport of tritium labelled water is described.
Itisnot thetransport ofbulkwaterwhichissimulated, butthemigration of a compound which is dissolved in the soil solution, namely
tritium labelled water. 3 H 2 0 has been selected because adsorption
phenomena are negligible in the examples presented; thus it-is an
ideal tracer to investigate diffusion and dispersion phenomena in a
soil. A good insight into these processes is essential for a correct
simulation of the transport of compounds which are adsorbed or
desorbed. A comparison between calculated and experimental results
isincluded.
In Chapter 4 a program for the transport of Sr and Ca ions via the
liquid phase is described. A linear adsorption isotherm is used. The
program was tested on soil columns taken from a field containing
the original profile i.e.presenting a heterogeneous medium. Leaching
was carried out at a constant water flux.

In Chapter 5 a program is given for the migration of compounds
whichareadsorbed tosuchanextentthattheirtransport viatheliquid
phase can be neglected. Transport is considered to be caused by
mechanicalfactors, suchastheaction ofwormsandiscalledmechanical mixing. The migration of mercury and caesium are dealt with.
Field data for the transport ofmercury are included.
In Chapter 6a program for thetransport offallout 90Sr inthefield is
presented. The adsorption isotherm is linear, a fixation mechanism,
mixing and ploughing are included. The soil moisture data i.e. soil
moisture content and moistureflowrates (e.g. drainage and capillary
rise) were derived from other sources and are read as tables. A comparison between calculations and measurements in the field for a
12-year period is included. To demonstrate the model's possibilities,
theinfluence on 90Sr movement of the mechanical mixing,the dispersion, the concentration of Ca ions in the soil solution and yearly
ploughing are shown.
In Chapter 7 a program for the transport and fixation of potassium
isgiven. It includes a 4-ionexchange mechanism. Na, K, Mgand Ca
competefor theplaces on theexchangecomplex of thesoil.
No experimental data on potassium transport have been included.
Finally in Chapter 8 two programs for the transport of herbicides
through soils are described; both consider transport via the liquid
and gasphase.
The first program describes an instantaneous equilibrium situation,
while the second takes into account relatively slow adsorption and
desorption rates.
The programs were used to simulate the transport of propyzamide
applied in the field, and the movement of the herbicide conversion
product BAM (2, 6-dichlorbenzamide) applied to soil columns,
respectively. A parameter sensitivity analysis is included.

2 Theory of compartment models

As has been mentioned in the introduction, a simulation model can
be developed most easily if all structure elements have a physical
meaning.Forthedescriptionoftheverticaltransportinasoil,amulticompartment model seems the most meaningful. The horizontal
dimensions are of no concern in such a model; it is most convenient
toworkwiththecm2 asunit,soasoilcorewithadiameterof 1 cm2is
considered.
The length of the column depends on the problem; in this book it
ranges from 20 to 100cm. To obtain a multicompartment or multilayermodel,thesoilisdividedintoanumber oflayers,generally from
20 to 40 layers.
The basis ofallcalculations of transport in soilisthe Lawof Conservation ofMass.
For one-dimensionalflowwith a uniform macroscopicflowvelocity,
theConservation Equation maybewrittenas:
d

<*i+ Ii=/),!!£!- t > A +&
dt

dt

dx

dx

where c{isthe concentration of solute /in solution expressed as mass
of the solute per unit volume of solution, st the concentration of
solute iin the soil solution identified with the adsorbed phase, D{ the
apparent diffusion coefficient of the solute, vt the average interstitial
velocity of the solution, and <f*t the production term, i.e. the net rate
at which the mass of solute iisproduced per unit volume of solution
due to a specific transformation. The various analytical solutions of
the transport equation without a production term and their applicability to various problems in soils have been reviewed by Reiniger &
Bolt (1972).Recently, for a special case,Nielsen et al., (1973)applied
a solution containingaproduction term.
The term dcjdt isin all our models;it isthechangein the concentration ofthesolution phase.Theterm dsjdt appearsinallchapters that
include adsorption.

Sometimes,aninstantaneousequilibrium between solutionand adsorbedphaseisassumed,sometimesparticularadsorption and desorption
rates are considered; the term s( may be split for various types of
adsorption, e.g. fixation and ion exchange. The term D^dcjdx2) is
found back in all programs as the difference of two diffusion fluxes
(into and out of the compartment), the apparent diffusion coefficient
D{isusuallysplituptoaccountfordiffusion anddispersionseparately.
The flux term v^dc^dx) is present in all programs in which a water
fluxis considered. It is the most simple term. In our programs processes such as mixingdue to worms and ploughing are accounted for
intheterm $j. Similarlyuptake bythe rootsand radioactive decayof
radioisotopes are covered by<£,.
In CSMP (Manual, 1972) integration is carried out by the standard
system routines, once the ratesare known, i.e. have been calculated.
Thetransformationandtransportratesarethereforethevariableswhich
receive most attention in the model and the rest of this chapter will
be devoted to their description and programming, with transport of
tritiated water as an example.
Fig. 1represents the model for the soil column, divided into 40segments,towhich tritiated water issupplied at a rate RTIN (Rate Total
IN) while the tritium drain rate is symbolized by RTOUT (40). The
turnover ratebetween thelayers 1 and 2equals RTOUT (1),etc.Ifall
rates are known, they can beintegrated so that the eventual situation
in the column can be calculated. It is clear that for a successful
simulation of the processes in the column the rates RTIN, RTOUT
(1, 2,..., n)and RTOUT (40)havetobedescribed aswellaspossible.
RTIN equals the solution supply rate multiplied bythe concentration
ofthetritium supplied.
RTOUT(40),beingtheeffluent, canbecalculated from theconcentrationatthebottomofthelastlayer,RUNOUT,found byextrapolation,
times the outflow rate.
For RTOUT the situation is somewhat more complex because both
diffusion and massflowhave to be considered. They are symbolized
by RDOUT (Rate Diffusion OUT)and RFOUT(Rate FluxOUT).
RDOUTcan becalculated withFick'slaw:

RTIN

RTIN

- t layer1

CONCd)

RTOUTC1)

RDOUTd) RFOUTd)

-\

DX

layer 2
RTOUK2)

•i—

CONC(2)

layer(n-1)
RTOUTCn-1)

layern

T

RTOUT(40)

Fig.1| Amultilayermodel.
RDOUT(N) = DA *
C0NC(N+1 ) ) / D X

(CONC(N) (2.1)

inwhichDAistheapparent diffusion coefficient and DXthe diffusion
distance (= layerthickness).
The apparent diffusion coefficient, DA, may bedescribed by
DA = TETA * GAM • D + DISP * WFU

in which
TETA = moisture content (cm3 cm" 3 )
GAM = labyrinth or tortuosity factor (—)
D = diffusion coefficient in water (cm2sec""1)

(2.2)

DISP = 'dispersion distance'(cm)
WFU = waterflux(cm3cm"*2sec"1).
Inthisequation,thetermTETA*GAM *Drepresentsionicdiffusion
while DISP* WFU describes the dispersion or eddy diffusion,
caused by the irregular size and arrangement of the soil pores. In
systems with a well-defined pore arrangement and particle size, the
dispersiondistanceDISPmaybesplitupintoadimensionlesspacking
factorandaparticlediameter.Thissplittingwouldbemeaninglessfor
soil(Frissel & Poelstra, 1967).RFOUTcanbecalculatedwith
RFOUT(N) =
WFU * (CONC(N) + C0NC(N+1 ) ) / 2

(2.3)

which states that the tritium transport between two layers caused by
mass flow can be calculated from the water flux (WFU) times the
concentration at the boundary between the layers,i.e. the meanconcentration of the two layers.The last remark sounds logical to some
people,butwrongtoothers,whopreferanotherconcept.Thesolution
whichenterslayer(N-M)leaveslayerN andthus
RFOUT(N) = WFU * CONC(N)

(2.4)

should beused.
Thelastequation maybefamiliar to chemists, usingplatechromatographytheories (Glueckauf, 1955).Withthistype oftheory Eqn(2.4)
isindeedused,butitshouldberealizedthatinourmodelextramixing
isintroduced:somematerialtakenfromthecentreoflayernisspread
overthe entire layern+l. This extra mixing can be compensatedby
applying a correction to the diffusion. According to the theory of
chromatography the 'mixingheight' (in chromatography calledplate
height) can be found from
A= 2lDA
WFU
*

Thus thereexist 2 simulation models, both with aphysical meaning,
ofwhichtheoneusesthecombination:
RDOUT (N) = DA * (CONC(N)
C0NC(N+1))/DX

-

and
RFOUT ( N ) = WFU *

(CONCCN+1) +

CONC(N))/2

(2.6)

and the other the combination:
RDOUT (N) = not separately considered
and
RFOUT (N) = WFU * CONC(N)
They yield identical resultsprovidedthe relation
DX = 2 * DA/WFU

(2.7)
(2.8)

isvalid.
This relation will only be true in exceptional cases. If the diffusion
coefficient orwaterfluxvarieswithtimeordepth,thethicknessofthe
layer mustbevaried too.
As the combination of Eqns (2.6) has the broadest applicability, its
model is referred to as the standard model. However, for models in
whichthe dispersion and diffusion play only a minor role,theuseof
Eqn (2.7)isan elegant wayto simplify the model;it isreferred to as
the plate model. It is also possible to use Eqn (2.4) if DX does not
satisfy Eqn (2.8).Hereacorrected diffusion term hasto beusedthen
DA = TETA * GAM * D +
DISP * WFU - DX * WFU/2

(2.9)

Thismethod complicates theprogramming and makestheset-upless
clear,soitisnot recommended.
Although many measures can be taken for a correct formulation of
theflowequations in a simulation model, the results,compared with
the analytical solution, may be less accurate than expected. All
multicompartment models have a tendency to overestimate the
dispersion effects, because an amount of substance which passes the
boundary of a compartment is thought to be spread out over the
entire compartment. The magnitude of this effect depends on the
flow velocitiesinvolved,thecompartment sizeandthetimestepsused
in theintegrations (Bresler, 1973).
Whenusingsimulationmodels,astreatedhere,thispseudo-dispersion
0

or numerical dispersion can be reduced by including more compartments i.e. reducing the compartment size and using smaller timeincrements with integration routines having fixed time-steps. If a
numerical solution, not in the frame of a simulation model, is used
other methods are available to minimize this numerical dispersion
effect (Chaudhari, 1971). The significance of numerical dispersion
in a particular situation can be checked by carrying out simulation
runs with different number of compartments.
If theconcentration in the solution supplied to thecolumn is symbolized by SUPLY, there are two ways to formulate the inflow rate of
tritium RTIN:
R T I N = SUPLY * WFU

(2.10)

R T I N = (SUPLY + CONC ( 1 ) ) / 2 * WFU

(2.11)

or

In Fig. 2 the results of simulations calculated according to the possibilities mentioned, are presented; the relative concentration of the

1500

2000

2500

(hrs)

Fig.2 | Comparison between calculated tritium breakthrough curves.
*:analyticalsolution;
curve1:Eqn2.2,2.6and2.10(standardmodel);
curve2:Eqn 2.4, 2.9 and 2.10 (with diff. correction term) (curves1
and2coincide); ooocurve3:Eqn2.7and2.10(platemodel,layerthickness
adjusted by Eqn2.8);
curve4: Eqn2.1, 2.4 and 2.10(diff.correction
neglected); - - curve 5: Eqn 2.2, 2.6 and 2.11 (other inflow condition).

leachateisgivenasafunction oftime.Auniform soilwasusedsothat
comparison couldbemadewithananalyticalsolution ofthetransport
equation.
The following parameter values were used:
Column length = 105.3cm,diff. constant inwater = 0.087cm2h""1,
water flux = 0.0475cmh" 1 , moisture content 0.48, tortuosity 0.3,
dispersion distance 2.4cm. The solution supplied was considered to
belabelled with tritiated waterfor 960h. For theanalytical approach
use was made of the theory developed by Glueckauf (1955) and by
Lapidus & Amundson (1952). Results of both approaches are identical.
From the results shown in Fig. 2 it can be concluded that both the
standard model(curve 1)andthemodelinwhichadiffusion correction
term isused tocorrect forthemixingintroducedbyEqn (2.4)(curve2)
are very close to the analytical approach. The result of the plate
model (curve 3)is also rather good. Small discrepancies are present
because 19.68 layers should have been used to satisfy the criterion
DX = 2 * DA/WFU. This is, of course, impossible and so 20
layers were used.
TheuseofEqn(2.4),withoutcorrection ofthediffusion term(curve4)
gives,as expected, erroneous results.
The difference between curves 1 and 5 reflects the influence of the
boundary condition at the soil surface. Eqns (2.10) and (2.11) were
used respectively.
It is remarkable that compared with the analytical approach curves1
and 5are on both sides of the analytical one.
For the computations use was made ofthe Runge-Kutta integration
method with variable time-step supplied by CSMP-III (CSMP-III,
manual, 1972). If a simpler integration method is preferred such as
therectangular method, thelength ofthetimestep(DELT) should be
carefully considered. The requirement
DA * DELT/DX**2 < 0.5

(2.12)

assures stability and prevents oscillating errors in the distribution
(Bella &Dobbins, 1968).
In more complex situations, requirement (2.12) is sometimes not
sufficient andnegativeconcentrations mayappear.Theseareartefacts,
but sometimes rather inelegant methods arerequired to prevent them.
This subject willbediscussed later.
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The choice of the integration method may depend on the required
reduction ofnumerical dispersions.The4thordermethods of Runge
Kutta and Milne are very sophisticated, but they are based on the
existence of very smooth curves. Discontinuities (e.g. supply of
tritium during 100h, thereafter no supply at all) directly violate the
assumptions on which such 4th order methods are based. Themuch
simplerrectangular method overcomes discontinuities muchbetter.
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3 Transport of completely soluble compounds
in soilcolumns
(model substances: tritiated water and CI ions)

3.1 Model
The standard model as described in Chapter 2 is applied to tritiated
water and chloride ions. Due to anion exclusion the liquid phase
which isavailablefor anions may bemuch smaller than for the water
molecules themselves. As a result their average rate of migration is
speeded up.It isassumed here that the same model can beapplied to
tritiated water and chloride ions, except that the velocity of the ions
must bemultiplied bytheexclusion ratio.
3.2 Program description (Program on page86)
The program presented here describes the standard model; it is programmedinCSMP-III.
Since the number of actual computer runs with this type of program
maybelimitedandthusmostofthetimehastobespentondeveloping
and debugging, clarity above all things is striven for in the program;
thus the time needed to change, enlarge and debug the program can
bekept to a minimum. Asa matter offact thispolicy may result in a
slightlylessefficient programwhichmayusesomewhatmorecomputer
time.
The program starts with the code word TITLE, the text of TITLE
willbeusedasaheadingoftheoutput.ACSMPprogram canbesplit
into threeparts:theINITIAL segmentinwhichtheproblem issetup,
the DYNAMIC segment in which the time-dependent calculations
are carried out, and a TERMINAL segment in which some final
calculations are made.
After the control record NOSORT, the INITIAL section starts with
thecode FIXED followed by thevariable name N.Thiscodeimplies
that N is always an integer; this is necessary because N is the index
for thelayers.
12

The program continues with the definition of the parameters. The
meaning of the parameters is explainedjust below their first appearance in the program.
In this version the column is divided into 40 layers, therefore 40
storage positions for the values of the depths are reserved (code:
STORAGE).The layerthickness DXisfound bydividingthecolumn
length Lby40.
Tocalculatethedepthsfor the40layersDO-loop99isused.With
DEPTH (N) = N * DX - 0 . 5 * DX

(3.1)

thecentresofallthe40layersarecalculated.
Then STORAGE positions for the depth-dependent variables TETA,
GAM, DISP, DA and CONC are reserved. The moisture content
TETA,thetortuosity GAM (derivedfrom gamma),andthedispersion
DISP are defined by a function in the form of a table (code:
FUNCTION). For example by looking at the table of the moisture
content, the teta-table TETATB, one can see that at a depth 0 the
moisturecontentis0.37,atadepth7.5themoisturecontentis0.41,at
a depth of 12.5cm0.38and soon.
From these tables it is possible to interpolate the values for TETA,
GAM and DISPfor everyDEPTH.ThisisdoneinDO-loop 100,with
DISP (N) =
AFGEN ( D I S P T B , DEPTH ( N ) )

(3.2)

AFGEN is the code which instructs the computer to interpolate
linearlyfrom thedispersion tableDISPTBfor theDEPTH (N).Sothe
dispersion DISPintheNth layeris obtained.
In the next DO-loop, loop 101, the diffusion constant between the
layersiscalculated. Becausethereare40layers,there are39 diffusion
constants between them.The diffusion coefficient iscalculated for the
boundary between two layers, so the mean water content, tortuosity
anddispersion valuesareused.
Theequationis:

DA(N) = (TETA (N)* GAM (N)+
TETA (N + 1)* GAM (N + 1))* D/2+
(DISP (N) + DISP (N + 1))* WFU/2 (3.3)
The initial section continues with DO-loop 102 which defines and
calculatesthewatervolumeperlayer,by
13

WATERV (N) = DX * TETA (N)

(3.4)

andcalculatesthetotalwatercontentSUMWby

SUMW =SUMW +WATERV (N)

(3.5)

The array TYD contains the times at which a special output is
requested, thetimesarereadintheform ofatable:
TABLE TYD (1 - 20) = 9 6 . , 2 8 8 . ,
5 7 6 . , 1 3 4 4 . , 16 * 10000

(3.6)

J, the output time indicator, is set to 1, so the first special output is
requested at TYD (1),that isafter 96hours.Sixteen times the output
is requested at TYD = 10000 hours; as the program only runs for
1773hours,thesearein fact dummies.Thelast threestatements form
thecore ofthewhole program.
Theyinvoketheintegration routineby:
CONC = INTGRL ( 0 . , DC, 40)

(3.7)

Thefirstargument of theintegral function states that theinitial value
ofconcentration of thefirstlayer, CONC,is0.The second argument
states that the rate at which CONC varies equals DC. The third
argument,theinteger40, istheinstruction tosetup40ofsuchintegral
functions; the arrays CONC (40) and DC (40) are provided automaticallybythesystemroutines.
Integration is always done by CSMP in semi-parallel fashion. This
meansthatfirstallflowratesarecalculated successivelyfrom thestate
ofthesystem,andthenallintegrationsare performed.
The DYNAMIC section starts with the calculation of the transfer
rates. With a STORAGE the variables RDOUT, RFOUT and
RTOUTaredefined; theyrepresenttheoutflow ratesdueto diffusion,
due to massflowand the total outflow rate, respectively, as has been
partlyshowninChapter2(Eqn2.1).
The diffusion into the first layer from the air is absent because the
solution is supplied with a rain simulator, without ponding, so
RDIN= 0. The diffusion rates for the first layer till the last but one
layer are found from the concentration gradients with Fick's law.
Theyarecalculated in DO-loop 120by:
14

RDOUT (N) = DA(N) *
CONC(N + 1 ) ) / D X

(CONC(N))

(3.8)

Thediffusion ratesinto the2nd to40thlayerdonot haveto becalculated. The rate into the (N+ l)th layer isalwaysequal to the rate out
of the Nth layer.
Thediffusion out ofthelastlayer is again0.
The calculation of RFIN, the quantity whichflowstogether with the
rain into the first layer, depends on the tritium concentration in the
influent. The concentration is read with the FUNCTION SUPLYT.

FUNCTION SUPLYT = (0.,100.)
(767.,100.) (769.,0.) (4000.,0.).

(3.9)

This table shows that for 767 hours the tritium concentration in the
influent was 100 (arbitraryunits),thereafter theconcentration fellback
tozeroin2hours.
It is possible to return the concentration to zero in a much shorter
period, for instance with
(767.99,
(768.01, 0.)

100.)

Experience has taught us that some integration routines need very
small time-steps to overcome such a sharp break in a boundary
condition.Tosavetimeasmootherfunction is therefore recommended.
(Theeventual result isnot influenced, becausea sharp boundary soon
becomesdiffuse asaresultof diffusion).
Theconcentration at a certain time (code:TIME) isderived from the
supply table by

SUPLY = AFGEN (SUPLYT, TIME)

(3.10)

Multiplication of the concentration with the waterflux(WFU) gives
the inflow rate.

RFIN = SUPLY * W F U
(3.11)
Thecalculation of theflowfrom one layer to the next oneis straight
forward when the mean concentration between the 2 layers is used,
i.e.Eqn(2.3).
ThiscalculationisdoneinDO-loop121.

15

RFOUT(N) = WFU * (CONC(N) +
CONC(N + 1 ) ) / 2 .

(3.12)

The outflow out of the last layer iscalculated from the extrapolated
concentration at thebottom.
R F O U K 4 0 ) = WFU * ( 1 . 5 * CONC(40) 0 - 5 * CONC ( 3 9 ) )

(3.13)

The total rates are found by adding therates due to massflowand
diffusion in DO-loop 122.
RTOUT(N) = RDOUT(N) + RFOUT(N)

(3.14)

The variation in net concentration for the first layer is found from
thenet masstransport divided bythewatervolume:
DC ( 1 ) = (RTIN - RT0UT(1))/WATERV(1)
Forthe otherlayersthenetchangeis calculatedinDO-loop 400:

(3.15)

DC(N) = (RT0UT(N - 1) RTOUT(N))/WATERV(N)

(3.16)

Withthecalculation ofDC(N),theintegration described byEqn(3.7)
can be executed. Only auxiliary and output instructions are still
needed.
The output instructions start with
I F ( K E E P .EQ .1 .A N D. T I M E .
GE . T Y D ( J ) ) G OT O3 0 0
(3.17)
This statement tells the computer to go to the WRITE instruction
300assoonasanintegration stepiscomplete(KEEP= 1)andTIME
becomes greater than the timeTYD (time at which special output is
requested).Ifthespecialoutput is printed thestatement
J = J + 1

(3.18)

takes care that the next TYD is taken into account. Special output
is given again if the TIME is again greater than TYD. The special
output is described by the FORTRAN statements 300 to 303.The
40values of CONCareprinted resulting in a printout of a complete
tritiumprofileeveryTYD. Statement 304 isusedtobypasstheoutput.
In thenext statement theconcentration oftheeffluent (RUNOUT)is
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calculated. It is again an extrapolation of the concentration at the
bottom.
RUNOUT = 1 . 5 * CONCUO) 0 . 5 * CONC ( 3 9 )

(3.19)

ThecodewordTIMER isfollowed bytwoquantities:OUTDELwhich
is the time interval for plotting and FINTIM which is the total time
to be simulated.
TIMER FINTIM = 1 7 7 3 . , OUTDEL = 3 9 . 4

(3.20)

With the code OUTPUT the computer is asked to printplot a graph
oftheeffluent (RUNOUT).

OUTPUT RUNOUT

(3.21)

There are 7 integration methods possible; the Runge-Kutta fourth
order method wasselected here(Code:METHOD RKS).
The terminal section contains a FORTRAN instruction to print the
water volume of the column (SUMW) and the 40 apparent diffusion
coefficients (DA).
3.3 Experimental verification
Thekeyquestionfor theassessment ofasimulation modelis:Doesthe
model describe the real situation with a sufficient degree of accuracy
or are the discrepancies between calculation and reality too great to
permit use of the simulation in practice e.g. for predictive purposes.
Calculations were made for three soil types (taken from 5 locations)
ofwhichthebreakthrough curves(concentration oftritium in effluent
against time) were determined.
To perform the experiments, undisturbed soil columns (100cmlong,
12cm diameter) were prepared according to Poelstra et al., (1973).
Linearcompressionofthesoilcoreswasabout 1%.
Water was supplied to the columns by a rain simulator, permitting
intensities of 0.05 to 20cmd" 1 in drops of about 0.04ml. A steady
state moisture and pressure profile developed in the columns, with
saturation and a slightly positive pressure at the bottom and about
PF2at the top.
The calcium concentration in the 'rain' water was kept at levels
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between 0.001 and 0.01N by the addition of CaCl2 to prevent
leaching of the soil and to establish a constant configuration of the
electric double layer around the soil particles. After the steady state
was attained the 'rain' water was labelled with tritiated water for a
certain time and the resulting tritium 'plug' leached downward with
unlabelled 'rain'water.
The tritium concentration in the effluent was measured by liquid
scintillation.Thewatercontentasafunction ofdepth wasdetermined
gravimetrically in 3-cm column sections, one of each soil type and
'rain' intensity.
Figs3and 4show acomparison betweencalculated and experimental
valuesfor2ofthesoils.
The nomenclature for these soilsis:plaggept or sandy soil, old arable
land;fluventiceutrochrept orriverforeland claysoil.Themeanlength
ofthesandycolumnswas88cm,thewatercontentwas0.37atthetop,
0.15inthecentreand0.30atthebottom ofthecolumn.Thedispersion
coefficient was,in subsequent calculations 3,5and 7cm respectively.
For other data see the computer program. The mean length of the
clay columns was 104cm, the water content ranged from 0.61 at the
top to 0.45 at the bottom. The dispersion coefficient in subsequent
runswas2,4and6cmrespectively.
The comparison showed that the model describes rather well a situationwhichisdetermined bymassflowand dispersion.Thusthemodel
mayserveasa basefor ion migration modelsinwhich other processes
suchasadsorption andfixationplay animportant role.
For completeness it can be mentioned that for the other 3 soils the
agreement between calculations and experiments was approximately
the same, the dispersion coefficients which gave the best fit were:
sandy soil (same type, but less organic matter): 0.7cm, clay soil
(same type, but another structure): 0.8cm, loess loam (typic hapludalf): 6cm.(Frisseletal., 1970).
Experimentswiththechlorideionaredescribed byFrisseletal(1973).
Both 36Cl-labelled chloride ions and tritiated watermolecules were
added at the same time to undisturbed soil columns (100cm length,
12cm diameter). The breakthrough curves were measured simultaneously by liquid scintillation counting. To calculate the breakthrough curves the same computer program was used, the water
fluxfor the chloride ions was, however, multiplied by the exclusion
18

effluent ( I )

Fig. 3| Tritium breakthrough curvefor asandysoil.
*: Experimentalvalues.
Calculations:- - dispersion distance 3cm;
dispersion distance 5cm;
—•—dispersion distance7cm.

effluent (1)

Fig.4 | Tritium breakthrough curvefor clay.
*: Experimentalvalues.
Calculations: - - dispersion distance 2cm;
- •- dispersion distance6cm.

dispersion distance 4cm;
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Q5-

effluent (1)

Fig. 5| Experimental andcalculatedbreakthroughcurvesfor 36C1labelled
chlorideionsandtritiatedwaterforaclaycolumn.Thefluxforthechloride
ionistaken 1.37asfast asthefluxforthewateritself.Allotherparameters
areidentical. *: Experimental36C1; O:experimental3H.
factor back calculated from the results. For the sandy soil this factor
was 11%, for the clay 37%. Fig. 5 shows the rather good agreement
between the simulated and experimental results for the clay soil. Also
for sand the agreement is good, for the graphs one is, however,
referred to the original literature.
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4 Transport of micro-amounts of adsorbableions
in soil columns
(model substances: radioactive Sr and Ca)

4.1 Model
Fig. 6 shows the model used for the calculation of the transport of
traceamounts of Srand Caionsin a soil column.Theprogram may,
after modification, be also used for a number of other ions in trace
amounts. The main difference between this model and the one for
tritiumisthatpartoftheionsareadsorbed.Instantaneous equilibrium
and a linear adsorption isotherm are assumed. The transport takes
place through the liquid phase, the adsorbed part does not move.
So far this model looks like a rather simple chromatography model.
The complication is found in the heterogeneity of the soil which the
modelcan cope with:the moisture content, theinitial composition of
exchange complex of the soil and a few other parameters vary with
depth.
Frissel et al. (1973) applied the model to the migration of the radioactive tracers 85Sr, 45 Ca and 137 Cs. The adsorption isotherm is, of
course,one of the keyfunctions and it isgiven by Eqn (4.1)
45c

a so i = 45Catotal • C a ^ / C a ^

(4.1)

The subscript sol refers to the quantity in 1 cm3 soil solution, the
subscript total to the quantity in 1 cm3 bulk soil.A chemical symbol
Withoutsuperscript refers tothestableelement,withsuperscript tothe
radioactiveisotope.
Theadsorption relation for 85Srionsislessstraightforward toderive.
If weconsider the chemical properties of Sr ions as being similar to
those of Ca ions and the ratio stable Ca to stable Sr in nature to be
high, it can be assumed that the adsorption isotherm is almost completely determined by the Caions.
Thusthe relation
85

Srsol = 85Srtota,• Casol/(CasoJ-0+Caadsorb€d-KSr>Ca)

(4.2)
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can be used as an approximation. KSftCa is the exchange constant
between Srand Ca;itincludestheslightpreference withwhichSrions
are adsorbed compared with Ca ions. 0is the moisture content (cm3
soil solution per cm3 bulk soil).Caadsorbcd isexpressed as me per cm3
bulksoil.
For 137Cssuchanadsorption relation cannot besetup.Itwasin fact,
impossibletoderiveanapproximation for theCsadsorption isotherm.
4.2 Program description (Program on page89)
As the program is set up in the same way as the tritium program,
not allthedetailsarerepeated here.After thecodeTITLEacomment
states that the Sr version of the model is considered. The INITIAL
segmentstartswiththeidentification and thedefinition ofparameters.
The parameter PUNCH is used so that the output is on cards. This
facility is used if an external plotter is used to prepare the graphs.
The statement

IF (PUNCH .LT .0.) GO TO 400
(4.3)
is used to bypass the instruction for punching of the identification.
The array PTIME contains the times at which a special output is
requested. The construction isset up in thesamewayas done for the
tritium program with the array TYD (Eqn. (3.6)),P taking the place
ofthespecialoutput indicator J.
The next statement, comparable with Eqn (3.6) of the preceding
chapter
TOTSR = INTGRL ( 0 . , SRRATE1, 25)

(4.4)

invokes the integration routine for the25layers and allocates storage
for them.
TOTSR(N)isthe total quantity of Srin theNth Layer, SRRATE(N)
istherate ofchangeofTOTSR(N).
The following statements define a number of variables which also
appear in the tritium program. Mostly the same symbols were used
and they are explained in the program by comments. The apparent
diffusion coefficient foreachlayeriscalculatedwithDO-loop101.
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DA(N) = TETA(N) * GAM(N)+
TETA(N +1)* GAM(N +1)*
D/2. ...+ (DISP(N)+
DISP(N + 1))* WFU/2.

(4.5)

Note that Eqn (4.5) is exactly equal to Eqn (3.3).The water volume
perlayer isnow represented by WATVOL, the total water volumein
the column by TWAVOL; they are calculated in DO-loop 102.
Theadsorbed calcium content in thesoilisdefined with

FUNCTION ADCATB = 0. # 0.12

(4.6)

The adsorbed calcium concentration per layer expressed in me per
c
m bulk soil is derived from this function with
ADCA(N) = AFGEN (ADCATB, D E P T H ( N ) )

(4.7)

Theconcentration ofcalciuminthesoilsolution,CASOL,isexpressed
mme percm3soil.
The last two tables in the INITIAL segment include the attenuation
coefficient of the scanner which measures the radioactivity.
Theattenuation coefficient isdefined byATTENU; thetimesatwhich
attenuations are reset are called ATTIME.
TABLE ATTENU (1 - 4 ) =
1 - , 2 . f 4. , 10.

TABLE ATTIME (1-3)=
800.,1600.,2600.

(4.8)

(4.9)

ATTistheATTIMEindicator. IfATT= 1thevalueofATTENU (1)
*sused,up toATTIME(1).
Thearrays ATTENU and ATTIME are used together with the array
PTIME to control the output, seestatements before statement 150at
&eend oftheprogram. First thearray PLOTSR isdefined, PLOTSR
equalstheconcentration in the layer,but iscorrected for the attenuation (DO-loop 149)
p

L 0 T S R ( N ) = TOTSR(N) * ATTENU(ATT)

(4.10)
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Thiscalculationisnotalwaysdone,ifKEEP# 1, i.e.whenanintegration step isincomplete, all output statements are bypassed.
Thenextstatement
I F ( T I M E . G T . A T T I M E ( A T T ) ) ATT =
ATT + 1

(4.11)

ensures a correct value of ATT.
The statement
IF

(TIME + 0 . 5 * D E L T ) - L T . P T I M E ( P ) )
GO TO 150

(4.12)

in combination with
P = P + 1

(4.13)

takes care that the values of PLOTSR are printed if TIME is closest
to PTIME.
Thevaluesarealsopunched incards,unlessthestatement

IF (PUNCH . L T . 1.)GOTO1 5 0

(4.14)

bypasses the punch instruction.
The terminal segment contains the instruction to punch the last card
of a punch output; also this instruction can be bypassed.
In the DYNAMIC segment the rates, necessary for the integrations,
arecalculated. First thepart ofSrwhichispresent in thesoilsolution
is calculated with
SOLSR(N) = TOTSR(N) *
S0LCA/(S0LCA * TETA(N) +
ADCA(N) * KSR

(4.15)

The diffusion rates are calculated in Do-loop 120with
DOUTSR(N) = DA(N) *
S0LSR(N + 1 ) ) / D X

(SOLSR(N)

(4.16)

The only difference with the tritium program isthe diffusion rate out
ofthelast layer.In thetritiumprogram itwassettozero(lastlayer =
end of column); here it is set equal to the diffusion rate of the
(last- l) th layer (last layer is not the end of thecolumn).
Themassflowequationsarealsosimilartotheequationsinthetritium
24

INSR

SOLSR (1)

TOTSRW-SOLSROJ

roUTSRlD DOUTSRtfl

SOLSR (2)

TOTSR(2)-SOLSR(2)

rOUTSR(2) DOUTSRt^!

•I—f
solution

adsorbed

1—1

W
Fig.6 IModel for a chromatography column; Sr transport in a soil.
program. An extra integral is used to calculate the total Sr added to
the column:

TFINSR,= INTGRL (0.# TINSR)

(4.17)

The summation of the rates also includes a term for the radioactive
decay. For thefirstlayer the equation is:

SRRATEd) = (TINSR +TOUTSR(1))/DXT O T S R d ) * DECAY

(4.18)

for the other layers:

S R R A T E ( N ) = T O U T S R ( N -1 )T O U T S R ( N ) / D X -T O T S R ( N )* D E C A Y

(4.19)

inwhich DECAYisthefraction of Srdecayingper hour.
The total rates TINSR and TOUTSR are divided by DX because
25

TOTSR is defined as arbitrary units per cm3 bulk soil; the rates are
defined asarbitrary units passinga surface area of 1 cm2.
With the definition of the rates the program isin fact terminated, the
integrations having already been defined in the initial segment.
The remaining statements define the output, the integration method
(MILNE)andthetimetobesimulated.
TIMER FINTIM = 7 9 0

(4.20)

4.3 Experimental verification
As mentioned before, leaching experiments were carried out with
85
Sr and 45 Ca. The same set-up as for tritium was used. However,
instead of the breakthrough curve, the activity within the columns
was determined, either by means of a column scanner (85Sr) or by
cutting the column into 5-cm layers andmeasuringthe45Ca activity
in the segments. Due to radioactive decay the total activity measured
with the column scanner decreases continuously and to maintain
convenient dimensions, the attenuation of the scanner has to be
adapted from time to time. In the computer program both the decay
and the correction for a change in attenuation are included sothat it
is possible to directly compare the result of the calculation and the
original scan.
In a special plot program the results of the calculations are drawn on
thesamescaleastheoriginalscans.
The soils consisted of a clay soil and a loess soil. As it is difficult to
continuously determine the Ca concentration in the soil solution
without disturbing the experiment, the experiments were carried out
with Ca concentrations which were slightly higher than the Ca
concentrations in the natural soil solution. Thus a constant Ca concentration could beused. In addition, a few of the soil columns were
leached beforehand with CaCl2 to induce an almost complete Ca
saturation. Several types of leaching solution were applied. The
leachingintensityrangedfrom 0.013to0.209cm h" 1 .
Table 1 givesthe scheme oftheexperiments.Theresults areshownin
Figures 7-10 together with the simulated concentration profiles.
The general agreement between calculation and experiments is good.
From earlier experiments with tritium it was concluded that the
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85

Sr cone.(arbitrary units)

depth(cm)

Fig.7| Migration of 85Sr inaloesssoil.
Curvesa:calculated,dispersiondistance6cm;Curvesbandc:experimental;
Curves 1 and2:9and33 daysafter thebeginningoftheexperimentrespectively.
dispersion distances for the clay and loess differ considerably, being
respectively 0.8and 6cm.Thisdifference isfound again for thetransport of 85Sr and 45 Ca. The spread for the loess soil is much higher
than for the clay soil. Compare, for instance, curves la and lb of
Fig.9withcurves2aand2bofFig. 10whichrepresentthedistribution
of 45Ca in the loess soil after 78 days (flux 0.027cmh*"1)and in the
clay soil after 60days (flux 0.054cmh" 1 ). respectively.
It seems, therefore, that dispersion distances determined with tritium
can be used as a first approximation also in the description of the
behaviour ofions.
The agreement in detail israther poor. Theexperimental curvesshow
numerous irregular 'bumps' which are absent in the theoretical ones.
Such 'bumps' differ from column tocolumn,soitisclearthat amuch
morerefined modelhastobeused,requiring,withoutdoubt numerous
data of the particular columns. No attempt has been made so far to
developsuchadetailedmodel.
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85

Sr cone,(arbitrary units)-

10

20

30

depth (cm)

Fig.8 | Migration of 85Sr inaclaysoil.
Curves a: calculated, dispersion distance 0.8cm; Curves b: experimental;
Curves1,2and 3:42,105and180daysafter thebeginningoftheexperiment
respectively.
45

Ca cone.(arbitrary units)

20
depth (cm)

Fig.9 IMigration of 45 Ca inaclaysoil.
Curves a: calculated, dispersion distance 0.8cm; Curves b: experimental;
Curves 1 and 2: 78 and 227 days after the beginning of the experiment
respectively.
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*5Ca cone.(arbitrary units)

20

depth(cm)

Fig. 10| Migration of 45 Ca ina loesssoil.
Curves a: calculated, dispersion distance 6cm; Curves b: experimental;
Curves 1 and 2: 15 and 60 days after the beginning of the experiment
respectively.
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5 Transport of micro-amounts
of strongly adsorbed compounds in the field
(model substances: Hg and radioactive 137Cs)

5.1 Model
Someelementsaresostronglyadsorbed bysoilparticlesthat transport
via the liquid phaseisnegligible.Thereexist,however, other forms of
transport. During dry periods the soil may shrink and form cracks;
from the crumbling edges soil particles may fall down. Worms feed
on organic soil material, their vertical translocations sometimes bring
them to a depth of 100 cm, and also their excrements ('soil') are
brought to that depth. Burrowing of small animals and the trampling
of the soil by cows also cause a redistribution of the soil particles.
Furthermore,theuptakeofsomesoilconstituents byplantroots,their
translation in the root system and to the top of the plants followed
bydeathand decomposition oftheplantscauseschangesinthe repartition ofvarious elementsin the soil profile.
Quantitative insight into the combined effect of these processes is
scarce, the influence of worms on the vertical migration of Cd is
described by Hooks (1973). Poelstra et al., (1973) studying the prediction of mercury transport in soil,assumed that the grosseffect can
beestimated bya mixing function.
Again with a compartment model it isassumed that additives (fertilizers, herbicides, fallout) are adsorbed in the first layer and that
annually a certain fraction is redistributed over the entire profile
(Fig. 11).Thefraction to redistribute isproportional to the difference
between the eventual equilibrium situation and actual situation.
The redistribution pattern is a function of the depth, it reflects the
eventualequilibrium, a typicalexampleis

FUNCTION MIXCOT = 0.,1.,
40.,0.01, 100.,0.01

(5.1)

in which MIXCOT is the abbreviation for the table of mixing coefficients.
This model isapplied to 137Cs and Hg. 137Cs is a radioactive fallout
31

so?)surface

Fig.11|Transport of a non-soluble compound. Acertain fraction of the
amound inthefirst layer isannually redistributed overall other layerstill
a predefined equilibriumsituation isreached.
product, which, mainly in the early sixties reached the soil surface in
measurable amounts. Laboratory experiments showed that almost
no leaching occurs. Only in peat soils, particularly if K or NH 4 is
applied,doesCsmigratetosomeextent.Asthedangersofradioactive
fallout products were realized from the beginning of the atom bomb
tests, reliable data for thefallout drain rate are available.
Mercury is a well known pollutant of surface water in many regions.
Laboratory experiments showed that Hg or its compounds are not
leached from soils. Part of the mercury products are volatile but the
evaporation rate is limited to a few percent or less per year. Only
the dimethyl mercury compound evaporates fast from soils.
The drain rate of mercury is unknown, however, A. A. Anderson,
J. M.Anderson and L.E.Mayerintheirpaper 'SystemSimulation to
Identify Environmental Research Need: Mercury Contamination',
have made approximations for the Hg injection into the air. The Hg
injection rateintotheairascalculated byAndersonetal.isconsidered
by Frissel and Poelstra as beingproportional to the rate at which Hg
eventually reaches the soil surface. The residence time in the atmosphereistaken as0.25year.
As Anderson's programwaswritten in DYNAMO, a simulation language similar toCSMP-III,Anderson's functions, symbols,etc.could
beincorporated into the CSMP programmewithout reprogramming.

5.2 Program description (Program on page92)
Caesiumprogram Themulticompartment systemissetupinthesame
wayas the program described in theforegoing sections.Theintegrals
areinvoked by

CONC = INTGRLCCONCI, DC0NCf 20)

(5.2)

Theprogramstartswiththeinitial Cs distribution,inmCiperkm2asa
function ofthe depth in cm,in 1956.
FUNCTION CS1956 = 0 . , 1 . 7 ,
10. f 0. 100. f 0.

4., 0.9,
(5.3)

In DO-loop 1 the depth of the centre of each layer (DEPTH(N)) and
its initial concentration are calculated with

DEPTH(N) = (FLOAT(N)- 0.5) * LAYER (5.4)
CONCI(N) =AFGEN (CS1956 # DEPTH(N))*
LAYER
(5.5)
in which LAYER equals the layer thickness (5cm).
The mixing coefficients are defined by Eqn (5.6) and calculated in
DO-loop 1.
The accumulated mixing fraction TMIXCO iscalculated at the same
place, this value being necessary for normalization purposes in the
dynamicpart:
MIXCO(N) = AFGEN (MIXCOT, DEPTH(N))
TMIXCO = TMIXCO + MIXCO(N)

(5.6)
(5.7)

The drain rate of Cs fall out is defined by a table. There exists an
almost constant relation between the amounts of 90Sr and 137Cs
fallout. The data for 90Sr are more complete, thus they have been
used. Of course they must be multiplied by 1.7 to obtain the 137Cs
drain rate.
TABLE FALOUT ( 1 - 6 6 ) =
0.51 0.60 0.94 0.3 ...

0.2 . . .

(5.8)

etc.
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The DYNAMIC segment starts with the calculation of the quarter
indicator J (running from 1to 66)
J = T I M E / 0 . 2 5 + 1. 0 0 1

(5.9)

The amount of 137Cs reaching the upper layer (FALIN) is simply
FALIN = FALOUT ( J ) * 4 * 1 . 7

(5.10)

The factor 4 is required because the drain rate of fallout is given in
mCiperquarter; thetimescaleis inyears.
The amount of Cs which annually has to be distributed over the
profile (SUMMIX) is calculated in DO-loop 2 by the following
statements.
First the total amount of Cs in the profile (TOTCS) is calculated,
followed by the calculation of the amount which would be present
inthefirstlayeratequilibrium (EQMIX).
TOTCS = TOTCS + CONC(N)
(5.11)
E Q M I X = T O T C S * M I X C O(1) / T M I X C O
(5.12)
inwhichTMIXCOisthenormalization coefficient. SUMMIX follows
then from:
SUMMIX = MIXRAT * (C0NCC1) - EQMIX)

(5.13)

in which MIXRAT is a mixing rate coefficient (Units: fraction of
(CONC(l) - EQMIX) which is redistributed per year). Instead of
Eqn (5.13) the extended Eqn (5.14) is used. The subroutine function
switch (FCNSW) avoids negative values of SUMMIX.
SUMMIX = MIXRAT*FCNSW((C0NC(1)-EQMIX),
0 . , 0 . , (CONCd)-EQMIX))
(5.14)

The amount SUMMIX is redistributed over all layers in DO-loop 3
IN(N) = SUMMIX * MIXC0(N)/TMIXC0
Thenetconcentration changefor thefirstlayeris thengivenby:

(5.15)

D C O N C d ) = FALIN + IN(1) SUMMIX - DECAY * C O N C d )
(5.16)
Thus in Eqn (5.16) FALIN is the intake from the atmosphere and
IN(1)theintakeresultingfrom theredistribution.ThetermDECAY*
CONC(l) takes care of the radioactive decay of 137 Cs.
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The net changes for the other layers are calculated in DO-loop 4,
while summation over all the layers is done in DO-loop 10.As it is
moreconvenient theYEAR, not theTIME,isprinted inthe output
YEAR = TIME + 1 9 5 6 - 7 5

(5.17)

Mercuryprogram ThemercuryprogramissimilartotheCs program.
The calculation of the amount of Hg coming from the atmosphere is
somewhat morecomplicated. Decaydoesnotexist.
The amount of Hg in the atmosphere is, according to Anderson and
coworkers,thoughttostemfrom threesources.
- Hgin oil
- Hgin coal
- Hgfrom ores.
The world oil production since 1800is given by the oil table (OT) in
100million tonsperyear.
FUNCTION OT = 0 . , 0 . ,
250., 75.

100.,0.2,

(5.18)

The world coal production (same units) by
FUNCTION CT = 0 . , 0 . ,
250., 202.

100., 1 1 . ,

(5.19)

The mercury percentage in oil is OFR, in coal CFR, thus the contributiontotheatmosphereduetotheburningofcoalandoil(HGCOIL)
can be calculated by

C = 1 0 0* A F G E N ( C T ,T I M E )
0 = 1 0 0* A F G E N ( O T ,T I M E )
H G C O I L = C F R* C+O F R* 0

(5.20)
(5.21)
(5.22)

Themercuryproductionin 100 tonsperyeargivenby

FUNCTION PTB=0.,0., 100.,31.,
250., 202.

(5.23)

Theannual grossmercuryproduction follows then from
P = 100 * AFGEN (PTB, TIME)

(5.24)
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About 3% of the gross mercury production is lost directly to theair
in mixing and smelting. Of the total production, minus the mercury
which is recovered by recycling, 37% is discharged into the air as
metallic or inorganiccompounds, and 6% asorganiccompounds.
In contrast to Anderson, we did not separate metallic and organic
mercury,sothecontribution to theatmosphere,resultingfrom oresis
H6PR = 0 . 0 3 * P + 0 . 4 3 * 0 . 9 7 *
P * (1-RCF)

(5.25)

inwhichRCF is the recyclingfraction
HGAIR results then from
H G A I R = HGPR + H G C O I L
(5.26)
Theresidencetimeintheairistaken as0.25years;thedelayisintroduced by the integration routine:
H G A T H = I N T G R L ( 0 . , (HGAIR - H G A T M ) ) (5.27)
Theamountwhichreachesthesoilsurface (FALIN)equalsHGATM,
provided that a conversion factor from tons per world to ppm per
5cmlayerofsoilhasbeenmade.
Besidesthisconversionfactor, afactor for theunequaldistributionof
the man-made mercury pollution is added, called REGIO.
In addition to Anderson's data, the natural Hg background in rain
calculated from the mercury content of the ice sheet at Greenland
(Weisset al., 1971)istaken into account.This mercuryisthought to
beequally distributed over the world's surface and iscalled DEGAS
(ppm).
Theamountwhichreachesthesoilsurfaceeventuallyis
FALIN = H G A T M * 1 0 0 0* 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 / ( 0 . 9 *
0.5 # 5.2E+ 1 6 )* R E G I O
+ (DEGAS * 7 ) / ( 0 . 9 * 0 . 5 )
(5.28)
in which 0.9 is the dry bulk density of the 0.5dm layer of the soil,
5.2E+16istheworldsurfaceareaindm2,and 7istherainfall indm.
Theremainingpart of the programissimilartotheCsprogram.
5.3 Experimentalvesicationformercury

Thedataforthemercurycontentinrainandairaresoscarcethatthey
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cannot be used for verification purposes. For soil the situation is
better. Poelstra et al., (1973) measured the mercury distribution in
15 West-European pastures to a depth of 80cm. The total mercury
content in the Dutch soils is almost the same, exceptfor someparticmercury ppm per 5cm layer
Q10
Q20

depth

•ijpVqpOT^^B^lMUbAMMi

J

case A

J

rU

1

,

i -

20

case B
40H
60
80H
J....-——-—G

case C

Fig. 12| Calculated and observed mercury profiles in somepastures inthe
Netherlands in1972.
Observations: ©Alkmaar (claysoil); O Amersfoort (sandysoil); DAnna
Paulowna Polder (sandysoil).
Calculations:
Case A: MIXRAT=0.02; Case B: MIXRAT= 0.1;
CaseC:MIXRAT=0.4.
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ular soils which areknowntohavebeenpolluted withmercury.There
exists a reasonable agreement with the total mercury pollution calculated with the model, provided a value of 10 is used for the factor
whichaccountsfor theunequal distribution oftheman-mademercury
pollution in the air, REGIO. As the Netherlands is situated in the
centreofan area witha high population density,also oneofthe most
important industrial areasin Europe,this highvalueof REGIOisnot
surprising. For an area with lessindustry and population in the north
of France (near Amiens) a value of 5fitsthe observations; for a soil
near Bari, in the south of Italy a value of 1 for REGIO indicates the
lowindustrial activityin that area.
Itshould benotedthatthevalueofREGIOisbackcalculated from the
contamination ofthe soilwithmercury.As REGIO islinked with the
mercuryproductiondensityandmetereologicaldataitmustbepossible
toderiveitsvalueindependently.Noattemptinthisdirectionhasbeen
madesofar.
The fraction to be mixed annually is more difficult to evaluate.
Fig. 12 shows the mercury profile of three soils in the Netherlands
and the result of a calculation obtained with values of 0.02, 0.1 and
0.4 for the mixing fraction MIXRAT. It is obvious that a mixing
fraction of0.02istoolow.Both0.1 and0.4seemtofittheobservations
or perhaps it isbetter to say that these values are not contrary to the
facts.Theauthorsrealizethatmorereliabledataareneeded.However,
such data require well designed, long-term experiments (say for 10
years) or similar investigations to those used here.
Both are difficult to perform, but even if they are executed one must
expect an enormous spread in the results: the formation of cracks
in the soil,the burrowing of wormsand trampling ofsoilbycowsare
not veryreproducibleprocesses.
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Transport of micro-amountsof adsorbableions
in the field

(model substance: radioactive 90Sr)

6.1 Model
In the model for the description of the behaviour of 90Sr in the field,
worked out by Frissel et al., 1970(model later modified) many of the
structure elements encountered in the previous sections are found
back (Fig. 13).
The leachingpattern issimilar to that described inChapter 4:a linear
adsorption isotherm which can be estimated from soil characteristics

Fig. 13| Flow diagram of 90Sr transport in the upper layer of the soil.
Theentireprofileisdividedinto20layers:• quantity,o derived quantity,
D process, • « (valve symbol) rate control, -*— information flow,
-*—quantityflow(rate).
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and an apparent diffusion coefficient which can be calculated with
Eqn (2.2).Incontrast to theprogram for thesoilcolumns,water flux,
watercontent of thesoiland saltcontent ofthesoilsolution are functions of time and depth. Much attention has beengiven to the wayin
whichthesefunctions should bedefined. Theprogram hasbeendeveloped for prediction purposes to cover periods up to 30years.
Under such circumstances it was impossible to consider the daily
or weekly water flux, and it was also difficult to give representative
figures for a monthly water balance.
Periods of three months were more practical. Wesseling (1967) was
able to provide representative data for the water flux and moisture
content in the 4 seasons for various soil types as functions of depth.
For this purpose the soil has been divided into 6 layers, 4 layers of
5cmand 2layersof 10cm.
For convenience, the same pattern is used for the Ca concentration
of the soil solution; thus again data for 4 seasons and 6 layers are
required.
Thecalculationsareperformed on2-cmlayers;thewaterflux,moisture
content, etc. for the 2-cm layers are interpolated from the data for
the5and 10cmlayers.
Themechanical mixing,describedinChapter 5maypresentanimportant transport mechanismfor 90Sr ionstoo.
Ploughing is seen as an extra mixing, once per year, over the upper
20cm.
Fixation is a phenomenon which has not yet been considered in the
other models.
Fixation must be seen here as a rather fast adsorption and a very
slow desorption. It isassumed that in the long run, thereisan equilibrium between 90Sr in solution, 90Sr adsorbed on the exchange
complex and fixed 90Sr, with thefixationand release rates such that
the actual equilibrium betweenfixed90Sr and the other 90Sr types is
almost never reached.
Thefixationand release rates are both proportional to the difference
between theequilibrium situation and theactual situation, that means
afirstorder typeof reaction.
The uptake of 90Sr and its removal by the crop is also taken into
account. The uptake is considered to be proportional to the amount
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of Ca annually removed by the crop. An uptake factor as function
ofthedepth takescareofthedifferences oftheroot activityat various
depth.
6.2 Program description (Program on page96)
Asthemodelfor 90Srcontainssimilarstructureelementstothemodels
describedbeforedetails,whichhavealreadybeendescribed,willnotbe
repeated. The program is rather long; for convenience, it is split into
numbered paragraphs, referred to as Par.
The program starts with the identification (Par. 1).Thereafter follow
a fewlineswithaslash,ormorecorrectly 'virgule'inthefirst column.
Theyareusedtomakecertainvariablesequivalent,seePar.5.Equating
2 variables is, however, not a CSMP feature, but a FORTRAN one.
Therefore, use has to be made of typical FORTRAN statements.
This is realized by the slash in the first column. Such cards are not
processed by the CSMP compiler, but the slash is removed and the
statement added to the FORTRAN program.
The statements
STORAGE S 0 I K 5 )
(6.1)
READ(5 # 5) SOIL
(6.2)
FORMAT(5A4)
(6.3)
areanexampleoftheFORTRANreadinstructionwiththegoaltouse
alphameric data (characters+figures) within CSMP. The cards
containing the alphameric information are placed at the end of the
program between the statements INPUT and ENDINPUT (Par.27).
Thisfeature isused ifthenameofthefield(ALKMAAR inthiscase)
is required on plotted output. Par. 2 and 3 start with the definition
of the material balances. The same set-up is used as in foregoing
programs. B is the actual amount of non-fixed 90Sr, BI the initial
amount,andTRBthetransfer rate.Forfixed90SrSRFIXistheactual
amount, and TRFIX the transfer rate.The initial amountfixedisset
tozero.BIiscalculatedinDO-loop10.
The program begins on 1October 1956(Par. 4),a few indices ensure
that thedata areusedappropriately; theseare:
I = quarter index, runs from 1-66 (16,5year)
Q = quarterorseasonindex,runsfrom 1-4
QQ = auxiliary quarter index, is set to zero in the initial segment.
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Both J and Q are calculated at the beginning of the DYNAMIC
segment (Par. 14)

F I X E D J f Q ,Q Q
J = T I M E / 0 - 2 5 + 1.001
Q =J- < ( J - 1 ) / 4 ) *4

(6.4)
(6.5)
(6.6)

Note that the required value for Q is obtained by truncation of the
expression (J-l)/4, e.g. with truncation Q=4 for J=8, without
truncation Qshould alwaysbeequal to1.
Land N (Par.4)arelayerindices:Listheindexfor the 6layersused
to define theinput conditions; N the index for the 20layers used for
the calculations.
The next statements (Par. 5) define the calcium concentration of the
soil solution (LIQCAQ or LIQCA), the water flux (WFLUX or
WFLUXX)and the moisturecontent (TETAQ orTETA).Astheuse
of LIQCA, WFLUX and TITA is similar for all three variables,
only one's usewillbeexplained.
With

STORAGE WFLUXX (24)

(6.7)

a one dimensional array and with
/

REAL

WFLUX ( 4 , 6 )

(6.8)

a twodimensional array isdefined. Botharraysarestored at thesame
placeinthecomputer'smemoryby

/

EQUIVALENCE (WFLUX ( 1 , 1 ) ,
WFLUXX (1))

(6.9)

The first index of WFLUX (4,6) or in general of WFLUX (Q,L)
indicates the season, the second one the layer. With this construction
a 2-dimensionalarray can be used within the program, whilethe data
still can be entered with the CSMP routine. For the waterfluxthere
is a minor complication; the dimension of WFLUXX is in cm per
year, while the data presented consider cm per quarter. Therefore a
third variable isintroduced, namely WFLUXQ,
STORAGE

WFLUXQ ( 2 4 )

(6.10)

Therelation between WFLUX and WFLUXQis
WFLUXX = 4 * WFLUXQ
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(6.11)

Thedataareeventuallyentered(Par.8) by
TABLE
21.
20.
19.2
18.2
16.8
16.8

WFLUXQ
, 13.3
, 13.3
, 13.3
, 13.3
, 13.3
, 13.3

(1 - 24)
,
11.4
8.1
,
,
1.8
-7.8
,
,
-11.5
-11.5
,

=
, 15.6
, 11.1
, 6 . 7
, 9.
, 0.
, 0.

,
,
,
,
,

...
...
...
...
...
(6.12)

Ifwe rememberthatdatafor4seasonsand6layersareusedasinput,
it is easy to recognize that the4 columns represent: autumn,winter,
spring and summer, while the 6 rows represent the layers 0-5, 5-10,
10-15, 15-20, 20-30 and 30-40cm. The table shows that during all
seasons thereisadownwardtransportintheupperlayers,whereasin
springandsummerthecapillary risepredominatesinthelowerlayers
(dimensionscm/quarter).
The6layersWFLUX(Q,N)areconvertedto20layersWFLUXN(N)
inthebeginningoftheDYNAMICsegment(Par. 15). Thecalculation
is done at the beginning of each quarter and controlled by quarter
indexQ.Thenextstatementstakecareofthe bypassoftheconversion
procedure when necessary.

IF (Q .EQ. QQ)GOTO
CONVERSION PROCEDURE
QQ =Q
110 CONTINUE

110

(6.13)
(6.14)
(6.15)
(6.16)

Because the conversion is repeated each quarter a one-dimensional
array WFLUXN(N) is sufficient. The conversion equations are
straightforward. So are the statements to calculate WFLUXN(N)
for thefirst5layers:
DO
101 N =
101 WFLUXN(N)
=
WFLUXN(3)
=
DO
101 N =
102 WFLUXN(N)

1,2
WFLUX(Q,1)
(WFLUX(Q,1) +
WFLUX(Q,2))/2
4, 5
WFLUX(Q,2)

(6.17)
(6.18)
(6.19)
(6.20)
(6.21)

The calculations for the other layers, for the moisture content
TETAN(N) and for the salt concentration in the soil solution
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LIQCAN(N) are done in the same way. The tables for the 90Sr
fallout data (Par.6)areidenticalwiththeCsprogram.REDUCTisa
factor whichtakesintoaccountthe90Sr that stickstothecropandis
removed by the harvest. The reduction factor is 10%for spring and
summer,negligibleforautumnandwinter:
TABLE R E D U C T d - 4 ) = 0 . ,
0.1

0.,

0.1f
(6.22)

REDUCTisapplied in Par. 17in thestatement whichcalculates the
90
Srthatreachesthesoilsurface
RFIN = FALOUT ( J ) *
d-REDUCT(Q)) * 4

(6.23)

Asin the Csprogram, thefactor 4converts therate per quarter into
rate per year.
TheexchangeableCainputis definedinPar.7,thediffusion coefficient
and exchange constant in Par. 9. The latter paragraph also contains
thedefinition of the dispersionand tortuositycoefficients (DISPTand
GAMTresp.).Botharefunctions ofthe watercontentTETA.

FUNCTION GAMTB =
(6.24)
0 . f 0 . # 0.15,0.2,0.25 # 0.3,1.,0.4
FUNCTION DISPTB=
0., 6.,
0.25, 4.f 1.f 3 . (6.25)
Both tables are used in the DYNAMIC segment for the calculation
ofthe apparent diffusion constant(DA)inDO-loop 120 (Par.17)

D A ( N ) =T E T A N ( N ) *
A F G E N ( G A M T B , T E T A N ( N ) ) * D+
A B S ( W F L U X N C N ) )*
AFGENCDISPTB, TETAN(N))

(6.26)

Astheaccuracywithwhichtheaboveparametersareknownisrather
poor averaging over the layers N and N+l is neglected. The paragraphs which describe the mixing, pars 19,20and 21follow almost
the same scheme as described for Cs. Due to the leaching there is,
however, no predefined final 90Sr profile, so there is no equilibrium
situation to refer to.Therefore thequantity which has to beredistributed (SUMMIX for non-fixed 90Sr, and SOMMIX forfixed90Sr)
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is taken asproportional to the difference between the content of the
first andsecond layer.Assoonasthecontentinthefirst layersisless
than theamount in thesecond layer theredistribution due to mixing
is stopped. The normalization coefficient TMIXCO is defined as
before.
The parameter CROPCA (Par. 11) indicates how much Ca, in me
per cm2, is removed each year with the crop.The uptake of Ca isa
function of the depth and is described by the table UPTAKT. The
valuesgivenarefor grass

PARAM
CROPCA =0.02
F U N C T I O N U P T A K T = 0 . ,1 . ,1 0 . , 0 3 ,
40., 0.

(6.27)
(6.28)

In DO-loops 3 and 4, the uptake per 2-cm layers is calculated with
SUPTAKas normalization factor (Compare TMIXCO Eqn(5.7)).

SUPTAK
=0
DO 3 N= 1f 2 0
UPTAKE(N) = AFGEN(UPTAKT#
D E P T H( N ) )
3 SUPTAK
=SUPTAK +UPTAKE (N)
DO 4 N=1,20
4 UPTAKE(N) =UPTAKE (N)/SUPTAK

(6.29)
(6.30)
(6.31)
(6.32)
(6.33)
(6.34)

The uptake is calculated in the DYNAMIC segment in DO-loops
301 and 303 (Par. 18).Forsimplicityitisassumedthatall90Sruptake
by the crop takes place in the summer (0=4). In DO-loop 303 first
the uptake from each layer, SRUPT(N), is set to zero. Thereafter
thestatements:

IF (Q . N E .
CALCULATION
300 CONTINUE

4) GO TO
UPTAKE

300(6.35)
(6.36)
(6.37)

ensurethatinthe4thquarter(thesummer)theuptakeisrecalculated.
TheCauptakeforeverylayeris
UPTAKE(N) * CROPCA * 4

(6.38)

inwhich4isagainafactor toconvertratesperquarter into ratesper
year.
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TheCapresentineveryyearis
CAEX(N) + 2 * TETA ( N ) * LIQCAN(N)

(6.39)

inwhichCAEXisthe Ca adsorbed on theexchange complex (expressed in meper 2-cm layer) and 2 *TETA *LIQCAN is the Ca in the
solution.
The 90Sr uptake rateisthenequal to
SRUPT(N) = B ( N ) * UPTAKE(N) *
CROPCA * 4 / ( C A E X ( N ) + 2 *
TETA(N) * LIQCAN ( N ) ) .

(6.40)

inwhichB(N)isthetotalquantityofnon-fixed 90Sr.
A possible discrimination between 90Sr and Ca is neglected.
SSRUPTisthetotal uptakeratefor alllayers.
The uptake rates areintegrated with
SUMSRU = INTGRL ( 0 . , SSRUPT),

(6.41)

soSUMSRUisthetotaluptake overallyears.
A phenomenon not yet described is found in the fixation and release
rate of 90Sr.Theparameter FIXFR, Par. 13,indicates which fraction
of all 90Sr is fixed at equilibrium. FIXFR is set to 50% here. The
fixation is calculated with the coefficient SORP, the release with
DESORP; SORPequals4,DESORPequals0.05.
The calculation isperformed in DO-loop 501(Par.20)

DIFFIX = FIXFR * (B(N) + SRFIX(N)) SRFIX (N)
RFIX(N) = DIFFIX *
F C N S W ( D I F F I X , D E S O R P , 0 . ,S O R P )

(6.42)
(6.43)

DIFFIX isthedifference betweentheamountadsorbed at equilibrium
and SFRIX(N), the amount actually adsorbed. For positivevalues of
DIFIXtheamount tobefixedhastobecalculatedby
RFIX = DIFFIX * SORP

(6.44)

For negative values of DIFFIX
RFIX = DIFFIX * DESORP

(6.45)

is required. This requirement is realized by the FCNSW routine
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(Function Switch) which according to the value of the first term of
theargument DIFFIX (neg.,0,pos)takesthesecond, third or fourth
term oftheargument asoutput.
The more specific parts of the program have been described now.
Forthegeneralprocessessuchasthecalculation ofthemassflowand
diffusion rates (Par. 16and 17),the reader is referred to Chapter 4.
Thecalculation ofthetotal transfer rates (infact a summation ofthe
separateterms)isforfixed90Srincluded inPar.20,for non-fixed 90Sr
calculated in Pars 21 and 22. All transfer rates being defined, the
subroutineUPDATEtakescareoftheintegration.
Par. 23 describes the results of ploughing which only occurs once a
year and is therefore not included in the 'continuous part' of the
program.
Thecalculationoftheresultofploughingissimplebecauseacomplete
mixing of the upper 20cm is considered. The first statements of
Par.23areusedtobypasstheploughingroutinewhenthecalculation
is not required. In DO-loop 131, the sum of non-fixed 90Sr over the
upper 10layers(SUMSR)iscalculated.Thestatementfor thecalculation of the redistribution rateis
TRFIX(N) = TRFIX(N) +
(SUMFR/10 - B ( N ) ) * ( 1 / D E L T )

(6.46)

ThisstatementmustbedividedbyDELTbecausemixinghastooccur
at onceand onlyonceperyear.(Omittingboth thebypassstatements
and the term 1/DELT should result in a gradual mixing during the
year bya continuous process).In DO-loops231and 232the sameis
done forfixed90Sr. The integration method RECT is recommended
for this discontinuous process. If thefieldhas not teen ploughed the
method MILNE can best be used. The calculation time with this
method is8timeslessthan with RECT.Theresults of both methods
are compared in Fig.18.
Par. 24prepares the output; first for each layer non-fixed and fixed
90
Sr issummed
T ( N ) = B(N) + S R F I X ( N )

(6.47)

Thereafter the total 90Sr quantities per 5-cm, 10-cm or 20-cm layer
are calculated.
Par. 25contains the output instruction, Par. 26some controle state47

ments (for explanation seeCSMP manual) and the timewhich has to
be simulated:
FINTIM = 1 6 . 5

(6.48)

6.3 Examplesofparameter sensitivity analysis
From a complex simulation program like the 90Sr program one can
expect
1 insight into the overall behaviour of the system and in particular
insight into the importance of certain selected processes and parameters.
2 the possibility to calculate the situation at a certain moment
starting with basic data.
The first aim has been realized, the second one only partly because
of a shortage of basicdata (seeSection 6.4).
Figures 14-18 show the sensitivity of the system for mechanical
mixing, the amount of exchangeable calcium in the soil, the hydrodynamic dispersion and finally the ploughing, respectively. In all
mCi90Sr/kmy5cmlayer
•40*

1960

1970

Fig.14|Theinfluenceofmechanicalmixingonthedistributionof90Sr for
layers1-4. Fullcurves: reference,mixingrate0.1(fraction peryear);dotted
curves:nomixing.
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figuresthe same situation is taken as reference, it is represented by
by full curves. Layers 1-4 denote the depths 0-5, 5-10, 10-15 and
15-20cmrespectively. Layers5-8 thedepths 20-25,25-30,30-35and
35-40cm.Thereference curvesaremarked withan asterisk.
The importance of the mechanical mixing is shown in Fig. 14. It is
clear that this mixing, which played such an important role in the
transport of Hg,isof much lessimportance for 90Sr.
The influence of the amount of exchangeable calcium in the soil is
shownin Fig. 15.Instead ofthevaluesofthereference situationwhich
ranged from 0.26to0.34 mepercm3,a valueof 1 mepercm3isused.
The influence of the amount of exchangeable Ca seems to be a very
important one.
For the calculation of Fig. 16the hydrodynamic dispersion distance
was set to 0.5cm, in the reference situation it ranges between 3 and
6cm. The distribution pattern of 90Sr varies considerably. But note
that the type of variation differs significantly from the last but one
case;comparefor exampletheposition ofthecurves3and4ofFig.15
and 16.
mCi ^r/kmVScm layer
40-

1960

1970

Fig. 15| TheinfluenceoftheamountofexchangeableCainthesoilonthe
distribution of 90Sr for layers 1-4. Full curves: reference; dotted curves:
1meCapercm3.
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mCi ^Sr/km 2 /5cm layer
40-

1960

1970

Fig. 16 | The influence of the hydrodynamic dispersion on the distribution
of 90 Sr for layers 1-4.Full curves:reference; dotted curves:limited hydrodynamic dispersion.
mCi *°5c/Ym2/5cmlayer
40-

30-

20-

10-

1960
1970
Fig. 17 | The influence of ploughing on the distribution of 90 Sr for layers
1-4. Full curves: reference; dotted curves: ploughed. The dotted curves 3
and 4coincide with curve 2and are therefore omitted.
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mCi *°Sr/kn?/5cm layer
40Alkmaar
30-

20-

10-

"•^•y
\

'"', T'

1

1960

1970

Fig. 18 ISame as Fig. 19layers 5-8. Full curves:reference; dotted curves:
ploughed.
mCi ^Sr/kmVScm layer
40

30-

20-

1960

1970

Fig. 19J Distribution of 90 Sr calculated with 2 integration methods.
Fullcurves:thereference from Fip. 16-20calculatedwithmethod MILNE;
dotted curves,calculated with method RECT.
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mCi ^Sr/kmVScm layer
50Alkmaar
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Fig.20| Observed and calculated 90Sr distribution in a soil at Alkmaar.
0- 5cm
Calculations:
Observations: + 0- 5cm
5-10cm
x 5-10cm
• •• 10-15cm
O 10-15cm
15-20cm
• 15-20cm
20-25cm
A 20-25cm
• •• 25-30cm
The influence of ploughing is shown in Figs. 17 and 18. Except for
periods with high drain rates of fallout, the quantity in allA upper
layersisequal. Most remarkable is the rise of 90Sr in the layers5-7,
whichisanindirectresultofploughing.
6.4 Experimental verification
Figs. 20 and 21 compare observed and calculated profiles for a clay
soil near Alkmaar and a peat soil near Groot Ammers. Relatively
reliable data were available for the rainfall, the water content in the
soil,the90 Srdrainrate,theamountofexchangeableCainthesoil,the
uptake of Ca bythecrop,diffusion, dispersion andradioactivedecay.
For the actual values see the computer program and its description.
Only a rough estimate was available for the mixing factor. As the
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mCi ^Sr/kmVScm layer
50-

Fig.21| SameasFig.20for asoilnearGrootAmmers.

system isnot very sensitive to this factor, this is of not much concern
andavalueof0.2(fraction peryear)wasusedhere.
Less reliable data are available for the fraction of 90Sr to befixedat
equilibrium, the fixation rate and release rate. The fraction to be
fixedwas set at 50%, the fixation rate at 4 and the release rate at
0.05, both expressed as fraction per year.
Another parameter not too well known is the Ca content of the soil
solution; data in the literature give a wide range of values. This is
rather serious because the system is quite sensitive to this parameter.
Eventually the Ca content in the soil solution was estimated in a
arbitrary wayfrom leachingexperiments on small soilcolumns in the
laboratory as0.009meper cm3.
Figs. 20 and 21 show that the calculations follow the same trend as
the observations. The same can be said for a few other profiles that
were measured. About half the profiles tested showed, however, less
transport than calculated. Probably theamount which willbefixedin
soil is underestimated.
The observations in the field will be continued in the coming years
sothat morereliabledata can be evaluated.
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7 Transport of macro-amounts ofions,
non-linear adsorption
(model substances: Na, K, Ca and Mg ions)

7.1 Model
For thedescription ofthetransport ofNa,K, Caand Mgionsaplate
model was used (see Chapter 2).The model was presented at the 9th
Colloquium of the International Potash Institute held in Landshut,
F.R.G. (Frissel1, 1972). If macro-amounts of cations are considered
it is no longer possible to assume a linear relationship between the
amount inthesoilsolution and theamount adsorbed ontheexchange
complex. In the present model it isassumed that the total amount of
thefour ionswhichareadsorbed on theexchangecomplexisconstant
at a certain depth, while the composition of the exchange complex
depends on thecomposition ofthe soil solution.
Most soils show a fixation of potassium. Fixation is considered here
as a rather slow exchange reaction with ions bound on special sites
of thesoil mineral.The main characteristicisthat itespecially applies
to K ions. Further the fixation rate is much higher than the release
rate.
Fig.22showstherelation betweentheadsorbed, solved andfixedions
for the upper soil layer. Note that the exchange is an instantaneous
process,whereasfixationand releaseareratherslowprocesses.
In other words, the amount of fixed potassium is a level; whereas
the amount of exchangeably adsorbed potassium is not a level. Both
thepotassium in solution and thepotassium adsorbed haveto becalculated each time from thelevel:total non-fixed potassium.
Fig.22alsoshowsthatfour ionscanbesupplied tothetoplayerofthe
soil and they are introduced to the system as ions dissolved in the
liquid phase. Both the composition of the liquid phase and itsflux
vary with time. The flow chart for the other layers is similar, only
transport via the liquid phase is taken into account.
Because four ions are considered the programming is considerably
1

The authors are very grateful for the permission of the International
PotashInstitute to use part of the published material in this chapter.
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inflow,rain or
irrigation water, in which
solved Na.K.Ca.Mg
composition and flux
variable with time

I
fixed K,
variable,bound to a
maximum

fixation
and
release

exchangeable
Na. K.Ca.Mg
" 7 variable composition
constant C.E.C

exchange

Na,K.Ca.Mg
in solution,
variable composition

T

leaching

Fig.22| Diagram of processes considered for the top layer of a soil.

Calc.
supply upper

layer
Calc.
fluxes between
layers

Calc.
fixation or
release rate
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i I
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mmmm

Calc.

Calc.

fixed K

total composition
per layer

per layer

l

<

Calc composition
exchange complex
and soil solution

Fig.23| Calculation scheme for the vertical transport, exchange and K
fixation. It shows the arrangement of submodels (elipsoides) and levels
(rectangles).
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7 Transport of macro-amountsofions,
non-linear adsorption
(model substances: Na, K, Ca and Mg ions)

7.1 Model
For thedescription ofthetransport ofNa, K, Caand Mgionsaplate
model was used (see Chapter 2).The model was presented at the 9th
Colloquium of the International Potash Institute held in Landshut,
F.R.G. (Frissel1, 1972). If macro-amounts of cations are considered
it is no longer possible to assume a linear relationship between the
amount inthesoilsolution and theamount adsorbed on theexchange
complex. In the present model it isassumed that the total amount of
thefour ionswhichareadsorbed on theexchangecomplex isconstant
at a certain depth, while the composition of the exchange complex
depends on thecomposition of the soil solution.
Most soils show a fixation of potassium. Fixation is considered here
as a rather slow exchange reaction with ions bound on special sites
of thesoil mineral.The main characteristicisthat itespecially applies
to K ions. Further the fixation rate is much higher than the release
rate.
Fig.22showstherelation between theadsorbed, solved andfixedions
for the upper soil layer. Note that the exchange is an instantaneous
process,whereasfixationand releasearerather slowprocesses.
In other words, the amount of fixed potassium is a level; whereas
the amount of exchangeably adsorbed potassium is not a level. Both
thepotassium in solution and thepotassium adsorbed have to becalculated each time from thelevel:total non-fixed potassium.
Fig.22alsoshowsthatfour ionscanbesupplied tothetoplayerofthe
soil and they are introduced to the system as ions dissolved in the
liquid phase. Both the composition of the liquid phase and itsflux
vary with time. The flow chart for the other layers is similar, only
transport via the liquid phase istaken into account.
Because four ions are considered the programming is considerably
1

The authors are very grateful for the permission of the International
PotashInstitute to use part of the published material in this chapter.
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inflow.rain or
irrigation water, in which
solved Na,K.Ca.Mg
composition and flux
variable with time

I
fixed K,
variable,bound to a
maximum

fixation
and
release

Na.K.Ca.Mg
in solution,
variable composition

exchange

exchangeable

Na. K.Ca.Mg
variable composition
constant C.E.C

T

leaching

Fig.22 | Diagram of processes considered for the top layer of a soil.
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£

layer

Calc.
fluxes between
layers

1
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total composition
per layer

t.

Calc composition ^ \
exchange complex J
and soil solution J

r

*g.23J Calculation scheme for the vertical transport, exchange and K
"Nation. It shows the arrangement of submodels (elipsoides) and levels
(rectangles).
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complicated. Therefore for clarity the model is split into a few submodels. Fig. 23 shows the arrangement of the submodels. The two
levelsforthepotassiumionsarealsoindicated.Theset-upoftheentire
model is similar to previous models, therefore attention will only be
given to the two submodels which are specific for this program, e.g.
thefour-cation exchangeand the fixation.
Calculation of composition of the exchangecomplex and thesoil
solutionforfour cations. Use was made of the subroutine CATEX,
developed by Reiniger, Frere and Frissel, and described by Reiniger
et al., (1972). To describe the relations between four cations three
exchangeequationsareneeded.Thetwoequationsforthehomovalent
exchangeare:
^•ol

Na^,

Y

.

Iv

adf

in i \

' Naa<fi

and
—

^Ca.Mg —

V'4)

inwhichthesubscriptssolandadsrefer tothedissolvedandadsorbed
ions, respectively. (All concentrations are in me cm"3 bulk soil).
XNa,K an<*XClliMg are the exchange constants for sodium-potassium
andcalcium-magnesiumexchange,respectively.Fortheheterogeneous
exchangetheequation whichfirstwasused byVanselowwaschosen,
except that all concentrations are again expressed in me cm" 3 bulk
soil:
C&sol _ AY
. ^aift
—
75 - N aNa.Ca
. C a "pTT
~ZZ . TT
(NO
(Naads)

\'^)

in which XNatCa is the exchange constant for sodium-calcium
exchange.
The sum of the four cations in the adsorbed state is assumed to be
equaltothecationexchangecapacityateachdepthaccordingto:
Na^+K^+Ca^+Mg,* = CEC
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(7.4)

Asmentioned beforetheCECisavariablewhichonlydependsonthe
depth.
IfKtot,Natot, Catot and Mgtot areusedfor thetotalamounts(solid+
liquid phase) and the ratio between Nasol and Naads is defined by
Xx =Na$ol/Naads the Eqns (7.1),(7.2) and (7.3) can, after rearrangement,besubstituted inEqn(7.4).Allbut theratiofor sodiumX t can
then beeliminated.
Nalot

CEC = ^=!SL +

Ktot

nisi

1+Xt X^ll+Xi)

j

.

Catot
+

X^cCl+Xf)

Mg tot
^Na,Ca'Xca,MgU+ ^M)

/y j \

Xx is found from Eqn (7.5) by the Newton-Raphson iteration using
theIBM-SSPsubroutine RTNI, modified to facilitate thechoice ofa
correct initial value for the iterative procedure. Substitution of the
valueofX t intheprecedingequationsgivesthevaluesforNa,,,,Ksol,
Ca^,, Mg^,, Naads, Kads, Caads and Mgads.
Thevalidityofeachmodeldepends onthevalidityoftheassumptions.
For example it has been assumed that the exchange occurs instantaneously, an assumption which might be erroneous at highflow
rates.
All cation exchange equations used in the soil science have their
limitations (Bolt, 1967).Usually theselimitations willmanifest themselvesas changes of theexchange 'constant' with total concentration
and withthecomposition oftheexchangecomplex.Whendeveloping
CATEXitwasfurther assumedthatthevalueoftheexchangeconstant
validfor theexchangeoftwocationscanalsobeusedinthepresence
ofadditionalcationspecies.Thisisnotverifiedbythermodynamicsand
hasonlyoccasionallybeenprovedinpractice.However,assoonasthe
dependence of the exchange constants X NaK , XCatMg and XNatCa on
the composition of the soil complex is determined, it is possible to
modify the iteration procedure and to include this dependence in the
model.
Van Dorp (1973)afterwards modified the subroutine CATEX bythe
introduction of the Gapon equation to improve its usefulness. The
iterationprocedure,usingtheVanselow-likeequation doesnotalways
converge; then the Gapon equation is usually successful. If the
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Gapon equation doesnotprovideenoughconvergence,theVanselowlikeequationdoes.
Before a formal comparison between the two equations is made, the
relationbetweentheVanselow-likeequationsandtheEriksonequation
is given (Eriksson, 1952).
(N + ) 2 /N + + = E + / + + -(C + ) 2 /C + +

(7.6)

in which
N
= equivalent fraction adsorbed
C
= concentration in thesolution inmol/1
E + / + + = exchange constant according Eriksson
InCATEXthedimensionsaremeqcm" 3 bulksoiland meqcm" 3 soil
solution. Conversion of Eriksson's equation requires therefore the
definitions:
CEC = Cation ExchangeCapacityinmeqcm" 3 soil
WCN = watercontent ofthesoilin mlcm" 3 soil.
For Na and Ca, Eriksson's equation then becomes
(Naadg)2

Caads

= ENa/Ca•CEC•2/WCN•Q*^L
Casol

(7 .7)

Thus the relation between X Na , Ca used in CATEX and ENa/Ca used
by Eriksson is simply
XNt,ca = ENa/Ca-CEC-2/WCN

. (7.8)

which does not give any problem. It is clear that both the Vanselow
and Erikson equations will giveidentical results,provided the correct
units are used.
For the relation between monovalent and divalent ions Gapon uses
the relation
trails

y/iC&ml

Conversiongives
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(Na ttl ) 2 "

° k (Naad$) *

(7 10)

'

SotherelationbetweenXNatCausedinCATEXand Gkusedin Gapon
becomes
XNa.ca = 2.G?.Caad8

(7.11)

This is a relation difficult to use in CATEX. If the Vanselow-like
equation does not allow a successful iteration, Caad$ isunknown and
thus not available. Therefore Caad5 is replaced by the CEC, which is
for mostsoilsareasonable approximation
XNa,ca = 2.G£-CEC
(7.12)
For the errors introduced by this approximation, seeTable4.
To compare the results obtained by the Vanselow-like equation with
the results of the Gapon equation, thesubroutine CATEX isused for
one monovalent and one diavalent ion. Table 2 gives a survey of
different situations. Varied were the monovalent ion concentration,
Table2 Surveyofdifferent situations
Monovalent ions
(meqcm'

Divalent ions
(meq cm"3)

2.0
1.0
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.10
0.075
0.050
0.025
0.010

0.20
0.10
0.075
0.050
0.025
0.010
0.0075
0.0050
0.0025
0.0010

•

»

1

1

3

)

CEC(meqcm"3):0.05,0.1,and2.0
GK(meq"1/2cm3/2)0.1,0.5and 1.0
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the divalent ion concentration, the CEC and G k . Table 3 presents a
comparison between the applicable situations (i.e.thesum of divalent
and monovalent ions surpasses the CEC) and successful iterations.
Table 4 shows the difference in results obtained with Gapon and
CATEX
It appears, that for practical purposes the choice is often not very
important.ForaprogramlikeCATEX,whichmustbeappliedto fields
for which only data with a rather wide range can be obtained, the
differences seem insignificant.
Table3 Comparison betweendifferent situationsandsuccessful iterations

GK

CEC

Approximation
of E(Eriksson)
with Eqn (6.12)

Possible number
of combinations of
monovalent and

Number of
successful calculations with

Hiv5ili*nt
i niKjiij
n^
uivaiviii

Gapon CATEX
2.0
1.0
0.1
0.05

0.04
0.02
0.002
0.001

10
20
71

0.5

2.0
1.0
0.1
0.05

1.0

2.0
1.0
0.1
0.05

0.1

SUM

10
20
71

oo

10
19
51
71

1.0
0.5
0.05
0.025

10
20
71
88

10
20
58
76

10
20
71
88

4.0
2.0
0.2
0.1

10
20
71
88

10
20
60
80

10
20
71
87

567

485

566

oo

In 475 situations a calculation could be performed both by Gapon and
CATEX,for acomparisonseeTable4.
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Table4 Comparison ofresultsobtained with CATEXand Gapon
GK

CEC

0.1

2.0
1.0
0.1
0.05

0.030
0.024
0.008
0.001

0.14
0.13
0.05
0.03

0.5

2.0
1.0
0.1
0.05

0.011
0.012
0.009
0.008

0.05
0.06
0.09
0.11

i.

2.0
1.0
0.1
0.05

0.009
0.011
0.013
0.014

0.04
0.06
0.13
0.17

1

:

i*

Mean of the475relative Mean of the475relative
differences between
differences between
QYand QX
ECand EK

Themeanrelativedifferences betweenQYandQXandbetweenECandEK
aredefined respectivelyby
fc{(Q7-QMQy+Q*)}\nA
/ S f t E c - E ^ E c +Efc)}
n
v
n
inwhich:
Qy = reduced moleratiocalculated with theGapon equation
Qx = reduced moleratiocalculated with theCATEX equation
Ek = Eriksson constant
Ec = Eriksson constant back calculated from the results of the Gapon
equation
n = number of successful calculations ina certain combination.
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Calculation of the fixation andrelease rate. For the K fixation it is
arbitrarily assumed that thefixationcan bedescribed bythe following
statements and equations: Kfixationis regarded as an exchange with
cations present on a particular part of the soil complex. This part of
the soil complex is not considered as part of the CEC, so afixation
ofKionsdoesnotdecreasetheCEC.Theionswhicharereplacedhave
the same mutual composition as the ions of the immediately exchangeable part of the soil complex. The amount which can be fixed is
limited in twoways:
- first only a certain fraction, F fr , of all K ions present per layercan
befixed.
- second the amount is limited by an absolute maximum, Kmax
(mecm" 3 bulksoil).
The amount giving the lowest fixation is taken into consideration.
The specific fixation rate 'F ratc and specific release rate 'R ratc are
independent variables.Usually thespecific releaserateischosen much
slower than the specific fixation rate. Both the actual fixation rate,
F rate , and actual release rate, R ratc , are proportional to the difference between the actual Kfixationand the equilibrium situation. So
both ratesarehighest,far from equilibrium.
In equations: If Ktot is the total amount of K in a layer, the amount
whichwillbefixedintheequilibrium situation, Kcq, isfound from:
Keq = Frf•Ktoi = F fr•(Kfixed+Kads+KJ)

(7.13)

in which Kfixed is the actual amount which is fixed (me cm - 3 bulk
soil)and Ffr isthefraction ofK ionsperlayerwhichcanbe fixed.
If, however, K^ > Kmax then Keq is set to Kmax.
If, Keq> Kfixed, the fixation rate is found from:
Fratc

==

'FVateCK^j—K f i x c d )

(7.14)

IfK e q < IQij^, thereleaserateisfound from:
Rrate = ^ r a t c ( K f ixed*"K ^ )

(7.15)

If K ^ ^ K f , ^ , neither release, nor fixation takes place. As both
F ratc and Rratc are expressed as me cm" 3 d~ 1 , the dimension of
'F rate and 'R rate is:d" 1 .
Ashasbeen mentioned before, thevalidity ofa model depends on the
validity of the assumptions. Both the release and fixation are con62

sidered tobefirstorder reactions.Thisis,ofcourse,onlyanapproximation.Furthermore,ithasbeenassumedthatthecompositionofthe
exchangeable ions for all exchange sites is identical. This cannot be
truebecausethesitesonwhichKionsarefixedshowapreference for
ions of a particular size.An alternative would beto consider allions
replaced bytheKionsasCaions.
If the Kfixationisseen as an adsorption on 'normal*exchangesites
followed byacollapseoftheclayminerallattice,itisbetterto modify
theprogram sothat thefixationcausesadecreaseoftheCEC.
7.2 Program description(Program on page 103)
Theprogram startswithaschemeof thesymbolsused inthecalculations. The sequence of the ions is always: Na, K, Ca, Mg. For the
exchangeable cations (meq cm""3 bulk soil) the symbols are N,
K, C,and M,for the concentrationsinthesoil moisture (meq cm""3
soil solution):NS,KS,CSand MS.Thesum ofadsorbed andsolved
cations(meqper2.5cm3bulksoil)issymbolized byNT,KT,CTand
MT, the initial quantities as NB, KB, CB and MB, the increment
ratesasVN,VK,VCandVM.
Thefixedamount ofpotassium equalsF,itsinitialvaluebeingFB,its
increment rateVF.
Par.2startswithaFORTRAN statement(seeremarkatthebeginning
ofSection6.2).Thestatement

/

EXTERNAL

CAT

(7.16)

is required to invoke an externally applied subroutine, see Par. 11.
Furthermore Par. 2 defines the initial values of the exchangeable
cations in the soil by the functions NIT, KIT, CIT and MIT. The
initial quantities for everylayerarederived in DO-loop 1,whichalso
defines theCEC.
Par. 3 defines in the same way the initial concentration of the soil
solution, Par. 4theconcentration of the solution supplied to the top
layer.
Par.5isused tocalculatethesumofadsorbed and solvedcations for
eachlayerandtodefine twentyintegralsforeachofthecationsbythe
statement for serial integration.
Par. 6defines the initial amounts offixedpotassium for each of the
20layers; again serial integration is used. Par. 7defines the amount
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fixed at equilibrium (FIXFR), thefixationrate(FIXRAT)and release
rate (RELEAS), both expressed as fraction per 24 hours. The maximumfixation(MAXFIX) isdefined asmeqper cm3 bulk soil.
Par.8definesthemoisturecontentofthesoil.Onlyonevalueis defined
in this model.
Par.9containstheexchangeconstants,theexchangeconstant between
Na and K (in Eqn (7.1) XNa,K) is given by ALPH2. The constant
between Ca and Mg (in Eqn (7.2) X CltM| ) is given by BETA2, while
the exchange constant between Na and Ca ions (in Eqn (7.3) X NaiCa )
is given by CD, in which CD=X NatCa /CEC. Par. 10 defines the
water flux in ml cm"*2 day" 1 , for the time being a constant flux is
assumed.
At the end of the INITIAL segment a few auxilliary variables are
defined:
COUNTR = integration counter used tointerrupt thecalculations.
ICNTR = iteration counter used for control of the iteration
procedure.
TAK
= variable used to control thefirstguess needed in the
iterationprocedure.
IER
= iteration error indicator.
IERCNT = integrates values for IER.
I
= iteration counter.
EPS
= first permitted error in integration.
IEPS
= indicator for permitted increase of EPS.
The DYNAMIC segment starts with the calculation of the amounts
insolution and thoseadsorbed from thetotal amounts bythe subroutine RTNI. In DO-loop 201 is indicated that the calculation isperformed for each of the 20 layers. First the amounts per cm3 are calculatedbydividingthecontentperlayerbythelayerthickness(2.5cm).
At the same time the lessspecific symbols TM1, TM2,TD1 and TD2
are introduced. They represent respectively: total monovalent ions,
1st species, total monovalent ions 2nd species, total divalent ions 1st
speciesand totaldivalentions2ndspecies.
This nomenclature is chosen to be, within the subroutine RTNI,
independent of the type of ions (in this case Na, K, Ca and Mg);
moreover it permits an easyadaption to a system with 3,5,6or even
more cations.
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Before calling subroutine RTNI, afirstquess,XST,for the iteration
procedure has to be made. Precautions are taken that thefirstguess
isareasonablequantity,anywaynotequaltozero.
The use ofsubroutine RTNIisexplained in detail in the IBM Programmer's Manual (1968). The subroutine refines the initial guess
XSTof a root of the general non-linear equationf(x) = 0, according
toNewton'siterationscheme:
* I + I - * I - 7 - 7 ^ ' = 0,1,2,...

(7.17)

Eachiteration steprequiresoneevaluation off(x) and oneevaluation
of/'(*). Both/(x) and/'(x) are calculated in an externally added
subroutine,called CAT./(;t)isdefined in CATbyFF.
FF = TM1/(1+Z)+TM2/(1+ALPH2 * Z)+
TD1/(1+CD * Z* Z)+
TD2/(1+BETA2 * CD* Z* Z)- CEC (7.18)
Aglanceat Eqn(7.5)showsthesimilaritybetween thetwoequations.
ZtakestheplaceofXj (quotientNaf0,/Naadi)./'(x) isdefined inCAT
byDERF.Theequationfor DERFis ratherlong,therefore thereader
isreferred tothelistingofsubroutineCAT.WithinsubroutineRTNI,
subroutine CATiscalled bythedummy nameFCT.
Intheoriginalversion of RTNI,theiteration procedureisterminated
if certain specifications (see for details IBM manual), controlled by
EPS, are satisfied. If there is no satisfaction, the iteration ends with
anerrorreturn(IER= 1).
Inthisprogramitisveryinconvenientif, duetoacertaincombination
ofinput data, theiteration fails.
Before combining thesubroutine RTNI with thesimulation program
a few measures were taken to reduce the number of error returns,
sometimesatthecostoflessaccurateresults.
Thefirstmeasure,if no satisfaction oftheerrorcriterion occurs,isan
increaseof EPS byafactor of 10; ifnecessary,thisfeature isrepeated
oncemore,resultinginamaximumincreaseofEPS byafactor of 100.
Theindicator IEPSrecords howmany timesthisfeature isused.
Thesecond feature isa correction for thosesituations wherethecorrectionfmtorf(xt)lf (xl)isj^eaterthanxt> orwiththesymbolsofthe
routineRTNI,ifDX ispeaterthanX.Thismaybesoifthefirstguess
ofXistoofarout.ThenarbitrarilyDXismadesmallerbyDX=0.9*
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DXtillavalueis reachedwhenDXis lessthanX.
Usuallythefeature worksquitewelland allowsanormal termination
of the iteration. If the decrease of DX by multiplying by 0.9 is still
required for the last iteration step(I= 20), the routine does not provide a solution for the insufficient convergence.
Thentheiterationisterminated,andtheerrorindicatorIERis setto4.
The call of RTNI results normally in a value for Z (quotient NasoI/
Naads) and values for the indicators IER, I and IEPS.The last three
are not further used in the program, but during debugging stages
theyare used to trace malfunctions of theroutine.
Par. 12isused tocalculate theconcentration of solved and adsorbed
ions resultingfrom CATEX. In Par. 13thesum ofadsorbed and the
sum ofionsin solution iscalculated, thesevaluesbeingonlyused for
control purposes. Par. 14is used to calculate thefluxesto thefirst
layerand between the layers.Astheplate concept isused themathematicsaresimple.Par. 15 describesthefixation.ThesymbolTOTFis
thetotal quantity ofpotassium ina layer(fixed-f-non-fixed); withthe
expression
TOFIX = FIXFR * TOTF

(7.19)

thefraction whichisfixedunder optimum conditions iscalculated.
With the statement
IF ( T O F I X .G T . M A X F I X ) T O F I X =
MAXFIX

(7.20)

careis taken that the quantity which may befixeddoes not exceed a
preset maximum (MAXFIX). A measure for the deviation from the
equilibrium situation follows from
EQ = TOFIX - F / 2 . 5

(7.21)

If NEQispositive,wegetfixation,if NEQ isnegative,wegetrelease.
Both arecalculated by
FRATE = FCNSW (NEQ,NEQ * R E L E A S # 0.f
NEQ * FIXRAT)

(7.22)

(Foruseof the FCNSWroutinecomparewithEqn(6.43).
Par. 16 contains the calculation of the changes in concentration,
whilePar. 17 containscontrolstatements.Par. 18 and 19 areused for
output statements.
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7.3 Results
Because no suitable data for a leaching andfixationexperiment are
available, it is not yet possible to verify the program. The model
presented here must therefore be seen asanexample of thepossibilities.
Input conditions, anasterisk denotes initial conditions.
*Exchangeable cations: Na 0.06 me at the soil surface, gradually
increasing to 0.10 me at a depth of 50cm, K0.05 me, Ca 0.25 me,
Mg0.06 me,all percm3 bulk soil.
*FixedK:0.15meintheupper2.5cm,thereaftergraduallydecreasing
to0.05 meatadepthof50cm,allpercm3bulksoil.
Fraction of K to befixed:Fff = 0.95, absolute maximum to be fixed
(saturation) 0.15 mecm"3 bulk soil.
Exchange constants:XNa(K= 0.2, XCfltMg= 0.4, XNatCa =0.25.
Specificfixationrate: 0.2d"1, specific releaserate:0.04d"1.
•Cone,soilsolution:Na0.001 N, K0.001 N,Ca0.007N, Mg0.001N.
Cone, of fertilizer in rain water: K 0.015 N at the beginning, decreasing to 0.005 after 3 days, decreasing to 0.001 N after 6 days
and going to zeroafter 12 days.
Ca 0.010 N at the beginning, going down to 0.005 after 6 days,
goingtozeroafter20days,noNaandMgsupply.
Moisture content: 0.3cm3cm"3.
Rain: 0.3cmd"1.
Fig. 24shows thecomposition of the soil solution in the upperlayer
asafunction oftime.AlthoughonlyCaandKionsaresuppliedtothe
soil,asaresultofexchangeallfourionsarepresentinthesoilsolution,
Na being the major component. After 25 days all soluble salts are
leachedfromtheupperlayer.(Thisisofcoursenotrealistic,butitwas
assumedforthissituationthattherainfromthe20thdayoncontained
no ions (no weathering of soil material); this can be changed by
modifying theinputconditions).
Fig. 25 shows theamount offixedKin the layers 1,2, 3, 10and20.
Layer 1 has already reached its saturation value (0.15me Kcm" 3
bulk soil) at the beginning, layer 10reaches it in about 15days.The
supplyofKisnothighenoughtosaturatelayer20.
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me cm"3 soil solution
0.015-

001

0JD05-

30 days

Fig.24| Concentration of cations in the soil solution of the top layer:
Concentration of cations in the solution supplied to the soil:- —
fixed K,me cm*3 bulksoil

AOdoys

Fig.25| Fixationofpotassiumasafunction oftime.Fromtoptobottom:
layers 1,2,3,10and20.

conemecm"3 bu!k soil
02
04
Q6
08

ofterOdcys

after 10days

after 100days

Fig.26|Cation distribution overthe soil profile. Fromleft toright after
0days,10daysand 100days.
Fig.26showsthetotal amounts ofthevarious ionsasa function of
the depth, after 0, 10and 100days. It appears clearly that Nais
leached from theupper layers.TheKfixationreaches its saturation
valueinthebeginning onlyintheupper layer.Attheendtheupper
10layersaresaturated.Thishasconsiderableinfluence ontheamount
ofnon-fixed K;inthelower 10layers,wherefixationisstillpossible,
thereisalmostnonon-fixed K;intheupper 10layersthereis sufficient
non-fixedK.
Anotherexampleispresentedatthepreviouslymentioned colloquium
oftheInternationalPotashInstitute(Frissel,1972).
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8 Transport of herbicides, partly volatile
(model substances: propyzamide and BAM)

8.1 Model
8.1.1 Instantaneousequilibrium
The vapour pressure of many herbicides issohigh that migration not
only occurs via the liquid phase but also via the gasphase. Fig. 27
shows the flow diagram for a multicompartment model to describe
sucha migration.
RFIN(supplyas f(time)
,DIFTOP (diffusion from
surface)

f

phase

water

adsorbed

gas

layer 1

"Q/Jistributed

quantity <;

layer 2

over 3phases
as
Q/DX-CONC-VOLW
CONCG-VOLG

CONC-VOIW

CONCG-VOLG

layer 3

layerA
fluxes
DECOM
(decomposition)

RFOUT*RDOUT
(mass and
diffusion f l u x l

i

RDOUTG
(diffusion flux)

i

layer 5
layers
6-39
layer40

\

RFOUK40)
(effluent)

-i

RDOUTG(40)
(diffusionfrom bottom)

Fig.27| Multicompartment modelfor themigration ofavolatile,inwater
soluble herbicide.The instantaneous equilibrium is described by the relations: Adsorbed amount = BD.KWS.CONC and Kwg = CONC/CONCG.
Meaningofsymbolsseetext.
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The original model was developed by Leistra (1973), the model
described here is a modication by Leistra and Frissel. It consists of
40 layers, thickness DX.
Assuming instantaneous equilibrium, the total quantity in a layer, Q,
isdistributed over the threephases according:
Present in gasphase: C 0 N C G * V 0 L G
(8.1)
Present in liquid (water)phase: C0NC * V0LW
(8.2)
Adsorbed on solid phase: Q/DX - CONC * VOLW CONCG *

VOLG,

(8.3)

inwhichCONCand CONCG aretheconcentrations in thewaterand
gas phase, respectively; VOLW and VOLG represent the volumes of
bothphasespercm3bulksoil.
The materialfluxesbetween the layersare:
RFOUT, convectionfluxfor liquid phase,
RDOUT, diffusion flux for liquid phase,
RDOUTG, diffusion flux for gasphase.
RFOUT, RDOUT and RDOUTG are indexed variables; for simplicity theindex isomitted here.
The supply to the top layer equals RFIN. The rate with which the
herbicide is leached from the column equals RFOUT (40). The
diffusion rate via the gas phase from the top of the column is called
DIFTOP,from the bottom RDOUTG(40).
All the fluxes RFIN, RFOUT, RDOUT, RDOUTG, DIFTOP are
calculated in the same way as the correspondingfluxesfor the other
programs; for general remarks see Chapter 2, for details the Section
8.2.1.
Decomposition of the herbicide is taken into account. It is described
asafirstorderreaction.Thedecomposition rateiscalculated perlayer
and issymbolized with DECOM.
The equations which describe the relation between the three phases
are:
Q/DX - CONCG * VOLG - CONC * VOLW =
BD * K S W * C O N C
and
KWG = C0NC/C0NCG

(8.4)
(8.5)

Eqn (8.4)is the usual relation between the adsorbed amount (expres71

sionleft oftheequalssign)and equilibriumconcentration intheliquid
phase, CONC. So, KSW is the adsorption coefficient or distribution
ratio between solid and water phase. Its dimension is (\ig herbicide/g
soil)/(jig herbicide/cm3 soil solution). Multiplication by the bulk
density, BD, yields a relation with dimensions (|ig herbicide/cm3 soil
system)/(|ig herbicide/cm3 soil solution), which is easier to handle.
KWG, the distribution ratio between the water and gas phase is
expressed as (\xg herbicide/cm3 soil solution)/(jig herbicide/cm3 gas).
Substitution ofEqn (8.5)in Eqn (8.4)givesafter somealgebra
CONCG = Q / ( ( V O L G + KWG * VOLW + BD *
KWG * KSW) * DX)

(8.6)

Introduction of the capacity factor for the gas phase, CAPG, results
intherelation
CONCG = Q/(CAPG * DX)

(8.7)

inwhich
CAPG = VOLG + KWG * VOLW + BD *
KWG * KSW

(8.8)

Substitution ofEqn(8.7)inEqn(8.4)resultsin
CONC = (Q - Q # V 0 L G / C A P G ) / ( ( V 0 L W +
KSW * BD) * DX)

(8.9)

Introduction of the capacity factor for the water phase, CAPW,gives
the relation
CONC =
(Q - Q * VOLG/CAPG)/(CAPW * DX)

(8.10)

in which

CAPW = V O L W + KSW* BD

(8.11)

8.1.2 Non-instantaneous equilibrium
Rolland & Frissel (1973) described a more general model for the
transport of organic substances in a soil. Both the adsorption on the
soil surface and desorption from the soil occur at a measurable velocity, a first order adsorption reaction being assumed. Because the
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amount adsorbed and the amount in solution are now independent
quantities, both have to be described by integral functions. In the
program this is realized by integrals for the total amount per layer,
AMT,andadsorbedamountperlayer,ADS. Theactualconcentration
in thesolution, CONC,isthen found from
CONC =

(AMT - A D S ) / ( V O L W + V O L G A / K W G )

(8.12)

inwhichVOLWisthepart ofthe layer,thatisfilledwithwater.
To calculate the adsorption rate, first the equilibrium concentration
inthesolution,CONCEQ,hastobecalculated.Therelationisalmost
identical to Eqn (8.9); it differs only because VOLW and VOLGA
(volumegasphase)aredefined per layerand notpercm3 bulksoil.

CONCEQ = (AMT-AMT* VOLGA/(VOLGA +
KWG * VOLW +BD* KWG* KWS*DX))/
(VOLW +KWS* BD* DX)
(8.13)
The adsorption rate isfound bymultiplication of the difference
(CONC - CONCEQ)

(8.14)

by the adsorption factor ADSRT, or for desorption by the factor
RELRT (Abbreviations Adsorption rate and Release rate, respectively.)
To calculate the actual concentration in the gas phase, first the
actual gas capacity factor is calculated

CAPG = (VOLGA +VOLW *KWG +
BD • D X* K W G * N K S W ) / D X

(8.15)

Eqn(8.15)differs from Eqn(8.8)becausetheactual distribution ratio
soil/water,
NKSW = A D S / U A M T - A D S ) / ( V 0 L W +
VOLGA/KWG))

(8.16)

istakenintoaccount,instead of KWS.
Finallytheconcentrationinthegasphaseisfound from
GCONC = AMT/(CAPG * DX)

(8.17)

Alsotheamountwhichisdecomposedisstoredinintegrals;thereason
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isthat in fact, not thedecomposition rate, but the disappearance rate
is measured in practice. Also the quantity which is irreversibly
adsorbed is in such cases accounted for as decomposed. In this way
theintegrated amounts decomposed represent themaximum amounts
irreversibly adsorbed.
Another feature of this more general model is the possibility to vary
layerthicknessasafunction ofdepth.Thismaybeprofitable whenthe
diffusion of gasfrom the soil surface causes a very steepgradient and
thus very small layersare required for a good description. Asit isnot
very practical to split the whole soil profile in such small layers, the
layerthicknesscanbeadjusted, i.e.thinlayersatthetopand increasing
layer thickness downwards.
The diffusion coefficient in the liquid phase is again calculated with
Eqn(2.2).
8.2 Program description (Programs on pages 109and 111)
8.2.1 Instantaneous equilibrium
To facilitate the description, the program is split into 8 paragraphs.
The first paragraph contains identification statements. The INITIAL
segment consists of Par. 2 and 3, the DYNAMIC segment of Par.
4-8. Par.2contains thedefinition ofmost oftheparameters.Theyare
explained in full by comments in the program itself. Par. 2ends with
thecalculation of thecapacity factors according to the Eqns (8.8)and
(8.11).
Par. 3starts with the definition of the decomposition rate coefficient,
i.e. the fraction of herbicide which decomposes per day. Thereafter
follow theequationstocalculatethecentrepointsofthe40layers.Par.
3ends with the definition of the integral for the40layers.
Par.4containsthetablefor thewaterfluxandalsotheequationfor the
calculation of the apparent diffusion coefficient in the liquid phase,
(compare with Eqn(2.2));
DPORG is used here instead of TETA * GAM *D.
The distribution of the herbicide over the 3 phases is calculated in
Par. 5, the Eqns (8.7) and (8.10) are used for the calculation of the
concentration inthegasphaseand waterphase respectively.
Par. 6starts with the calculation of the amount of herbicide which is
added to the soil, RFIN
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F U N C T I O N S U P L Y T = 0., 3 . 7 , 3 4 . 9 ,
3 . 7 f 3 5 - 1f 0.f 300- , 0.
*FDCON = A F G E N ( S U P L Y T , T I M E )
R F I N = W F L U X * FDCON *
EXP < -D E C R T * T I M E )

(8.18)
(8.19)
(8.20)

By these statements a herbicide is applied for 35 days with a
concentration of 3.7 microgram percm3 soil solution (e.g. by a slow
dissolution of the herbicide). Afterwards this amount is modified
by the exponential decomposition terme(~DECRT*TIME).
The same result can be obtained bya modified supply table, omitting
theexponential decay term.Theactual construction is,however, more
convenient for a parameter sensitivity analysis. (Note that it is
assumed here implicitely that the sum of decomposed and undecomposed herbicideis,forthefirst 35days,alwaysequal to3.7 microgram
per cm3 soil solution).
The calculation of the convection and diffusion term in solution is
almost identical withthecalculations for tritium in Chapter2.
In their turn the gas diffusion terms hardly differ from the liquid
diffusion terms, the only difference being that both diffusion from the
top and from the bottom occurs. In both cases the diffusion distance
is taken as £DX, the outside concentration being taken as zero. Ifthe
diffusion from the top is important, adjustment of DX is required
(Leistra, 1974b).
The decomposition is considered to be a first order reaction; the
decomposition rate, DECOM, is found from
DECOM -

DECRT *

Q

(8.21)

Par. 6 ends with the calculation of the sum of the rates and its last
statement terminates the calculation.
Par. 7 contains the output instructions. The total simulation time,
FINTIM, is set equal to the time interval at which printed output is
requested,PRDEL,sothatoutputisonlyprintedatthebeginningand
end of the simulation run.
Intermediateprinted outputisobtained bythestatements:

IF (TIME -EQ. 4 0 . ) C A L L P R I N T
IF (TIME -EQ. 9 7 . ) C A L L P R I N T

(8.22)
(8.23)

which provide printed output after 40 and 97 days, respectively.
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Graphic output is obtained by the statement
OUTPUT C O N C C I ) ,

(8.24)

With
PAGE GROUP

(8.25)

allgraphs getequalscales.
8.2.2 Non-instantaneous equilibrium
Par. 1 containsasusual theidentification statements,Par.2the definition of many parameters. In Par. 3the layer thickness DX, the diffusion distances, DIFD, and depths, DEPTH, are calculated. In this
version,DXisaconstantsothatthevaluesfor DIFDarealsoconstant
(exceptfor thetop and bottom layerwhereDIFD = 0.5*DX).Par.4
provides data for the moisturecontent in theprofile, WC,thevolume
of moisture per layer, VOLW, and the volume of gas per layer,
VOLGA. Par. 5 contains the calculation of the apparent diffusion
constant in the liquid phase,APDIF. Useis made of Eqn (2.2), both
the tortuosity and the dispersion are defined as function of the depth
bythetablesGAMTBand DISPTB,respectively.
In Par. 6 the integrals are defined and serial integration is used. The
integrals are: AMT, for the total quantity per layer; ADS, for the
adsorbed amount per layer; and DEC for the decomposed quantity
per layer.The initial amounts ofADS and DEC arezero.The initial
amount of the total quantity is IAMT. In Par. 7IAMT isset to 17.7
for the first two layers and to zero for the other ones, i.e. all the
herbicide in the column is present in solution in the first two layers.
Par. 7ends with setting the counter COUNTR at zero. COUNTR is
used for control purposes.
The DYNAMIC segment beginswith thecalculation of the supply of
theherbicide.Asin thisversion theherbicideisalready present in the
top twolayersat thebeginning of thecalculation, thesupply with the
FUNCTION FDCONT is set to zero. The paragraphs 9-12 are all
calculationsfor thefirstlayer,exceptthattheycontaintheSTORAGE
statements for all 90layers.In Par. 9 the actual concentration in the
liquidandgasphase,CONCandGCONCrespectively,arecalculated.
Use is made of the equations (8.12) and (8.17) and of the auxilliary
equations (8.16 and (8.15) which define the actual distribution ratio
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soil/water andtheactualgascapacityfactor, respectively.
Adsorption-desorption phenomena are computed in Par. 10. First
theequilibriumconcentration CONCEQiscalculated.Onepossibility
istotakethedifference betweenequilibriumandactualconcentration,
(CONCEQ-CONC), as a measure for the adsorption rate. In such a
set-uptheintroduction ofanirreversiblyadsorbed amountis difficult.
Therefore the difference between the amount adsorbed under equilibrium conditions and theactual amount, (ADSEQ-ADS),istakenas
a measure for theadsorption and desorption.ADSEQisfound from
ADSEQ = CONCEQ * KSW * BD

(8.26)

If(ADSEQ-ADS)isnegativeitmeansthatdesorption hastobetaken
intoaccount.Statement201 reads
ADDON = (AMAX1(ADSEQ, IRRADS) - ADS) *
RELRT
(8.27)

inwhich
ADDON = adsorption rate (in this case negative, so desorption
rate)
IRRADS = irreversibly adsorbed amount.
RELRT = release rate fraction (day"1).
AMAX1 isaroutinewhichtakesthelargestofthetwo values,ADSEQ
or IRRADS;soifADSEQislessthan IRRADSthe desorption rate
is calculated by
ADDON = (IRRADS - ADS) * RELT

(8.28)

instead of by

A D D O N = ( A D S E Q - A D S )* R E L T

(8.29)

In this way a smooth desorption phenomenon is simulated, and as
soon as ADS has reached its lower limit IRRADS the desorption
ceases.Theadsorbedcompound is, however,alsosubjecttodecompositionsothatafter sometimeADSgetssmallervaluesthanIRRADS.
To prevent an adsorption artefact which should occur in such a
situation, Statement 201 isfollowed by
I F (ADDON. GT. 0 . )

ADDON = 0 .

(8.30)
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If(ADSEQ-ADS) iszero,statement 202 setstheadsorption ADDON
at zero.
If (ADSEQ—ADS) is positive, the adsorption rate is calculated in
statement 203 by
ADDON = (ADSEQ - A D S )* ADSRT

(8.31)

inwhichADSRT= adsorption ratefraction (day"1).
The adsorbed amount which decomposes equals
ADS * DECRT

(8.32)

Par. 10ends with the calculation of the total amount of decomposed
compounds per layer
DIDEC = AMT * DECRT

(8.33)

The calculation of the fluxes, which are represented in Par. 11 are
similar to the corresponding section of the previous program.
A provision is made to account for any volatile herbicide above the
soil surface, concentration SGCON. The escape of gas from the
soil surface is then found from OFLOG ( 1 ) = DICOG *
(GCONCd) - S G C 0 N ) / D I F D ( 1 ) in which DICOG is the
gas diffusion coefficient and DIFD(l) the distance between the
centre of the first layer and the soil surface. Par. 12 ends with the
calculation of thetotalchangeofthetotalamount of herbicide in the
first layer,NFLOW (abbreviation from Netflow).
Par. 13and 14describe the corresponding statements for layers 2-89
and layer 90,respectively. In fact the program iscomplete with these
paragraphs; only a few final calculations have to be made. They are
described in Par. 15.
Onecalculation isthe summation of herbicide which evaporates from
the first layer
GASUP = INTGRL ( 0 . , OFLOG ( 1 ) )

(8.34)

the other is the summation of the amounts which are lost from the
last layer
SUM0UT = INTGRL ( 0 - #
I FLOG ( 9 0 ) ) )

(RTOUT(90) +
(8.35)

in which RTOUT(90) is the part lost via the liquid phase and
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IFLOG(90)thepart lost via the gas phase.
Par. 16contains the ouput instructions, both for graphic and printed
output.Thetimetobesimulated, other timeconstants,the integration
methodandcontrol statements are given in Par. 17.
8.3 Verification
8.3.1 Experimentalverification, instantaneous equilibrium
Leistra et al. (1974a) described a field trial with the herbicide propyzamide (N-(l,1-dimethyl propynyl)-3,5-dichlorobenzamide). About
1kg was applied per ha. The soil was sampled in 2.5-cm layers after
40 and 97 days and the samples were analysed for propyzamide by
extraction with ethylacetate. The curves 1and 3 of Fig. 28 show the
results of these measurements. From the total amount which wasstill
present in the soil the decomposition rate constant DECRT was
determined at 0.017 (fraction per day). The other constants were
determined in the laboratory or obtained from the literature. The
cone.propyzamide(jug/cm3bulk soil)
20

depth (cm)

Fig.28J Migration of propyzamide in afieldsoil. 1Experimental distribution after 40d; 2 Calculated distribution after 40d; 3 Experimental
distribution after 97d; 4Calculated distribution after 97d; Instantaneous
equilibrium.
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results of the computations, curves 2and 4,show that the agreement
for thefirstcurveisgood,butfor thenextcurvethecalculated leaching
velocity is a little too high. Probably the desorption rate slows down
after some time so that the concept instantaneous equilibrium is not
longer valid.
8.3.2 Exampleofparametersensitivity analysis
ReferringbacktoFig.28onemayspeculateaboutthemainmechanism
bywhichpropyzamide hasbeenlost:bydecomposition (asisassumed
for thecalculation ofDECRT)orbyevaporationfrom thesoilsurface.
cone.propyzamide (jug/cm 3 bulk soil)

10 depth(cm!

Fig.29|Testofsomemodelsfor propyzamide.
Distribution after 40d. 1 With decomposition andcompletegas diffusion;
2Withdecomposition,nogasdiffusion fromsurface;3Withdecomposition
no gasdiffusion at all;4 Without decomposition, complete gas diffusion.
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To investigate this aspect four simulation runs were made:
1 With decomposition and complete gas diffusion,
2 Withdecomposition and no gasdiffusion from the surface,
3 Withdecomposition and nogasdiffusion atall,
4 Without decomposition and with complete gas diffusion. The
results are shown in Fig. 29.It appears that the decomposition is the
most important process after the gas diffusion from the surface while
the transport within the soil hardly influences the results. (For the
influence of the thickness of thefirstlayer see Leistra, 1974b).
Fig. 29 gave the impression that instantaneous equilibrium is a too
simpleconcept.Theprogram asdescribed insection 8.2.2wasused to
simulate the effects of non instantaneous equilibrium. With all other
parameters unchanged, the adsorption rate was set at 90% per day,
thedesorption rate at 30%per day.The results are shown in Fig.30.
After 40days,thepropyzamideismorespreadoutovertheprofile; the
concentration in the layer 5-10cm agrees more with the observed
cone,propyzamide(jug/cnr^bulk soil)

10

depth(cm)

Fig.30| Testofsomemodelsfor propyzamide.
1 Experimental distribution after 40days; 2 Calculated distribution after
40 days, non-instantaneous equilibrium; 3 Calculated distribution after
40 days, partly irreversible adsorption; 4 Experimental distribution after
97days;5Calculated distribution after 97days,non-instantaneousequilibrium;6Calculateddistributionafter97days,partlyirreversibleadsorption.
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concentration than the results of the calculation which considered
instantaneous equilibrium. For the situation after 97 days there is
hardly any improvement.
Fig.30alsoshows thecurves for amodel inwhich part of the propyzamideisirreversiolyadsorbed.Thelatteramountissetat20percentof
themaximumofthepropyzamideconcentration whichmaybereached
during the migration. The irreversibly adsorbed amount decomposes
withthenormal decomposition rate.Inthismodeltheagreement after
97 days is a little better.
These examples show that with model calculations alone no final
decisioncanbemadeabout whichprocessismostimportant.However,
they mayindicate thedirection offurther research.
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Experimentalverification, non-instantaneousequilibrium

Rolland et al., (1974) performed a leaching experiment with BAM
(2,6 dichloro benzamide), a decomposition product of the herbicide
dichlobenil, on a sandy soil column (length 90cm, diameter 12cm).
Per cm2 surface area 35.4jig BAM was supplied to the column.
A breakthrough curve showed a maximum at the 7th day; after
12daysabout 24jigper cm2 wasleached from thecolumn, thereafter
almost no BAM was found in the effluent. After 16days the column
was analysed for BAM. It appeared that the remaining BAM was
equally distributed over the profile, indicating the presence of an
irreversibly adsorbed amount (0.12jigpercm3 bulk soil).The decomposition appeared to be neglibible for the experimental period. In
independent experiments the adsorption rate and desorption rate
fractions were determined at 5.6 and 1.0 day""1, respectively. The
distribution ratio between solid and liquid phaseamounted to0.23 [ig
BAM per gsoil/ng BAM per cm3 soil solution. The relation between
this distribution ratio and the RF value can be found from multiplication the distribution ratio by the bulk density (1.7 g soil per cm3
bulk soil) and division by the mean water content (0.16cm3 soil
solution per cm3 bulk soil)and the application of the relation
RF =

= 0.30
l+(0.23x 1.7:0.16)

The water content of the column was about 14.2ml per cm2 surface
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area, the flux was 2.53cm per day, so the water front reached the
bottom of the column after 5.6days. An RF value of 0.30 predicts
then a breakthrough curve with a maximum concentration after
5.6/0.30 = 18.5days. This is far from reality. The reason for this is
that in the distribution ratio, 0.23 cm3 g"1, the irreversibly adsorbed
amount is not taken into account. Unfortunately, to include this
irreversibilityarbitraryassumptions havetobemade.
With the simulation models four calculations were carried out:
3 for instantaneous and 1 for non-instantaneous equilibrium (see
Fig. 31). With the instantaneous equilibrium model, 3 values of the
distribution ratio were tested, namely 0.23 (determined value), 0.03
and 0.02 (arbitraryvalues).
As expected, the value 0.23 fails; thevalues 0.03 and 0.02 seem more
satisfactory. But note that theirreversibly adsorbed amount is totally
jugBAM/cm3 effluent
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Fig.31 | BreakthroughcurvesofBAMinasandysoilcolumn.
Details see text.
Experimental curve;
, - • • - • • - and - • - • Theoretical curves, equilibrium model, distribution ratios respectively
0.02, 0.03 and 0.23cm3g"1, •••• Theoretical curve, non-instantaneous
equilibriummodel,distributionratio0.03cm
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jug BAM/cm 3 bulk soil
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Fig.32|AdsorbedBAMinthelayers1,3,45and90asafunction ofthe
time.
neglected, in the instantaneous equilibrium model only the 24 ng
BAMwhichisleached from thecolumn isusedasinputvalue,sothe
agreement isnot sogood asitlooks.
The non-instantaneous model is used with a distribution ratio of
0.03 as arbitrary value. All other values were independently determined values. The top of the peak is clearly too low; probably the
adsorption and desorption processes in the column occur faster than
expected. The tailing effect, which is so typical for many pesticide
leachingexperimentsisnicelyshown.FinallyFig.32showstheadsorbed amounts in a few layers as a function of the time (calculated
values). It demonstrates clearly how the irreversibility is taken into
account. In conclusion it can be said that the model studies have
considerably contributed to the insight in sorption phenomena of
herbicides.They also showed that carefully designed experiments are
still needed.
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Programs

3.2
TITLE

BREAKTHROUGH Cu«VESOF TRITUTEO WATER

• FRISSEL ITALWAGENINGEN NETHERLANDS
INITIAL
NOSORT
FIXED
N
•
N« INDEXOFN#THLAYER
PARAMETER NR» 501..
L* 88.•
WFU«0.0475
•
COLUMN NUMBER LENGTH (CM) WATERFLUX (ML/HCH»«2)
PARAMETER
•

0«0.087
DIFFCONSTANT (CM»»2/H)

STORAGE
•

DEPTHUO)
0£°THOFCENTER OF40LAYERS

• CALCULATION OF THE LAYER THICKNESS ANDDEPTHOFLAYERS 1TO40
OX*L/40.
DO 99 N*l»40
99
DEPTH(N)*N«OX-0.5*OX
STORAGE T£TA(40).
GAM(40)«
DISP(40)t DA(40>
•
WATER CONTENT TORTUOSITY
DlSPEPsION (CM) APPARENT DIFFCONST
•

TETA.GAM,DISP.DA.CONC AREAFUNCTION OFTHEDEPTH

FUNCTION TETAT8*0..0.37. 7.5.0.41. 12.5.0.38. 17..0.24.
22..0.22. 27..0.15*
42.5.0.15. 57.,0.27 • 80..0.29. 90..0.30
•
TETAT8*TABLE TETA (WATER CONTENT)ASF(DEPTH)

••a
•••

FUNCTION GAMTB * (0..0.3).(20..0.3).(25..0.21,(40., 0.2),
(60.,0.3),(100., 0.3)
•
GAMTB »TABLEGAMMA (TORTUOSITY)ASF(DEPTH)
FUNCTION DISPTB *0.» 5.. 90.•5.
•
DISPTB *TABLEDISPERSION ASF(DEPTH)
• CALCULATION OFTHEDISPERSION,GAMMA ANDTETA FOR THELAYERS 1TO40
00 100 N*l,40
OISP(N) * A F G E N ( D I S P T 8 » D E P T H ( N ) )
GAM(N)
*AFGEN(GAMTB ,DEPTH(N))
100
TETA(N) «AFG£N(TETAT8,DEPTH(N))
• CALCULATION APPARENT OIFFUSlONCONST DAFORTHELAYERS ITO39
•
DA(N) ISDIFFUSION CONSTANT BETWEEN LAYER NANDLAYERN*l
00101N*l,39
DA(N)*(TETA(N)»GAM(N)*TETA(N*l)»GAM(N»l))»D/2. ...
•(DISP(N)*DISP(N*l))*wFU/2.
101 CONTINUE
STORAGE WATERV(40)
•
WATERVOLUME INMLPERLAYER .CALCULATION FOR THELAYERS 1TO40
SUMW s0.
00 102N=l.<»0
WATERV(N)*DX»TETA(N)
102

SUMW « SUMW^WATERV(N)
SUMW s SUMW»H4.

FIXEDJ
J*1
J«SPECIAL OUTPUT TIME INDICATER
STORAGE TYD(20)
•
TYD»OUTPUT TIMEFOR ARRAY CONC
TA8LE
TYO(l-20.)*96.,288.,576.,1344.,16*10000.
•
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•a•

• DEFENITIONMATERIAL BALANCESFOR40LAYERS
CONC•INTGRLCO..
DC. 40)
•
CONCENTRATION (TRITIUM ACTIVITY INARBITRARY UNITS!

PARAM PROFJL « - 1 .
STORAGE C 0 9 A L K 4 0 )

DYNAMIC

NOSORT
•
•

CALCULATION TRANSFER RATESLAYERS 1TO40
NOTE! RATESAREQUANTITIESv

STORAGE
• TRANSFER RATE OUT

RDOUTC40).
PFOUTC40).
RTOUT(40)
DUE TODIFF
DUETOMASSFLOW DUETOBOTH

• CALCULATION OFDIFFUSION RATES
•
RDOUT(N)a DIFFUSION RATE FROMLAYER NTOLAYERN*l
•
RDIN
«DIFFUSION RATE INTOFIRSTLAYER
RDlNaO.
DO 120N»lt39
120RDOUT<N)*DA(N)«MCONC(N)-CONC<N*l)>/DX
RDOUT(*»0)«0.
• CALCULATION OFFLUX IsMASSFLOrfRATES)
•
RFOUT(N)*FLOW RATEFROM LAYER NTOLAYER U*l
•
RFIN
«FLOW RATE INTOFIRSTLAYER
FUNCTION SUPLYT * (O.f 100.).(767.t 100.)*(76<).•0.)«(4000.« 0.)
• SUPLYT GIVESSUPLY (CONC ININFLUENT) AS AFUNCTION OF THETIME
SUPLY«AFGEN(SUPLYT.TIHE)
RFIN*SUPLY»WFU
RFIN sWFU«MSUPLY»C0NC(l))/2.

•

DO 121N*l.39
121RFOUT<N)rWFU«(CONC(N).CONC<N»l))/2.
• CALCULATION OFCONCENTRATION INEFFLUENT
RUNOUT*1.5«CONC(<.0)-0.5«CONC(39)
RFOUT(40)*wFU«»UMOUT
• CALCULATION OFTHETOTALRATES
RTIN*RFIN.RDIN
DO 122N*1.*0
122 RTOUT(N)*^OOUT(N)«RFOUT(N)
•

CALCCONCCHANGES
DC(1)s (RTIN
-RTOUT(D)/WATERV(l)
DO <»00 N*2«<»0
400 DC(N)= (PTOUT(N-l)-RTOUT(N))/WATERV(N)
•

•

300
305

•••

•••

•••

OUTPUT INSTRUCTION
IFtKEEP .EO.1.ANO.TIME ,GE.TYD(J))GOTO300
GOTO30*
MRITE<6« 301)
*PITEC6.302)TIME
DO305N*l.<*0
WRITE(6t 303)CONC
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301
302
303
304
305
302
TIME»

FORMAT<IH1
FoRMAT(7H TIME* «F8.2 tlOXt 20HTRITIUM PROFILE
FORMAT(
10CF12.4))
J .J*1
CONTINUE
IF(PR0FIL .LT.0.)GOTO304
COSALT(N)« CONC(N)»TETA(N)
WRITE(6t 303)COBALT
FORMAT(7H TJME« •F8.2 »10X» 20HCOBALT TOPTOBOTTOM
FINTIM « 1773,.
TOTAL SIMULATED TIME

OUTOEL *39.4
TIME INTERVAL OUTPUT

• PRINT-PLOT INSTRUCTION
OUTPUT RUNOUT
METHODRKS
• INTEGRATION METHOD
TERMINAL
*RITE<6.301>
WRITE(6.^01) SUMW
401 FORMATUH lOHAPPARENT 0
URITE(6t303)OA
END
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(RKS*RUNGE-KUTTA «*TH ORDER)

20X. 7HSUMW «

E10.4)

*\»J*
TITLE
•

LINEAR EXCHANGECHROMATOGRAPHY INSOIL
SRVERSION
ASSOCIATIONEURATOM ITAL »WAGENINGEN* NETHERLANDS

INITIAL
NOSORT
FIXED
PARAM

DAY*MONTH*YEAR*VERSIE
OAY•30*MONTH•litYEAR•1972*VERSIE•1

PARAMETER CASENR • 20*
•
CASENUMBER
PARAM NR•324 *
#
COLUMN NUMBER

L-

37.5*
LENGTH* C M

«fU•0*206
VATERFLUX* CM;HOUR

PARAM PUNCH«-!•
•
OUTPUT (FOREXTERNAL PLOTTER)PUNCHEOWITHPUNCH•1
•
NOTPUNCHEOWITHPUNCH•-1
\f(PUNCH .LT.0.)SOTO400
¥RITEC2*401)NRiL
401 FORMAT(I6*FI0.4)
400 CONTINUE
ST0RA6PTIME(IO)
TABLE PTIMEC1-4)•209.* 454.* 790.• .10000.
• SPECIALOUTPUTREQUESTED ATTIMESPTINE(P)
FIXED P
P «1
•
SPECIALOUTPUT INDICATOR
FIXEDMR*N
• N• INDEXOFN#THLAYER
•

DEFINITION 25MASSBALANCES (INTEGRALS)FORSR
TOTS* • INTGRL(0.* S«**T* 25)
• TOTALS*
INITIALS* TRANSFER PATES«

• SOILPARAMETERS EtUALFORALLDEPTHS
PARAMETER
•

KSR• 1.25
CAICIUM-STRONTJUMEXCM.CONSTANT

PARAM 0•0.026
•
DIFFUSIONCONSTANT*CM2/H*
PARAMETER

DECAY•0.444E-O3

•

DECAY INFRACTIONPERHOUR

• SOILPARAMETERS ASFUNCTIONOFDEPTH
STORAG
SOLSR(2S)
•SOLUBLE
STRONTIUM
• SRCOMCINARBITRARYUNITSPERCM3SOILSOLUTION
STORAG
D0UTSR(25)
•DIFFUSIONOUT
STORAG
F0UTSR(25)
•(MASS)FLOMOUT
STORAO
• TOTALRATE
STORAG
•

T0UTSR(25)

TETA(25)»
DEPTH(25>»
MOISTUREFRACTION DEPTH

STORAG GAM(25)f
•
TORTUOSITYFACTOR

WATVOL(25)'
VATERVOLUMEPERLAYER

DISP(25)
OISPERSIONFACTOR

oS^*

STOPAG DA(25)
• APPARENTDIFFUSION CONSTANJ
FUNCTIONGAMTB• (0..0*2)* (100.•0*2)
FUNCTIONOISPTB•0.*6.» 50.*6*
FUNCTION TETAT8«O o 0.40t 50.t 0.38
• CALCULATION OPLAYERTHICKNESS*DEPTHANDDISPERSION*GAMMA ANOTETA
•
FOREACHDEPTH
OX•L/25
00100N•1*2S
DEPTH(N)• N»OX-0.5»OX
DISP(N)•AFOEN(OISPTB*DEPTH(N)I
GAH(N) •AFG£N(0AMTB*OEPTH(N))
TETA(N)•AFGEN(TETATB*OEPTH(NI>
100CONTINUE
• CALCULATIONOFAPPARENTDIFFUSION CONSTANT
00101N-1*24
101DA(N> • (TETA(N)«GAMN)«TETA<N»l)*®AM(N*in*0/2* ...
•<0ISp(N>*D!Sp(N*l)>»WFU/2.
• CALCULATIONOFTOTALWATERVOLUME INCOLUMN •TWAVOL
•
ANOOfWATER VOLUMEPERLAYER•WATVOL
TWAVOL •0*
DO 102N•1*24
WATVQL(N)•OX»TETA(N)
102TWAVOL •TWAVOL •WATVOL(N)
•
CAADSORBEDASFUNCTIONOfDEPTH*HEPERCM3SULKSOIL
FUNCTION AOCATB•0.*0,12• 50.*0.12
STORAGE ADCA(25)
DO 130N»1*25
AOCA(N)•AFGENCAOCATS*DEPTH(NM
130CONTINUE
PARAMETER SOLCA •0.012
•
CA INSOLUTION (MEPERCM*«3SOLUTION!
STORAGE ATTENUU)
TABLEATTEMUU-4)•l.» 2.* 4.* 10.
• ATTENU*COLUMN SCANNER ATTENUATIONFACTOR*FIRSTVALUE•1
STORAGE ATTIME(3)
TABLEATTIMEU-3)»800.* 1600.*2600*
• ATTENUATION RESETTIMES
FIXEOATT
ATT•1
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-•••-•••••••-•-••••••••••#•#.#.#.#.#.#

COUNTR «0.
DYNAMIC
MOSORT
COUNTR•COUNTR •I.

• CALCULATIONOFSOLUTION ANDADSORBEDCONCENTRATIONSATEXCHANGEEQUILIBRIUM
•

(CALCULATIONVALIOFORTRACESONLY)
DO135N•1*25
SOLSR(N)»TOTSR(N)* SOLCA/(SOLCA*TETA(N)«ADCA(N)*K$R)
135CONTINUE

90

CALCULATION OFTRANSFER RATES •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
RATES INMEPERLAYER
CALCULATION OFDIFFUSION RATES
OOUTSR(N)•DIFFUSIONOUTOFLAYERN INTOLAYERN*l
DO 120N«l«24
OOUTSR(N)•DA<N)«(SOLSR<N)-SOLSR(N*!)>/DX
120CONTINUE
D0UTSRC25)•00UTSR(24)
• CALCULATIONOFH*SSFLOW RATES
•
FOUTSR(N)• (MASS)FLOW OUTOFLAYER N INTOLAYERN»l
•
TINSR
• (MASS)FLOW INTOTHEFIRSTLAYER
• INSRTBGIVES INFLUENTSRCONCASFUNCTION OFTIME (ARB.U.PERCM3SOL)
FUNCTION INSRTB*0..8l.t 16.8* 8l«» l7«2« O.t 1000.•0.
INSR mAFGEN(INSRTBtTlME)
TINSR•INSR'WFU
TFINSR •INTGRL(O.tTlNSR)
121

DO 121N*1*24
FOUTSR(N)•WFU»(S0LSR(N)*S0LSR(N»l))/2.

• OUTFLOW RATE FROMLASTLAYER
F0UTSR(25)«WFUM1.5«SOLSR(25)-0.5«SOLSR<24))
• CALCULATION OFTOTALRATES
122

DO 122 H • 1*25
TOUTSR(N)«FOUTSR(N)*DOUTSR<N)

• THEMATERIAL BALANCESARE INMEPERCM»»3t THEREFORE THERATES
•
HAVETOBEDIVIDEDBYTHELAYER THICKNESS
•
SR ISCORRECTEDFORDECAY
SRRATE(l)« (TINSR-TOUTSR(I))/DX-TOTSR<l)»OECAY
DO230 N«2*25
230 SPRATE(N)« (TOUTSR(N-l)-TOUTSR(N))/OK-TOTSR(N)»DECAY
OUTPUT

149

151

STORAGEPLOTSR(25)
IFtKEEP .NF.1 )60TOISO
IF (TIME .GT.ATTIME(ATT) )ATT«ATT»1
DO149N«lt25
PLOTSR(N)«TOTSR(N)*>ATTENU(ATT>
IF ( (TIME*0.5»DELT).LT.PTIME(P) )GOTO150
WRlTE(ftl51)TlMEt TFlNSRt COUNTRt PLOTSR
FORMAT(/F9.lt 4Xt E10.4*4X»£10.4 / C7E11.3))
p «P •1

IF(PUNCH .LT.1.)GOTO150
WRlTE(2tl51)TIMEt TFlNSRt PLOTSR
150

CONTINUE

METHODMILNE
TIMER FINTIM »790.

TERMINAL
•

IDENTIFICATION OFOUTPUT

IF(PUNCH .LT.1.)GOTO3050
WRITE(2t20l)CASENRtDAY.MONTH»YEAR#VERSlE
201 FORMATdftHCASENUMBER IS F5.Qt5Xt2I3tl5tSX.§HVERSlE 15)
3050CONTINUE
END

5.2
TITLE cs MIXING
INITIAL
NOSORT
CONC•INTGRLI CONCIt DCONCt 20)
••••••••••••••••CS-137 (FALLOUT)INPUT•••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••*•
FUNCTIONCS1956»0..1.7* 4..0.8* lO.tO.t lOO.tO.
• CS137AT IOCT1956 (STARTOfCALCULATION)ASF(DEPTHtCM)MCI/SOKM
STORAGE F*L0UT(66)
•
FALLOUTORAINRATE INNCIPERStKMPERQUARTER
TABLEFALOUTCl-«S6)<
0.51
0.6
1.89
0,25
0.24
1.48
1.98
1.18
1.33
0.71
0.22
0.18
0.14
0.19
0.17
0.1
0.1

,»
<•
<>
i>
<»
4•
4•
4•
it
1•
«•
1i
.»
<t
1»
»

0.6
1.17
2.
0.43
0.5
2.87
5.73
4.66
2.54
0.92
0.3S
0.33
0.34
0.3S
0.54
0.4

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
t
t
t
•
t
•
41

t
t

0 . •94
2« •32
©« id ^ )
o. . 5 9
04 •35
2 . ,6
6. ,57
24 ,15
1« . 3 7
0. . 6
0, •18
0, •5 9
0. i3S
0< •38
0, •40
0 , •4

#
•
%

•
t
•
*
t
t
•
t
*
t
v

t
«

0*2
0.3
0.98
0*28
0.15
0.71
1*84
2*06
1.29
0.56
0.24
0*14
0*16
0*09
0*15
0.07
0.1

FALLOUTDATAAREFOR.SR-90*THEYHAVETOBEMULTIPLIED
iY1.7TOOBTAINTHECs«137VALUES
PARAM PROFIL*100.
LAYER*PROFIL/20.
FIXEDN
STORAGEDEPTHI20)tMIXCO(20)

1

TMIXCO«0.
DO1 N«1.20
OEPTH(N) M(FLOAT(N)-O.S)•LAYER
MIXCO(N) mAFGEN(MIXCOTtOEPTH(N)
TMIXCO«TMIXCO •MIXCO(N)
CONCKN)•AFGEN(CS1956*DEPTH(N)

)

)«LAYER

FUNCTIONMlXCOT»0.*l.t 40.t0.01t 100..0.01
• MIXINGFACTORPERYEARPERLAYER T M I X C O USEDFOR NORMALISATION
PARAM MIXRAT * (O.Olt0.02t 0.04.0.1.0.2.
WRITE(6.21)MIXRAT
21
FORMATdH 20X.10HMlXRAT* F6.3)

DYNAMIC
NOSORT
YEAR«1956.75•TIME
FIXEOJ
J »TIME/0.25•1.001
• QUARTER INDICATOR
FALIN•FAL0UT(J)«4.M.7
•

CONCtFALIN* IN

PER5CMLAYER

0.4*1.)

STORAGE IN(20)
TOTCS•0.
002N«l»20
2
TOTCs•TOTCs*CONC(Nl
EOMU «T0TCS#NIXC0(1)/TMIXC0
SUMMU •MlXRAT»rCNSW((CONC(ll-EOMIX),0.»0.t(C0MC(l)-E:0MlX))
003N«l«20
3

IN(N> • SUMMIX

•MIXCO(N)/TMIXCO

PARAM DECAY • 0.025
DCONC(l) « FAUN • IN111 - SUMMIX - DECAY«CONC(l>
00 4 N«2t20

4
•

DCONC<N)•IN(N)

-CONC(N)*DECAY

OUTPUT
TCS•0*
DO 10 N«l«20
TCS • TCS^CONCtN)

10

CONTINUE
A»iMPULSCO.tPPOEL)
ir(A«KEEP .LT.0*5)GOTO13

11

UftITE(6*ll)YEAR,TCSt (CONCCN)*N*1«10>
FORMAT(//2E14.6/7(EU*3 ) I

13

CONTINUE

TIMERFINTIM• 16.50*OUTDEL«0.5* CELT•0.25 tPPOEL•0.5
N£THOORECT
ENO

STOP

TITLEMSFALLOUTANDMIXING INSOILS
•
BASEDONANOERSON#SWORLDMODEL ANOFRISSEL#SCSMIXINGMODEL
INITIAL
NOSORT
CONC• INT6RL< CONCI* OCONCt 20)
•
HGPRODUCTION SINCE 1800
• BACKGROUND INSOIL ISHOMOGENEOUS IN1800.
•
BACK60UN0ISCONSTANT IN1800
FUNCTION OT»
0.»0.»
100.•0.2 t110.»0.5 *120.• 1. »130.t ?• • ...
140.•3. •150.•5. t160.t 11. •170.•21* t180..36. , ...
190.•53* . 200.• 75* . 250..75*

...

FUNCTION CT«
0..0.t
100..11.,130..14.,140..16.• 150.,19..160..25., ...
170.,30..160..34.,190.,39., 200..44., 250..44.
FUNCTIONPT8•
...
0..0..
100..31.,110.,33.,120..36.. 130..43.,140.,55.. ...
150..68.,160..83..170.,104.,180..132..190..170.. 200..202.. ...
250.t 202.
• OTt CTANDPT8AREOIL.COALANOH6PRODUCTION IN100MILLIONSOFTON/yR
PARAM CFR «2. • OFR «1•
•
MG INCOAL ANDOIL INPPM
PARAM PROFIL *100*
• DEPTH INCM
LAYER *PROFIL/20.
FUNCTION MIXCOT«0..1., 40..0.01. 100..0.01
• MIXINGCOEFF PER YEAR PERLAYER TMIXCOUSEDFOR NORMALISATION
PARAM MIXRAT - (0.02,0.04,0.1,0.2,0.4)
WRITEl6«2i>MIXRAT
FORMATUH 20X.10H MIXRAT »

21

F6.3)

FIXEDN
STORAGE DEPTM(2o)» MIXCOC20)
TMIXCO«0.
DO 1 N»1.20
DEPTM(N)« (FLOAT(N)-O.S)•LAYER
MIXCO(N)«AFGEN(MlXCOTt DEPTM(N))
TMIXCO«TMIXCO •MlXCO(N)
CONCI(N)•0.01

1

DYNAMIC
NOSORT
YEAR •TIME •1800.
P •100«oAFGEN(PTBt TIME)
C»100.«AFGEN(CTt TIME)
0 •100.»AFGEN(OT» TIME)
•
•
•

P
C
0

• GROSSMERCURY PRODUCTION TON/YR'
-COAL*MILLIONSOFTON/YEAR
-OILt MILLIONSOFTON/YEAR

...

RCF • 0.18

•RECYCLING FRACTION
HGCOIL•CFR»C•OFR*0
HGPROO«0.03«P•0.43»0.97«P«M1-RCFI
HGAIR •HGPROO•HGCOIL
• EVAPORATION.VORLOt TONSPER YEAR
HGATM•INTGRL( 0«» (HGAIR-HGATN))
• INTEGRAL USEDASDELAYFUNCTION tDELAY•DELT)
• REGIO »FACTORFORUNEQUAL DISTRIBUTION OVERTHEEARTH#S SURFACE
PARAM REGIO•5,
PARAM DEGAS*0*00006
•DEGASISBACKGROUND H G R A I N CALCULATEDFROM GREENLANDICCSHEET INPPN
• CONC* FALIN, IN.OUTPER5CMLAYER
HOINPPM
FALIN•HGATM«1O0O.#1OOOOOO./<0.9»O.5»5.2E»16)«REGIO* •••
DEGAS»7./<0.9»0.5)
•„ 1000TON-KG
• 1000000KG-MILLIGRAM
• 0.9DRYDENSITY

0.55CMLAYER
5.2E*16•TOTAL SURF AREA IN0ECIM»»2

HGRAIN «H6ATM«1OOO.«1O00O0O./(7.»5.2E*16)»RCGIO•DEGAS
• 7•PRECIPITATION INDM HGRAININPPM
STORAGE IN(20)
TOTHG m0*
DO2N«1.20
2
TOTHG•TOTHG*CONC<N)
EQMIX • T0TM6»MIXCO(1)/TMIXCO

SUMMIX • N!XRAT«FCNSW((CONC<l>-EtM!X)t0*t0«*(CONC(l)-EG«IX))
DO 3 N M . 2 0

3

IN(N)-SUMMIX
«M1XC0(N)/TMIXC0
OCONC(l)•FALIN•lNtl>-SUMMIX
DO4N>2t20
4
DCONC(N)»IN(N)
• OUTPUT
TCS»0.
DO 10 N»l»8
TCS•TCS*CONCCN)
19 CONTINUE
TCS•TCS/8.
A•iMPULStO.t.P.RDEL)
IF(A•KEEP..LT'.0.5)GOTO13
WRITE(6.11)YEARt TCSt (CQNC(N).N*l»10)
XX
FORMAT(//E14.6.5X.27H MEANHOINPPMIN40CM•
13 CONTINUE

E14.6/10E11.3}

TIMER FINTIM•160..OUTDEL «*••DELT«0.25* PRDEL*10*
METHOD RECT
OUTPUT TCSt HGATM#HGPROOtHGCOIL
OUTPUT HGRAIN
END

ftC

tl«x
TITLE
LEACHINGOFSR-90 THROUGH PASTURESORARABLE LANO (EUROSOID
•
FRlSSELf EURATOM-ITALf WAGENlNGEN* NETHERLANDS
INITIAL
NOSORT
FIXEO OAYt MONTH, YEAR. VERSIE
PARAMETER DAY•1 * MONTH *3 * YEAR « 1973• VERSIE«lO
• THENEXT STATEMENTS BELONG TOPAR5tBUTCARDS WITHA/HAVETO
•
BEPLACEDATTHEBEGINOFTHEPROGRAM
/
REAL
LlGCA(4t6>*
wFLUX(4»6>t
TETA<4»6)
/
EQUIVALENCE(LlQCA(1,1).LlOCAQ(1)>,(WFLUX(1»1).WFLUXX(1))
/
EQUIVALENCE(TETA(!«1),TETAQ(1)>
PARAMETER CASENR •182.
•
CASE NUMBER
ALKMAAR
•
READ SOIL TYPE WITH FORTRAN
STORAGE S0IL(5)
READ(5t5) SOIL
WRITE(6*6)SOIL
5
FORMAT(5A4)
6
FORMAT(//1H 30Xt5A4//)
MATERIAL BALANCESFORNONFIXEO S«-90•••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•

PAR1

PAR 2

DEFINITION INTEGRALSFOR20LAYERSFORNON-FIXEO SR-90
B
» INTGRL(BI« TR8» 20)
B
•AMOUNT OFNONFIXEOSR
81
•INITIAL AMOUNT
TRB «TRANSFER RATE (INCLUOING DECAY)
MATERIAL BALANCESFORFIXED SR-I0•••»•*«••••*••••••••

•
•
•

pAR 3

DEFINITION INTEGRALSFORZO LAYERSFORFIXED SR-90
SRFIX • INTGRL(0..'TRFIX#20)
SRFIX «FIXED AMOUNT OFSR
TRFIX aTRANSFER RATE FIXED-AMOUNT OFSR (INCLUOING DECAY)

FIXEO
•
•
•
•

JtOtQO*L«N
J•QUARTER INDEX .STARTOCT1956.ENDMARCH 1973(1-66)
(16.5YEAR)
0 • BARTER INDEX SINCE EACH I OCT
QO* AUXILIARY TIME INDEX

PAR4

U-4)

QO m Q

•
L«LAYER INDEX*4LAYERSOF5CM*2LAYERSOF10CM(1-6)
•
N»LAYER INDEXFOR2CMLAYERS (1-20)
COUNTR •1*
• COUNTR ISANAUXILIARY VARIABLE USEDASFINISH CONDITION
•
• LIQCAQ.TETAOt ANO WFLUXX (RESP.LIQUIDCACONC.MOISTURE CONTENTANO*ATER
• FLUX)AREAUXILIARY VARIABLES WHICHAREREADASTABLES
AfTERWAROS THCY
•
AREUSEDAS2-DIMENSI0NAL ARRAYS
STORAGE
LIGCA§(24)t
WFLUXX(24)t
TETAQ(24)
STORAGE DEPTH(20)
•
DEPTHOFCENTER Of20LAYERSOF2CM
DO 1 N*l*20
1
DEPTH(N)«FL0AT(N)*2.-1.
STORAGE
•

t \ £

SRCONC(20)
SR-CONC INSOLUTION INMEO/ML SOLUTION

PARS

>SR-90 (FALLOUT)INPUT••••<
><0..l.)t (4.»0*5).(10.t
1956 (STARTOFCALCULATION!

PAR6

FUNCTION s«i956<
• SR-90AT 1OCT
• CALCULATION INITIALQUANTITY OFSR-90 INEACHLAYER
10

00 10
BI(N)

N«1.20
iAFGEN(

0.)«(50..0.)
ASF(OEPTH) MCI/SQKM

SR1956t OEPTH(N))»2.

STORAGE F A L O U T ( 6 6 )
•
FALLOUT ORAIMRATE IN MCIPER SOKMpERQUARTER
TASLEFAL0UT(l-66)

t

0.51
0.6
1.89
0.25
0.24
1.48
1.98
1.18
1.33
0.75
0.22
0.18
0.14
0.19
0.17
0.1
0.1

»
,»
<>
<>
,>
<•
,•
1•
<»
<•
<>
<>
i>
i>
i>
i>

0.6
1.17
2.
0.43
0.5
2.87
5.73
4.66
2.54
0.87
0.35
0.38
0.34
0.38
0.54
0.4

1
,
<
<
<
,
<
,
,
<
<
i
1
i
,
1

t
>
>
•
»
•
»
.
»
>
>
>
>
>
>
i

0*94
1.32
0.65
0.59
0.35
2.6
6.57
2.15
1.37
0.61
0.18
0.59
0.35
0.38
0.40
0.4

1
<
t
<
<
,
<
,
<
,
i
1
i
1
1
i

•
•
»
i
•
»
•
i
>
»
•
»
.
»
•
>

0*2
0.3
0.98
0.28
0.15
0.71
1.84
2.06
1.29
0.56
0.22
0.14
0.16
0.09
0.15
0.07
0*1

t .
• «
. .
» .
t ,
• ,
• ,
t ,
» ,
• ,
t ,
• ,
t ,
•
,
• ,
t
,
•
,

STORAGE REDUCTU)
TABLE PEDuCTd-^)* 0.
tO.
#0.1
• 0.1
•
REDUCTION OFFALLOUTBECAUSE ITISPARTLYREMOVEDifTHECROP
CALCIUM INPUT

PAR7

STORAGE CAEX(20)
FUNCTIONCAEXTB *0..0.26 • 2.5.0.34 • 7.5.0.33 • ...
12.5.0.29 . 17.5.0.27 . 40.t0.23
•
EXCHANGEABLE CAASF(DEPTH)INMEQPER2
W2
2

00 2 N*l*20
CAEX(N)«AFGEN(CAEXTd.DEPTH(N))*2.

DIMENSIONLIQCA(4.6)
CA IN SOLUTION (4QUARTERS* 6LAYERS)MEQ/CM**3
0.009
0.009
0.009
TABLELIQCAQd-24)*
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
••••••••••••••••••> *AT£R INPUT •••*
•
DIMENSIONWFLUX(4.6)
•
WATERFLUX CM/OUARTEK
STORAGE
«FLUX§(24)
TABLE WFLUXQU-24) * 2 1 .
* 13.3

20.
19.2
18.2
16.8
16.8

t
*
*
*
t

13.3
13.3
13.3
13.3
13.3

PAR8
tTETA(4.6)
MOISTURECONTENT
11.4
8.1
1.8
-7.8
-11.5
-11.5

15.6
11.1
6.7
9.
0.
0.

DIHENSIONLESS

t
t •
» •
t •
t •

• CONVERSION WATERFLUX CM/QUARTER TOCM/YEAR
001023 N*l*24
1023
WFLUXX(N)•¥FLUXQ(N)«4.

07

<>
0.30
1>
0,24
<>
0.21
i>
0.21
i>
0.21
t

0.42
TABLETETAQ(l-24)« 0.42

0.42
0.30
0.24
0.21
0.21
0.21

•
•
*
t
t

0.25
< • 0.25
0.20
< > 0.20
0.20
< • 0.20
0.20
1 > 0.20
0.20
1 • 0.20
• 0.20
t 0.20

i
•
t
t
t

•••
...
...
...
...

DIFFUSIONANODISPERSION INPUT •«•••»•••••••••••• PAR9
PARAMETER
•
PARAMETER
•

D•227.
DIFFCOEFFSR (CM*»2/Y>
EX*1.22
EXCHANGECONSTANT SR/CA

FUNCTION GAMTB * (O.t 0.)*(0.15*0.2)t(0.25*0.3).(l.t0.4)
•
TORTUOSITY ISF ( T E T A ) DIMENSIONLESS
FUNCTIONDISPTB•0..6.. 0.25.4.. 1..3.
•
DISPERSION ISF(TETA)
CM
•BIOLOGICALAND
FUNCTION HIXCOT «o.ti.t

MECHANICAL MIXING ••••••••••••

PAR10

4o.*o.oi* ioo.»o.oi

• RALATIVE MIXINGCOEFFICIENT ASF{DEPTM>

500

STORAGEMIXCO(20)
00500 N*l«20
MlXCO(N)«AFGEN(MlXCOTi DEPTH(N))

PARAM TMIXCO «10.4
• NORMALISATION COEFFICIENT
PARAM MURAT =0.1
• FRACTION OFFIRSTLAYERMIXEDPERYEAR
•••••••••••••••••UPTAKE BYCROPS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
PARAMETER C«OPCA«0.02
•
CAREMOVEDWITHTHECROP
MEQ/SOCMPERYEAR
FUNCTIONUPTAKT * 0*«1* • 10*»0*3 • 40**0*
•
UPTAKEFRACTION ASFUNCTION OFTHEDEPTH
• CALCULATION OFNORMALISED UPTAKEFRACTION (SIGMA 20LAYERS»1)
STORAGE UPTAKEC20)
•
UPTAKE ISF(DEPTH)
SUPTAK *0*
DO 3 N*l*20
UPTAKE (N)»AFGEN(UPTAKT.OEPTH(NM
3
SUPTAK * SUPTAK •UPTAKE(N)
DO 4 N»1.20
4
UPTAKE(N)«UPTAKE(N)/SUPTAK

pAR 11

•••••••••••RADIOACTIVE DECAY •••••••*•••••••#•••••••••••••••••
PARAMETER DECAY*0*025
• DECAY INFRACTION PERYEAR

PAR 12

••••••••••••••••••FIXATION ANDRELEASE ••#••••#••••••##••••••••••••
PARAMETER FIXFR*0.5
•
FRACTIONOFTOTALSRTHAT ISFIXEOATEQUILIBRIUM

PAR 13

PARAMETER SORP«4.* DESORP "0*05
•
SORPTION RATEANODESORPTIONRATE INQUANTITY PERYEAR
•S I

OtNAMIC
NOSORT

PAR 14
COUNTR •COUNTS •I.

• CALCULATIONOf INOICESJAND0
* • • M l l l i m i l l l l l l l l t t ^ M H I I I S

J-TIM£/0.25•1.001
Q."J- C(J-l)/4)•4
•CONVERSION 6LAYERS (INDEXLI TO20LAYERS (INDEXN)
•mil
itm
Sfi«ti»tiiisiti«a|^iii(uittt*

PARIS

IF(Q .EQ.OQ)GOTO110
•
LIOCAN(N)•LIQCA(Q.L)
•
TETAN(N) VTETA(QtLI
•
tfFLUXN(N)
*WFLUX(QtL)
STORAGEwrLUXN(20)t TETAN(20)t LlQCAN(2Q)
00 101 N»lt2
WFLUXN(N)•*FLUX(0»l|
TETAN(N) «TETA(ttl)
101 L I Q C A N ( N ) «LlQCA(Q.i)

CACONC INLIQUID
MOISTURECONTENT
WATERFLUX

TETANO) > ( T E T A ( i f l ) • TETA(Q,2) > / 2 .
LIOCANO) a (LlOCA(Qtl) • LI@CA(Q«2>)/2«
WFLUXNO) - (WFLUX(Q,1> • WFLUX(Q,2M/2.
00
102 N«4fS
WFLUXN(N) • WFLUX(Qt2>
TETAN(N) • TETA(t,2>
102 L I Q C A N ( N ) • LIQCA(Q.2)
00
103 N«6»7
VFLUXN(N) • ¥FLUX(Q»3I
TETAN(N) - TETA(«.3)
103 LIQCAN(N) • LIQCA(Q,3)
LIOCAN(d) • (LIQCA(0»3) • L I 0 C A ( Q » 4 ) > / 2 .
TETAN(8) • (TETA(Q,3) • TETA(Q,4) ) / 2 .

wTLUXN(i)• <WFLUX(Q,3> •WFLUX(0,4))/2.
DO
104 N«9tl0
WFLUXN(N)«WFLUX(Qt4)
TETAN(N) •TETA(ttt)
104 LIQCAN(N)•LiaCA(Qf4)
00
105 N-ll«15
WFLUXN(N)*WFLUX(Qf5)
TETAN(N) «TETA(tfS)
105 LIQCAN(N)*LIQCA(QiS)
00
106 N»16t20
WFLUXN(N)•WFLUX(Q*6)
TETAN(N) •TETA(t,6)
106 LIOCAN(N)aLIQCA(Q,6)
OQ B 0

110 CONTINUE
• CALCULATION SRCONC (SR-90INSOLUTION.NCI/MLSOLUTION!

PAR16

* •IlltlllltlSIISIItlSlltllllllSlltlllllllllUllllllfllll

112

00
112 N M . 2 0
SRCONC(N)«LlOCAN(N}/(LlOCAN(N}*T£TAN(N)«CAEX(N)*EX/2«)
•8(N)/2.

...

•
EXPLANATION OFLASTSTATEMENT
• H Z SRCONC(N)»(LIGCAN(N)«TETA(N)/(LIQCAN(N)*TETA(N>•CAEX(N)»£X/2.I •••
•
•B(N)/2. )/TETA(N)
•

CALCULATION TRANSFER RATESLAYERS1-20

*

Bllllllllllllllltlllll

l*IMIIIf

•
NOTES RATESAREQUANTITIES
STORAGE
ROOuT(20)t
RFOgT<20)
• TRANSFER RATESDUETOOIFF
W*£TOMASSFLOW
STORAGE
RTOUT(20)
• TRANSFER RATEDUETOALLMECMANlSMF*

•RFIXC20I
DUETOFIXATION ANDRELEASE

PAH17

• CALCULATIONDIFFUSIONRATES
•'u a i i i s i t i s t t i M t u i i i i s u a

•
•

RDOUT(N)-DIFFRATEFROM LAYER NTON*l
ROIN
•OIFFRATE INTOFIRSTLAYER

ROIN>0*
STORAGE DA(20)
00
120 NM.19
0A(N) • TETAN<N)*AF@£N«*AHTB* T E T A N ( N M * 0 •
ABS(WFLUXN(Nl)*AFG£N(0ISPT8t TETAN(M))
120 ROOUT(N)»DA(N)»(SRC0NC(N)-SRC0NC(NM)J/2.
RDOUT(20> •RD0UT(19)
•

CALCULATIONOFMASSFLOW RATES

•

Btssi(*i*ss«(sas«ta«af>ixtttaa

•
•

...

RFOyT(N)«FLO«RATEFROMLAYERNTON*l
RFIN
*FLOWRATE INTOFIRSTLAYER

RFIN«FAL0UT(J)*(l.-REDUCT(0n*4.
00 121 N*l»19
121 RFOUT(N)• <*rLUXN(N)«WFLUXN(N*l))*(SRCONC(N)*SRCONC(N*lM /A.
RFOUTC20)«WFLUXN(2Ql*U.5*SRCONC(2Q)-0aS*SRCONC(19))
•
•

PAR18
CALCULATIONUPTAKEBYCROP

•

SB«SSSBSSBSSSBSBSSBX«B8BBB

(OURINS4THQUARTER ONLY)

SSRUPT•0*
00303N»l#20
303 SRUPT(N)•0*
1F(Q .NE.4)00TO300
•
•
STORAGE
•
•

301
300
•

CROPCA »UPTAKEPERYEAR
CROPCA**•UPTAKERATE4THQUARTER
SRUPT(20)
SRUPTAKEPERLAYER
SSRUPTUPTAKEOVERALLLAYARS

00 301 N«lt20
SRUPT(N)«UPTAKE(N)*CROPCA**.*8<N)/
(CA£X(N)«2«*TETAN(N)*LIQCAN(N))
SSRUPT•SSRUPT •SRUPT(N)
CONTINUE
SUMSRU *INTGRL(0.«SSRUPT)

•••

BIOLOGICALANOMECHANICAL MIXING

PAR19

SUMHlX»MlXRAT*FCNSW((B(l)-B(2))tO.»0..<B(l)-B(2)))
SOMMIX •MlXRAT*FCNSiH(SRFIX(l)-SRFIX<2))f0af0.a ...
(SRFIX(1)-SRFIX(2)))

i
• CALCTRANSFER FIXATIONANORELEASERATES INCLUOINGDECAYANDMIxING
•

501

RFIX (FIXATIONRATE)POSITIVEMEANSFIXATION
00501 N»lf20
OIFFIX »FIXFR*(8(N)«SRFIX(N))-SRFIX(N)
RFIX(N)«DIFFIX*FCNSw<OIFFIX»DESORPa0..SORP)
TRFIX(N)•RFIX(N)-SRFIX(N)*OECAY •S0MM1X*MIXC0(N)/THIXC0
TRFIX(l)•TRFIX(l)-SOMMIX

•

CALCSUMOFMASSFLOWANO DIFFUSION

•

asBssBBXBBBSKBB«Bas9BsssBSS8BSBSBS«a

STORAGERTIN<20>
RTIN(D «RFIN*ROIN
DO123N*2«20
123 RTIN(N)«RDOUT(N-l)*RFOVT(N-l)
DO 124N*l*20
124 RTOUT(N)•RDOUT(N)•RFOUT(N)

1

PAR20

I

i
'
p A &fg
"

•

CALCULATION TRANSFER RATES INCLUOING DECAY, MIXING AND UPTAKE

•

t l l l f I I * « I X I I I I t l t I I I I t l l l t t l t t S I I t I t 1 t t l l U I I H ( I l t t V I * | l

125

PAR ZZ

00 125
TR8(N)

N«li20
« R T I N ( N ) - R T O U T ( N I - B ( N ) » 0 £ C A Y • SUMMlX«MIXCO(N)/TMlXCO . . .
-SRUPT(N»-RFIX(N)
T R B ( l ) • T R B ( l ) - SUMMIX

•

ALL RATES HAVE NO* BEEN CALCULATED
THE INTEGRALS (MASSBALANCES) ARE
CALCULATED BY THE SUBROUTINE UPOATE

•••
•••

•
•
«

THE NExT PROGAM STEPS ARE CONTROLLED *1TH AN INDIVIDUAL TIMER
THE NET RATES ARE MODIFIED

•••••••••••••••••PLOUGHING • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
PARAMETER PLOUGH • - I .
• PLOUGH »1 YEARLY PLOUGHED • PLOUGH • - 1 NOT PLOUGHED
IFCT1ME . E O . 0 . ) PLTIME • 0 *
•
PLOUGH TIME INOICATOR

•••
•••
PAR 23

IF(PLOUGH . L T . 0 . )
GO TO 130
IF(KEEP . N E . 1)
GO TO 130
I F ( ( T I M E * 0 . 0 0 1 ) . L T . PLTIME)
GO TO 130

•
131
132
•
231
232

PLOUGHING NON FIXED SR
SUMSR « 0*
DO 131 N « l t l O
SUMSR • SUMSR*B<N)
DO 132 N . l t l O
TRB(N) * T R 8 ( N ) * ( S U M S R / 1 0 . - B ( N ) ) » ( 1 / D E L T )
PLOUGHING FIXED SR
SUMFR • 0 .
Do 2 3 1 N * l t l O
SUMFR « SUMFR^SRFIX(N)
DO 232 N s l t l O
TRFIX(N) » T R F I X ( N ) * ( S U M F R / 1 0 , - S R F I X ( N ) > • ( 1 / D E L T )

PLTIME « P L T I M E * 1 .
130 CONTINUE

101

>••••••«•••••••

PREPARE OUTPUT

##

PAR 2\

<

CALCULATION TOTALQUANTITIES OfSR
STORAGE TI20)
•
TOTALAMOUNT OfSR
00503 N«lt20
503 TCN)»
8(N)•SRflX(N)
• PREPARATION OFCSMP V A R I A S L E S FORPRINTPLOTOUTPUT
LOTS >TOTALSR INLAYER 0TO5CM
L5T10•ETC
F0T5 •FIXEOSR INLAYER 0TOSCM
L0T5 •TU)*T(2)*0.5*T(3>
L5T10 •0.5*T(3)*T(«)*T(S>
L10T15•T(6)*TC7)»0.5«TC8)
L15T20•0.5»T(8)«TI9)*TCI0)
L20T25•TCll)*TU2)«0.5»TtI3)
L25T30•0.5»T(13)*TUM*T(I5)
L30T35«T<16)»T(l7)«0.5«T(l8l
L35T<»0•0.5«TI18)»T(19)»T(20)
L0T20«L0T5•L5T10-*H0T15 •L15T20
L20T30-L20T2S •L2ST30
L30T40•L30T35 •L35T*0
L0T40 «L0T20 •L20T30 •L3OT40
F0T5•SRFIX(I)•SRFIX(2)•0.5«SRFIX(3)
>••••••«••••

PRINT PLOT INSTRUCTION

•••

PAR25

LA8EL SR-90PER SCMLAYERS INMILLICURIEPER SOKM
PAGEGROUP - <0.«SO.)
OUTPUTLOTSt LSTlOt LiOT15«L15T20
OUTPUTL20T25.L25T3Q.L30T35tL35T<»0
RUN CONDITIONS

PAR26

FINISHCOUNTR «4000.
METHODMILNE
RELERR BID *0.01
ABSEPRB(l)•0.1
TIMER FINTIM *16.5t
ENO
INPUT
ALKMAAR

ENOINPUT

102

N«ML

182

OUTDEL •0.25

, OELT •0.002

/ %m

TITLE LEACHINGAN0FIXATIONPOTASSIUM
•

FRISSEL ASSOCIATIONEURATOM-ITAL

COOESARRAYSCEME
CATIONCOOE INITIAL INCREMENT
NA
NT N8
VN
TOTAL (EXCEPTFIXED)PER2.5CMSOILLAYER
K
KT KB
VK
CA
CT CB
VC
MG
MT MB
VM
NA
K
CA
MG

N
K
C
M

EXCHANGEABLECATIONS MEOPERCM»»3SOIL

NA
K
CA
MG

NS
KS
CS
MS

MEQPERMLSOILSOLUTION

K

PAR1

F
F8 VF FIXED MEQPER2.5CMSOILLAYER
INOUTPUTFPRESENTEDPERCMLAYER
ss

INITIAL
NOSORT

PAR 2

PARAMCASENR «8.
* THENEXTCARDCONTAINSAFORTRANSTATEMENT.IT
•
MUSTBEPLACEDATTHEBEGINOFAPROGRAM
/
EXTERNALCAT
• DEFINITIONEXCHANGEABLECATIONS MEQ/CMCU8SOIL
STORAGEN(20)tK(20>tC(20>tM(2o)«CEC(20>
F U N C T I O N N I T * o.o. 0.06
• so.t 0.10
F U N C T I O N K I T * 0.. o.os
• so., o.os
F U N C T I O N C I T * 0.. 0.2s
. so.. 0.2s
F U N C T I O N M I T « 0.. 0.10
» so*. 0.10

IAI

STOWAGE DEPTH(20)
FIXEDL
DO 1 L«1.20
DEPTH(L)•2.5»L-1.25
N<L> •AFG£N(NlT.DEPTH1L))
K(L)«AFGEN(KlTt DEPTM(L))
C(L)*AFGENtCITt DEPTH(L))
M(L)«AFGENlMITt DEPTH(L))
1
CEC(L)"N(L)•K<L> •C(L)•M(L>
• DEFINITION CATIONS INSOLUTION MEO/MLSOL
STORAGE NS(20)t KS(20).CS(20)t MS(20)t SOLC20)
FUNCTIONNST*O.t 0.001
FUNCTION KST «O.t 0.001
FUNCTION CST*O.t 0.007
FUNCTION MST•0.*0.001

•
t
•
•

PAR3

50.t0.001
50..0.001
50.t0.007
SO.t 0.001

004 L*l.20
OEPTH(L)*2.5»L-l.2S
NSIL)«AFGEN<NSTt DEwTH(L))
KS(L)»AFGENtKSTt DEPTH(L))
CS(L)•AFGENiCSTt DEPTM(L))
MS(L> •AFGENtMSTt DEPTM(L))
• DEFINITION INFLOW CONCENTRATION MEQPERML
FUNCTION NINTa0*«0* • 100.•0*
FUNCTION KINT»O.t 0.015 • 3.t0.005 • 6*»0.001 t •••
12.t 0. t 100.t 0.
FUNCTION CINT*0..0.010 • 6.t0.005 t 20.•0. • 100.t 0.
FUNCTION MINT »O.tO. • 100.t 0.
1HA*l.E8*2.5CMCut
• 100KGK•1.E8/39MMOL

PAR4

100KG/HA • (l.E8)/(l.E8»2.5
• 0.01MMOL/CuiCMSOIL

DEFINITION TOTALS MEOPER 2.5CMSOILLAYER
NT * INTGRLC NBt VNt20>
KT •INTGRL(KB. VKt 20)
CT»INTGRH C8t VCt 20)
MT=INTGRL(M8t VMt 20)

PARS

DO 5 L*l«20
N8(D * (N(L)*MOIST»NS(L))«2.5
K8(L)* (K(L)*M0IST#KS(D )#2.5
C8(L)* (C(L)»MOIST«CS(L))»2.S
MB(L)• (M(L)*MOIST«MS(L) M2.5
• DEFINITION K-IONSFIXEO
F«INTGKLC FBt VFt 20)
FUNCTION FBT»O.t 0.15 t 2.5» O.lS

PAR6
• SO.t 0.05

DO3L*lt20
DEPTH(L)•2.5«L- 1.25
FB(L)«AFGEN(FbTt DEPTMtL)) #2.5

3

PARAM FIxFR «0.95. FIxRAT «0.2t RELEAs«0.04
• FIXEDFRACTION FIXATION ANDRELEASE RATE FRACTION /24HOURS
PARAM MAXFIX •0*15
•
MAXIMUM TOBEFIXED MEQPERCMSOILLAYER
PARAM MOIST »0.3
PARAM ALPH2*0.2t
•
NA/K
•

PAR8
8ETA2*0.4tCO«0.25
CA/MG
KD1/CEC

PAR9
K «GT.1ADSORPTION ION-2HIGHER

MLSOIL SOLUTION MLPER SQCMPERDAY

FUNCTION FLO*T * o.t 0.3

PAR 10

. 100.» 0.3

COUNTR
ICNTR
IERCTR

104

PAR7

0.
0.
0.

PARAM TAK«•!
FIXED IER.It
• ITERATION
PARAM

UPS
PARAMETERS

FIRSTPERMITTEDERROR
EPS*0*000001

DYNAMIC
PAR11
NOSORT
• CALCULATION OFSOLUTION ANOAOsORBEDCONCENTRATIONS AyEXCHANGE EQUILIBRIUM,
•
USINGRTNIANOCAT
CALCULATION FOR iCy8CMSOIL
DO201
TMi*
TM2»
TDl•
T02•
CECE«

L«l*20
NTCD/2.5
KT(L)/2.5
CT(L)/2.S
MTCD/2.5
CEC(L)

XST.«TM1/10
IF(TAK .LT.0.)XST«NS(L)
IF(XST .LT.l.E-20) XST«TD1/I0.
ZtIERtI«IEPS*RTNl(FF«DERFtCAT«XST«EPS«20»TMltTM2»TDl»CD»TD2»
CECE.ALPH2.8ETA2)

...

• CALCULATION OFRESULTING CONCENTRATIONS
XI«2
Yl*CD«Z»Z
X2»ALPM2«Z
Y2«BETA2«Y1

201

PAR 12

NASOL «Xl'TMl/ Cl.#Xl)
N(L) •TMl-NASOL
NS<L)«NASOL/MOIST
KASOL«X2*TM2/<I.»X2I
K(L) «TM2-KASOL
KS(L)«KASOL/MOIST
CASOL»Yl«TDl/(l.^Yl)
C<L) aTOl-CASOL
CS(L)*CASOL/MOIST
MGSOL«Y2«TD2/ U.^Y2)
MIL) «TD2-MGSOL
MS(L)«MGSOL/MOIST

• CALCULATION OFEQUILIBRIUM
00-207L«l«20
207 SOLCL)•NS(L)•KS(L)

TOTAL•FORCONTROLONLY

PAR 13

• CS<L)•MS(L)

STORAGEADS(20)
DO205L*l«20
205 AOS(L)«N(L> •K(L» •C<L)•M<L>
•

CALCULATION OFFLUXES

•
VERTICAL
STORAGENIN(21>*KINC2D* CINC2D*MIN(21>
FLOW «AFGENCFLOWTt TIME)
NIN(1)«FLOW •AFGEN(NlNTt TIME
KIN(I)*FLOW •AFGEN(KlNTt TIME
CIN(1)«FLOW •AFGEN(ClNTt TIME
MIN(1)«FLOW •AFG£N(MlNTt TIME

PAH14

)
)
)
)

NASUPL
KSUPL
CASUPL
MGSUPL

INTGRL(0.t
INTGRL(0.t
INTGRHO.t
lNTGRL(0.t

NIN(l)
KIN(l)
CIN(1)
HIN(1)

)
)
)
)

105

202

CO202
NIN(L)
KIN(L)
CIN(L)
MIN(L)

L»2*20
»FLOW•NS(L-i)
•FLOW •KS(L-l)
• FLOW •CS(L-l)
• FLOW •MS(L-l)

NINC21)
KINC21)
CIN(21)
MIN(21)

• FLOW •NS(20>
• FLOW •KSC20)
»FLOW •CS<20)
«FLOW •MS(20)

• FIXATION
CALCULATION PERCMLAYER
STORAGE TOTF(20)t FRATE(20)
00203L-1.20
TOTF(L)• (KT(L)•F(L>>/2.5
• CALCOFPART WHICHHASTO8gFIXED
TOFIX•FIXFR•TOTF(L)
IF( TOFIX .GT.MAXFIX )TOFIX*MAXFIX
• CALC FIXATION VELOCITY INOICATOR
NEO«TOFIX-F(L)/2.5
203 FRATE(L)•FCNSWCNEQ*<NEO»RELEAs>* 0«t (N£0»FIXRAT>

PARIS

• CALCULATIONOFCONC INCREMENTS
00204 L-1.20
VN(L)*NIN(L)-N!N(L«IJ
•••
•2.5»FRATE<L)»N<L)/CEC(L)*2.5<»< MOlST#NS<L)•N(L))-NTtL)
VK<L> •KlN(L>*KlN(L+l)-FRAT£(L>*2*5 •••

PAR16

• 2 . 5 » F R A T E < L ) « K ( L ) / C E C < L ) * 2 . 5 M M O I S T « M < S C L M K < L > ) - KT(L)

VC(L)•CIN(L)-CIN(L*1>
•••
•2.5»FRATE(L)«C(L)/CEC(L)*2.5»( M0IST*CS<L)*C(L> >-CT(L)
VM(L)•H1N(L)-MIN(L*1)
•••
•2.5»FRATE<L)*M(L>/CEC(LM2.S#< MOlST#MS(L»•M(L))-MT(L)
204 VF(L)•FRATE(L)*2*5
• GENERAL CONTROL
TOTAL•0.
DO210L»l*20
210 TOTAL•TOTAL •NT<L> •KT(L)•CTCL)•MT(L> •FCL)

PAR17

COUNTR 9COUNTR •1.
IERCTR f IERCTR •IER
ICNTR 9 ICNTR•I
FINISH C O U N T R »2000* * I C N T R •100000.
TIMER FINTIM»100* t OELT*0*1 • OUTOEL«1*
METHOD RKS

• PRDEL•1

• PREPARE OUTPUT
PRINT OELT* COUNTR* ICNTR.IERCTRt T0TAL*N£Q*N(2)» N<4)»N(7)tK(2>*
K<4)* K(7).C(2).C(4)tC(7).M(2)» M(4), M ( 7 ) « N S ( 2 ) « NS<4)* NSC7)*
Ks(2).KS<*>* KS17).Cs(2)t CS(4)t CS(7)» M S (2). MS(4)t Ms<7)»
FI2>* F(4) f F<7)» FC13)* F U 7 ) * F(20)
•

NOTEFPER2*5CM*THEOTHERSPERCM

OUTPUT N U ) « K(l). C(l)*M(l)
PAGE GROUP
OUTPUT N S ( D * K S U ) . CSC1)» MS(1)
OUTPUT F(l)* FC2)* F(3)* FCIOI*F(20)
PAGEGROUP
IFJTlME .EQ,0. .AND.KEEP .EO.1)CALLDEBUGd.0.)
CALL DEBUGd, 20.)
CALL DEBUGd*100.)
END
STOP
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PAR IB
•••
•••
•••

SUBROUTINE CAT(Z«FF,0ERF»TmiTM2tTDl»C0tT02tCECtALPM2»§€TA2>
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

SUBROUTINECATFORCALCULATIONOFCATIONEXCHANGEEQUATION ANO DERIVATIVE
Z.-RESULTANT ROOTOFEQUATIONF(Z>
FF-RESULTANT FUNCTION VALUEATROOTZ
OERF -RESULTANT VALUEOFDERIVATIVEATROOTZ
THl -TOTALAMOUNT MONOVALENT CATION1
TM2 -TOTALAMOUNT MONOVALENT CATION2
TOl -TOTALAMOUNT DIVALENT CATION1
T02 -TOTALAMOUNT DIVALENT CATION2
CEC»SUM AM(I)•AD(I) (OLDVERSIONCEC»CTR*C2)
CD•KDl/Cl
COLDVERSIONSCO»C>
ALPH2«KM1/KM2
BETA2-KD1/KD2
•••••••••••#•••
Fl•TM1/(1.»Z)
F2«TM2/(1.*ALPH2*Z>
F3•TDl/(I.»CO<»Z*Z)
F4«TD2/(1.^B£TA2•CD»Z»Z)
FF•F1*F2*F3*F*-CEC
DERF1 •TM1/(1.*2)»«2
DERF2«ALPH2*TM2/(1.»ALRH2«Z)»»2
DERF3»TDI»CD»Z»2./(1.*CD<»Z#Z>*#2
DERF4•TD2#CD»Z»2.#6ETA2/(l.*C0»Z#Z#B£TA2)»«2
DERF«-I.«(DERF1»DERF2»DERF3*DERF4)
RETURN
ENO

C
C
C
C

RTNlSU8R0UTINE .NEWTON ITERATION METHOD.
MOOIFIEDBY REINIO£R» VA*DoRPEA^OFRlSSE^t

WAGENINGEN

SUBROUTINERTNl (FF.DERFtFTC»XSTtEPS»IEN0tTMl»TM2»T0I»C0tTD2»CECt
1 ALPM2tBETA2«X*IERtI*IEPS)
C
C X -RESULTANT ROOTOFEQUATIONF(X)10
C FF-RESULTANT FUNCTION VALUE ATROOTX
C DERF -RESULTANT VALUEOFDERIVATIVE ATROOTX
C FTC -DUMMY NAME OFEXTERNAL SUBROUTINEUSEDTOCALCULATE FANODERF
c XST - INITIAL VALUE OFXFOR ITERATION
C EPS -UPPER BOUNDOF ERROR OFRESULTX
C IENO -MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATION STEPSSPECIFIEO
C IER -ERROR PARAMETERS CODEDASFOLLOWS
C
IER*0-NOERROR
C
IER-1-NOCOVEROENCEAFTER IENDITERATION STEPS
C
IER*2-OERFEQUALTOZEROATSOME ITERATION STEP
C
IER«3-ATSOMEPLACEOX.GT.XWAsCORRECTEDt MESSAGEONLY
C
IER«4-AFTERCORRECTION OXRESTS •&T»X
C I - ITERATION COUNTER

c
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

ALLCONCENTRATIONS ARE INMILLIEQUIVALENTS
••••••
TMi -TOTALAMOUNT MONOVALENT CATIONI
TM2 -TOTALAMOUNT MONOVALENT CATION 2
TD1 -TOTALAMOUNT DIVALENT CATION1
TD2 -TOTALAMOUNT DIVALENT CATION2
CD•KDI/C1
(OLDVERSIONSCD«C)
CEC»SUMAM(I)•AO(I) (OLDVERSIONCEC-CT&-C2)
ALPH2«KM1/KM2
6ETA2«K01/KD2
IEPS - INDICATOR OF INCREASE INEPS
*•••
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C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C

C
C

c
c

PREPARE ITERATION
••••••••••••••
IEPS«0
21 I»0
!ER•0
X•XST
TOL•X
CALLFTC (TOLtFFt DERFtTMltT*2»TDl»C0»TD2»CEC»ALPH2.BETA2>
13TOLF•100.»EPS
START ITERATIONLOOP •••••••••••
6 I«I•I
IF CFF)lt7tl
EOUATION ISNOTSATISFIEDBYX
1IF<DERF)2,8t2
ITERATION ISPOSSIBLE
2OX•FF/OERF

•••••••••••

•••••••••••#

CHECK FORNEGATIVEX
14IFCDX-X)17,15*IS
15OX*0.9»0X
IF (1-20)16,18,18
IER«3 -ATSOMEPLACEDX.GT.XWASCORRECTED
••••
16IER•3
00TO14
17CONjlNyE
X•X-OX
TOL»X
CALLFjC CTOLtFF,DERF,TMl,TH2fT0l»C0,T02tCECtALPM2,§ETA2)
CONTINUE
TESTONSATISFACTORY ACCURACY
10TOL*EPS
A» ABS(X)
IF(A-1.)4,4,3
3 TOL•TOL«A
4 IF(ABS(DX)-T0L)5,5,36
5 IF(A8S(FF)-TOLF)7,7,36
36 IF(I-!EN0)6.6V26
ENOOF ITERATIONLOOP •••••••••••••

C

NOCONVERGENCE AFTER IENO ITERATIONSTEPS
26 IER*1
IF UEPS-2) 19t7,7
C EPS ISINCREASEDBYFACTORTEN
19IEPS•IEPSM
EPS«EPSMO.
C BACK TO ITERATION CYCLEWITHNEWEPS
TOLF»100.#EPS
60TO10
7RETURN
C
C ERRORRETURN INCASEOFZEROOlVlSlON
8 IER*2
RETURN
C
C ERRORRETURNFORDX.6T.Xt CORRECTIONNOTEFFECTIVE
18IER*4
RETURN
END
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8,2(8.2.1)
TITLECHROMATOGRAPHIC TRANSPORT OFPESTICIDES INSOIL
PARI
• CONCENTRATION-DEPTH RELATIONOF ASOIL-APPLIEDHERBICIDENEAR SOILSURFACE
•
•
•

MULTICOMPARTMENT MODELt HOMOGENEOUSPROFILE
ORIGINAL VERSION*LEISTRA.LIO*WAGENIN6EN 1972
CSMPVERSION (SLIGHTLY MODIFIED)LEISTRA ANOFRISSEL 1973

INITIAL
NOSOPT

PAR 2

FIXEDN
• COMPARTMENT INDEX
PARAM VOL**0.19•
BD•1.36 •
VOLG m0.24
•
VOL W A T E R CONTENT
VOLFRACTION GAS P H A S E
BULK DENSITY
• CM»«3/CM»»3BULKSOIL
G/CM»*3
CM»«3/CM»»3§ULKSOIL
PARAM
KSW «2.25•
KWG•17000.
•
DISTR R A T I O SOIL/WATER
DISTR RATIOWATER/6AS
• (MICROG/GS0IL)/(MICR0G/CM»»3WATER) (MlCR0G/CM«»3)/(MlCROG/CM*«3)
PARAM DISP•0.8t
DPORG *303.t
DPORW *0.00575
•
OISPDISTANCE
DIFFCOEF INGASFILLEDPOPESYSTEM
IDEMFORHATER
•
CM
CM»»3/(CM*DAY)
CM»»3/(CM«DAY)
#
CAPW «VOLW •BO KSW
• PESTICIDE CAPACITYFACTOR RELATING TOCONCWATER PHASE
• CM«»3WATER PHASE/CM««3BULKSOIL
CAPG«VOLG •VOLW*KWG •BD*KSW»KWG
• PESTICIDECAPACITYFACTOR RELATING TOCONCGASPHASE
• CM«»3GASPHASE/CM«»3BULKSOIL
PARAMETER
•

DECRT* 001T
FIRST-OROERDECOMPOSITION RATECOEFFICIENT (FRACTION/DAY)

PARAM L•20.
• LENGTHPROFILECCM)

PAR3
DX*L/40*

STORAGEDEPTH(40)
DO 12N*1*40
12 DEPTH(N)•N«DX-0.5«DX
• DEFINITION INTEGRALSFOR40LAYERS
•
0«MICR06PESTICIDEPER COMPARTMENT
•
DO«RATEOFCHANGE INAMOUNT PER COMPARTMENT
0 •INTGRL(0«*DO*40)
DYNAMIC
NOSORT

PAR4

FUNCTIONWFLUXT•O.*0.208t 39.5*0.208* 40.5*0.261*
...
96.5*0.261* 97.5.0.281* 300.t0.281
• WATER FLUX(CM«*3/(CM»«2DAY))ASAFUNCTIONOFTIME
WFLUX «AFGENUFLUXT* TIME)
OSPR »DISP*WFLUX •DPORW
• SREAOING COEFFWATER PHASE

CM*«3/(CM»DAY)

• CALCULATION DISTRIBUTION OFHERBICIDEOVER3PHASES
STORAGECONC(40)t
CONCGUO)
• CONCWATER PHASE
CONCGASPHASE

PAR5

DO 1N>1*40
CONC(N)« (Q(N)-Q(N)»VOLG/CAPG)/(CAPW*DX)
I CONCG(N)•0(N)/(CAPG*Dx>
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• CALCULATION FLUXESANODECOMPOSITION

PAR6

STORAGE *FoUT(40)t RDOUT(40)t RDOUTG<40)» DECOMUO)

• ARRAYS ro«CONVECTlON»SP«EAOING IM WATER PHASE»DIFF IN GAS P H A S E•DECOMPOSITION
•

CONVECTION

FUNCTION SUPLYT *o.#3.7.

34.9,3.79 35.!#(>•• 300.#o.
• SUPPLY TABLEGIvEsFEEDC0NC(MICR0G/CM»»3WATER)AsAFUNCTIONOFTIME(DAYS)
FDCON«AFGEN(SUPLYT» TIME)
RFIN»WFLUX»FDCON»EXP(-DECRT»TIME)
•
DECREASE INFEEDCONCBYEVAPORATION ANODECOMPOSITION
DO 121N«4*39
121 RFOUT(N) «wFLUX«MC0NC(N)*C0NC(N*in/2»
RFOUTC40)«KFLUX«»CONC<<»0)
• SPREADING INWATER PHASE (DISPERSION*ANDDIFFUSION)
DO 122N*1,39
122 RDOUT(N) «DSPR#(CONC(N)-CONCtN»l))/DX
RDOUT{40)«0.
• DIFFUSION INGASPHASE
OIFTOP •-DPORG*CONCG<i)/(o.5#DX)
DO 123N«1*39
123 KDOUTG(N) >DPORG*(CONCG(N)-CONCG(N*l))/DX
RDOUTGUO) * DPORG»CONCG(40)/(0.5»DX)
•

DECOMPOSITION
DO 12<»N»lt^O
124 DECOM(N)*OECRT«i(N)

•

TOTALRATES
DQ(1)• R F I N * D I F T O P - R F O U T ( 1 ) - P D O U T ( 1 > - « O O U T G ( 1 ) » O E C O M ( 1 )

DO 125N*2«<»0
125 OO(N)» (RF0UT(N-1)»R00UT<N-1)*RD0UTG(N-1)
-RFOUT(N)-RDOUT(N)-RDOUTG(N)-DECOM(N))

•••

• PREPAREOUTPUT

PAR7

IF(TIM£ .EQ.40.)CALLPRINT
1FCTIME .EQ.97.)CALLPRINT
PRINTQU)« 0(10).Q<20).O(30)» Q U O ) .CONCCl-40)
OUTPUT CONC(l)* CONC(IO).C0NC(20)f CONC(30)tCONC(40)
PAGEGROUP
LABEL PESTICIDE CONC <MICR0G/CM««3SOLUTION) INSOIL
METHODRECT
TIMER FINTIM «V8.t DELT«0-l25t PRDEL»98. •OUTDEL •2.
END
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PAR8

8.2(8.2.2)
TITLEMOVEMENTOFPESTICIDES INSOILBYCHROMATOGRAPHIC TRANSPORT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PAR1

MULTICOMPARTMENT MODELCONSIDERING
TRANSPORT OFACOMPOUND INTHE,LIQUIDPHASESY
CONVECTION ANODIFFUSION AND W THEGASPHASEBy
DIFFUSIONONLYtADSORPTION ONTHESOLIDPHASEBY
FIRSTORDERREACTIONKINETICS*LINEAR ADSORPTION
ATEQUILIBRIUM
JPROLLANDANDMFRISSEL
VERSIONFORPRQPYZAMIDE LEISTRA
ITALEURATOM WAGENINGEN

•

START INITIALSECTIONPROBLEM DEFINITIONS

•

PAR2

•ttllltllBIMISIStltllttHIIIISUtltlSin

INITIAL
NOSORT
FIXEDI
• I-INDEXOF ITHLAYER
• LENGTHOFPROFILE*CM
PARAMETER
THCK* 40.

BULKDENSITY
*B0*1.36

• DISTR.RATIO SOIL/WATERtDISTR RATIOWATER/GAS ATEQUILIBRIUM
PARAMETER KSW*2.25
tKWG*17000*
•
WATERFLUX (ML/OAYCM«»2)
FUNCTION WFLUXT m0.t0.20B* 39.5*0.208t 40.5.0.261.
...
96.5*0*261* 97.5.0.231* 300..0.281
PARAMETER DICOG*303.
tVOLG*0.24
tS6CON*0.
• DIFFCOEFFGASPHASE(CM««2/DAY)*VOLUMEGAS(CM"3/CM«»3SOIL)tCONCGASSURF
PARAMETER AOSRT* 0.25. RELRT*0.125t
PARAM ADSRT»0.9
*RELRT*0.3
•

DECRT*0*017

ADSORPTION RATE(l/DAY)*DEsORPTlON RATE(I/DAY)*DECOMPOSITION RATEU/DAY)

• DIFFCOEFFLIQUIDPHASE<CM««2/DAY)
PARAMETER D*0.1009

•

PAR3

STORAGEDX(40)« DIFD(41).DEPTH(40)
• CALCULATION THICKNESSOFLAYER(CM)1TO40
DO 11*1*40
1 0XCI)«THCK/40*
• CALCULATION OFDEPTH(CM)ANODIFFUSIONDISTANCES(CM)FORLAYERS 1TO40
D!FD(1)*0.5*DX(1)
DIFD(41)*0.5«DX(40)
DEPTH(1)«DIFD(1)
DO21*2*40
OIFO(I)*0.5*< DX(I-l)* DX(I))
2DEPTH(I)»OEPTH(I-l)*OIFO(I)
PAR4
• CALCULATIONOFMOISTURECONTENT (CM**3W/CM*«»3SOIL)INTHEPROFILE
•
TETATB*TABLETETA(WATER CONTENT)ASF(DEPTH)
FUNCTION TETATB*0..0.19 • 40..0.19
STORAGE*tC(40)»VOLW(40).VOLGA(40)
DO31*1*40
3VC(I)*AFGEN(TETATBtOEPTH(I))

4
•

DO 4 1*1*40
VOLGA( I ) * OX(I)«»VOLG
VOLW(I) « D X ( I ) « w T U )
V0L**WATER VOLUME IN Mt/t-AYER

VQGA « GAS VOLUME I N

HL

PER LAYER
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•
•
•

PARS
CALCULATION OFMATERIAL BALANCESFORLAyERS1TO40
lUNlTSARE INMICROGRPERCM«»3SOIL

AHTBINTGRL(IAHT*NFLOM*40)

•

AMT.TOTAL AMOUNT PER LAYER

AOS*INT6RL(0.tAOSONf40l
•
AOS«QUANTITY AOSORBEOONSOLIOPHASE
DEC»lNTGRL(0.tDIDEC40)

• DEC•QUANTITY DECOMPOSEDANO IRREVERSIBLYAOSORBEOONSOIL
•
• INITIALAMOuNTOFPESTICIOEINTHEPROFILE
IAHT(1)«0*
DO61*2,40
6 IAMT(I)«0.

PAR6

COUNTR'O*
•
•

PAR7
STARTOFOYNAMICSECTION

DYNAMIC
NOSORT
• CALCULATION APPARENTDIFFCOEFLIOUIOPHASE (CMt»2/DAY)
WFLUX •AFGEN(WFLUXTt TIME!
STORAGEAPOIF(40)t TLB(40)t DSFW(40)
005I*lt40
F U N C T I O N GAMTB«(o.«o»3)t(ioo.tO»3)
•
•

G A M T B * T A B L E GAMMA(TORTUOSITY) AS F ( D E P T H )
FUNCTION O I S P T B « O.«O.S • 40..0.8
0 I S P T B » T A B L E D I S P E R S I O N ( C M ) AS F ( O E P T H )

•
•

TLB(I)«AF6EN(TETATB,DEPTH(I))•AFGEN(GAMTB.DEPTM(I))»D
TLB « SPREADING COEFFICIENT O U E TO DIFFUSION IN P O R O U S MEDIUM
T L B » D I S P E R S I O N DUE TO DIFFUSION IN P O R O U S MEDIUM

•

DSFW(I)*AFGEN(0lSPTBtD£PTH(I))*ttFLUX
DSFWsHYDROOYNAMIC DISPERSION COEFFICIENT
5 APOIF(I)*TLB(I)*D*OSFW(I)

•

PAR8

•

NOTEALLTHEUNITSAREINMICR0GR/CM»«3SOILEXCEPTED

•

C0NC(MICR0GR/CM**3SOIL)ANOGC0NC(MICR0GR/CM*»3GAS)

•

LAYER1

• SUPPLYOFPESTICIDEATTHESURFACE
FUNCTION FDCONT*0.»3.7. 34,9,3.7t 3S.1.0.» 300.tO.
FDCON«AFGEN(FDCONTtTlME)«EXP(-OECRT»TlME)
•
FDCONT«FCONGIVESFD(CONCININFLUENTtMICROGR/ML)ASFCTlME)
•
•

PAR9
CALCULATION ACTUAL CONCENTRATIONS

• ACTUALDISTRRATIO(ML/CM»«3SOIL)SOIL/MATER
STORAGENKSM(40)
NKStf(l)*ADS(l)/((AMT(l)-A0S(l)»l.E-l0)/(VOLW(l)»VOLGA(l)/KWG))
• ACTUAL GASCAPACITYFACTOR(CM*»3GAS/CM*»3BULKSOIL)
STORAGECAPG(40)
CAPG( 1)» (VOLGA(l)*VOLW(1)*KVG*BD*KWG»NK<«W( l)*OX(1))/DX(1)
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• ACTUAL CONCENTRATION OFPESTlClOE INWATER PHASE(MICR06R/CM«»3WATER)
STORAGE CONCU0>
CONC<1)«UMT<i)-AOS(I))/(VOLW(1)•VOLGACI)/KWG)
• ACTUAL CONCENTRATION OfPEST INGASPHASE(MKR0GR/CM»»3GAS)
STORAGEGCONC(*0)
GCONC(1)«AMT(1)/(CAPG(1)«DX(1))
PAR10
•
•
•

CALCULATION ADSORPTION ANDDECOMPOSITION
PESTICIDE ADSORBEDFOLLOWING AFIRSTKINETICORDER REACTIONt
DECOMPOSITION ONSOLIDPHASE

STORAGE ADDON(40)
•
ADDON *ADSORPTION(DESORPTION)RATE
STORAGE CONCEOUO)
•
EQUILIBRIUM CONC INSOLUTION
CONCEQt 1)« (AMT( 1)-AMT( I)«VOLGA( 1)/(VOLGA( l)»KWG»VOLW( 1)«SD •••
•KWG«KSW»DX( l)))/(VOLW( 1)•KSW*BD#DX( 1))
ADDON( 1)-FCNSW((CONC( l)-CONCEQ( 1)).RELRT» O.t ADSRT)*
•••
(CONC(l)-CONCEQ{1))
ADSON(I)«ADDON(1)-ADS(1)*DECRT
• ADSON •TOTALCHANGE INADSORBEDQuANTlTyADS
• QUANTITY DECOMPOSED (MICR0GR/CM»»3SOIL)? TOTALCHANGE INDEC
DIDEC(1)»AMTU)*DECRT
•
•

PAR11
CALCULATIONFLUXES(LIQUIDPHASE)

• TRANSFER RATEOUTDUETODlFFtDUETOMASSFLOWtDUE TOBOTH
STORAGE RDOUTUO).
RFOUTU0)t
RTOUTU O )
• RFIN ISSUPPLYRATETOTOPLAYER
STORAGE RTINUO)
• TRANSFER RATE INDUETOMASSFLOW ANDDIFFUSION
RDlNsO.
RFlN«FDCON*WFLUX
RTIN(I)*RFIN«R0IN
RD0UT(1)*APDIF(2)MC0NC(1)-C0NC(2))/DIFD(2)
RFOUT(I)«**FLUX»(CONC(1)*CONC(2))/2.
RTOUT(1).RDOUT(1)•RFOUT(1)
*

•

PAR 12
CALCULATION FLUXES(GASPHASE)

STORAGE
OFLOG(40)t IFLOGUO)
• OFLOG «FLOW OFGASTOFOREGOINGLAYER
• IFLOG«FLOW OfGASTON£XTLAYER
OFLOG(l)«DICOG»(GCONC(l)-SGCON)/DIFD(l)
IFLoG(l)« D I C O G * ( G C O N C ( 1 ) - G C O N C ( 2 ) ) / D I F D ( 2 )
• TOTAL CHANGEAMT FIRSTLAYER
(NETFLOW)
NFLOW(I)«RTIN(1)-IFLOGC1)-RTOUT11)-DIDECC1)

-OFLOG<I)
PAR13

•

LAYERS 2 TO 39f FOR MEANING OF SYMBOLS S E E LAYER 1

DO 1011-2.39
NKSW(I)« ADS(I)/((AMT(I)-ADS(I)•1•E-l0)/(VOLW(I)•VOLGA(I)/KWG))
C A P G ( I)• (VOLGA(D ^ V O L W ( I)»KWG«BD«KWG»NKSW( I)«DX< i))/ox(I)
CONCCI)*(AMT(I)-ADS(I))/(VOLW(I)'VOLGA(I)/KWG)
GCONC(I)*AMT(I)/CAPG(I)

n:

CONCEQC I>*(AMT( D-AMTt IMV&LGAC I)/(VOLGA( I)*KWG»V0LW( I)•BO
'•K*6«KSirf»DX(I)))/(VOLWC I>-*K6w«BD«DX< I))
ADD0N< X)•FCNSpi((CONC(D-CONCEQC:I)).RELRTt 0.»A0SRT>«
...
(CONC(I)-CONCEQC I))
ADSON(I>>»AOOON(I)-AOStI)*OECRT
OIDECCI)«AMT(I)«l?E#RT
RD0UTC1UAP0IF(I*1M(C0NC(I>-C0NC(I«1)>/DIFD(I*1>
RFOUT(I>.WFLUX*(CONC(1)*CONC(I*l))/2*
RTOUTU>.RDOUT(I)*RFOUTI1)
RTlN(I).RTOUTd-l)
OFLOGCI).D1C0G»(GC0NC(X)-6C0NC(I-1))/0IF0(I)
XFLOG(I).0IC00»(GC0NC(I)-GC0NC(I*1))/DIF0(I*1)
101NFLOW(I)«RTXN(I)-lFLOG(I)-RTOUT(I)-OIOEC(I)
-OFLOO(I)

•••

PAR14

•

•

LASTLAYER

NKSWUO)* ADS(40)/tUMT(40>-ADSC40Wi.E-i0)/(VOL*lt40)» ...
VOLGA(40)/KWG))
CAPG140)• (VOLGA(40)*VOLWU0)*KWG«BO*KfcG*NKStf(40)«OX<40M/OX(40)
GtQNC(40)«AMT(40)/CAPG(4Q)
CONC(40)«(AMTU0)-AOS(40))/CVOLW(40)*VOLGA(40)/K*G>
CONCEQ(40)• (AMT(40)-AMT(40)«VOLGA(40)/(V0LGA(40)•K*G#VQLW<40)*§0 ...
•KWG«KSW«DX(40)n/(VOLW(40MKSW*BO«OX(40))
AOOOH(^O)«FCNSW((CONC(40)-CONCEQ(40))tRELRTf 0»t AOSRT)*
...
(CONC(40)-CONCEQ(40))
AOSON(40)«ADDON(«»0)-ADS(40)•OECRT
OIOEC(40)»AMT(40)»OECWT
RTIN(40)»«TOUT(39>
RDOUT(40)«0
RFOUT(40)«WFLUX»(1.5«CONC(40)-0.5*CONC(39))
RTOUT(40)«RFOUT(40)»ROOUT(40)
OFLOG(40)«DlCOG»(GCONC(40)-GCONC(39))/OlFD(40)
IFLOG(40)•DICOG*GCONC(40)/OIFO(41)
NFLOW(40)>RTlN(40)-IFLoG(4jp)-RTOUT(40)-OIDEC(40)
-OFLOGUO)
«

PARIS

•

OUANTITY OUT OF THE SURFACE OF THE PROFILE
GASUP»INTGRL(O..OFLOG(D)

•

OUANTITY OUT OF THE LAST LAYER

SUMOUT « INTGRL(0.T (RTOUT(40)*IFLOG(40) ) )
•

PRINTPLOT INSTRUCTIONS

CALL 0 E B U G ( 4 , 0.)

PRINTC0NC(l)«C0NC(3)tC0NC(5>tC0NC(7)tC0NC(9)«C0NC(ll)tC0NC(13)t
C0NC(15)tC0NC<17)tC0NC(19)tC0NC(21>»C0NC(23)#C0NC(25)»C0NC(27).
.
CONc(29)fcONC(3l)fCONC(33)fCONc(35)fCONc(37)tCONC(40)tAMT(l)fAMT(3)t •
AMT(5)tAMT(7)»AMT(9)»AMT(U).AMT(13)tAHT(15).AMT(17).AHT(19),AMT(21)t.
AMT(23)tAMT(25)«AMT(27),AMT(29)tAMT(31)tAMT(33)»AMT(35)t
.
AMT(37)« AMT(40)t GASUPtCONCEQ(l)
PAGEGROUP(0..3.) •
OUTPUT CONC(l).AOS(l). A M T ( 1 )
OUTPUT CONC(2)« A0S(2)t AMT(2)
OUTP5TCONC(5)t A0S(5)t AMT(5)
OUTPUT CONC(10)« ADS(IO).AMT(lO)
OUTPUT CONC(20)t AOS(20)t A H T ( 2 0 )
OUTPUT CONCOO), AOSOO). A M T ( 3 0 )
TIMERFINTIM *96.t PROEL« 8.tOUTDCL•2. • DELT•0.04
COUNTR «COUNTR •1
FINISHCOUNTR •2500.
METHODRECT
ENO
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